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ABBREVIATIONS AND GLOSSARY 

AIFB - All India Forward Block. 

AIFB(S) - All India Forward Block (Socialist). 

BJP - Bharatiya Janata Party. 

Congress - Indian National Congress (party). 

CP - Chairpersons either of GP or Convenor of Standing Committees of PS and ZP. 

CPM - Communist Party of India (Marxist). 

CS\VI - Committee on Status of Women in India (1974). 

DRDA - District Rural Development Agency 

GP - Gram Panchayat, the lowest Panchayat Tier at the village level. 

JRY - Jowhar Rojgar Yojana.From May 1999 it is restructured asjawahar Gram Samridhi 

Yojana where Central Goverment will bear 75% oftotal allocation. Now GP alone 

will be implementing this scheme for development of rural infrastructure. 

ICDS - Integrated Child Development Services 

ICSSR - Indian Council of Social Science Research (New Delhi). 

ISS - Institute of Social Sciences (New Delhi). 

ISST - Institute of Social Studies Trust (New Delhi and Bangalore). 

Karmadhyakhas- Convenor of Standing Committees ofPS and ZP. 

Left Front- A Coalition of some Left Parties like CPM, CPI, AIFB, RSP etc. in 

West Bengal. 

MLA 

MLC 

MP 

PR 

PRI:s 

PS 

sc 
ST 

WB 

ZP 

- Member of Legislative Assembly (lower house of State Parliament). 

- Member of Legislative Council (upper house of State Parliament). 

-Member of Parliament (Central Government). 

- Panchayati Raj , the unit of Rural Local Self Government. 

- Panchayati Raj Institutions 

- Panchayat Samity, the middle Panchayat Tier at Sub- divisional level. 

- Scheduled Caste. 

- Scheduled Tribe. 

- West Bengal 

- Zilla Parishad, the highest Panchayat Tier at District level. 



CHAPTE~ 1 

INTRODUCTION 

India has a long tradition of participatory local democracy ( commonly known as village 

panchayat) but consistently low representation and involvement of women in such institutions 

reveal the sharp social inequality of our social and political system. The Co,nstitution of 

Independent India stipulates equality of opportunity and absence of discrimination in social, · 

economic and political lives of all Indian citizens but this inequality seems interminable. 

The 73rd Constitution~! Amendment Act 1992. by providing one third represei1tation to 

women in all elected bodies including one third of the offices of Chairpersons for those bodies 

has provided opportunities for the first time for women's · participation in . community 

development or, in short, political life of the nation. With the help of this statutory reservation 

women have notably and uniformly entered the panchayat processes since 1993. Consequently a 

series of pondering and contemplations have come to the forefront; what is the socio economic 

background of those women who have been elected in panchayats, what is the real nature of role 

performance of women panchayats, how women are reconciling their political and familial roles 

·and what is the newer direction( s) of rural development they are imparting or capable of 

ensuring. This study humbly attempts to document and answer a few of such questions. 

In Section 1 of this introductory Chapter the origin, nature and evaluation of recent 

thrust on Pancyayati Raj are discussed. The rationale and pattern of statutory reservation policy 

enunciated by 73 rd Amendment Act are documented in Section 2. The Section 3 focuses on the 

problems that women are likely to encounter while participating in panchayat process. The 

objectives of this study, the approach to the problems and structure. of this dissertation are 

included in the subsequcr.t Sections. 

!.EVOLUTION OF PANCHAYATI RAJ 

l.lGenesis of Panchayati Raj. Since time immemorial village Panchayats in some form 

or other had been in existence in India. Indian villages were self governing community through 

autonomous Panchayats. Literal meaning of panchayats is panch parameswar or council of five 
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.indicating God speaking through five head. However, numerical connotation was never so 

steadfast and practical implication was association of people in village affairs. The structlire and 

functions of panchayats and state were clearly demarcated and each was virtually independent of 

other, The only limiting factor for panchayats was the payment of demands of the state. For 

centuries panchayats had been the center of social life and focus of social solidarity (Mathew; 

1995; 1). l 

. 2 
There Were, moreover, caste panchayats. Hugh Gray talked of caste ongm of 

panchayats. With most cases panchayats were hearing, arbitrating disputes of caste members; 

administrating justice, punishing violation of caste rules. For substantiation, among Ravas, a tribe 

of Coach Bel1ar district, panchayats consisting of elder members are known as MARAB SEN 3
. 

In each Bustee (locality) there is one Mandai (known as PARE) who calls the meeting of 

MARAB SEN which may declare judgement including fine and ,social isolation in any dispute 

between or among Ravas. In inter Bustee disputes joint meeting of MARAB SEN may also be 

convened. 

Among Indian scholars there has been a tendency to eulogise and even revitalise earlier 

system of parichayats. But at its best, those structures were more akin to 'communitarian' image 

to resolve family or community disputes or inter or intra village disputes or manifestation of 

social composition in the form of caste panchayats All those obviously were without political 

overtune or democratic contours. 

It was during British rule that the tradition of panchayats was ravaged .. The introduction 

of landlordi~m and ruthless drive for revenue collection etc. shattered the corporate /self sufficing 

socio economic village life and with it panchayats as well. The British Government later on 

introduced its own brand of local government to deliver certain municipal services like health, 

education etc. However, it is realism that local governinent that India has· today is a "British . 

creation rather than India's own" 4 

During the Freedom Movement national leaders realised its importance and vehemently 

advocated for panchayts as a unit for economic and moral regeneration, for restoring democratic 

I. We have broadly followed reference patterns like a) Author, year of publication and page number 
with in text for those authors who are listed in Bibliography and b) full reference in the format of 
Author, year of publication, (page no. when required) publisher and place of publication for those 
who are not listed in Bibliography. 

2.Gray,Hugh (1988; 585). The Problem. in Desai(ed.) 
3.Gupta, P.K. 1988. The Toda Tribal in North Bengal. Ratnabali. Calcutta. (in Bengali) 
4.Rao & Hazarika. ( 1980; I) Local Government in India. S.Chand. New Delhi 
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and self sufficient village life where soul of India really lives. Panchayat was accepted as one of 

the ideological planks of the movement. Gandhiji gave its philosophical height when he held 

"greater is the power ofpanchayats, better it is for the people". It is a shame, however, that in the 

first draft of the independent Constitution of India no mention of panchayats was made and only 

as a afterthought it was incorporated. in Art. 40. The wordings of Art. were very significant -

"the state shall take steps to organise village panchayats and endow them 'with such power and 

authority as may be necessary to enable them to function as units of self government". Also item 

no. 5 of the State List in the . Seventh Schedule - curiously without naming panchayats -

authorised state government to constitute and empower such units of local governm"eJ.'!t. Thus it 

was indicative that separate legislation was required for implementation of this optional 

directive. 

After centuries of slumber when India attained independence, all round socio economic 

transformation soon became inevitable contemplation. As a result of Technical Cooperation 

Agreement between India and the USA Community Development Programme (CDP) 5 as a 

concept and method was devised in 1952. Operationally the Programme was not spreaheaded by 

the community itself but by the administrative machinery. Tilt' 1959 the Programme was simply 

goverhmental to assist people 6
. It was soon realised that if the Programme was to succeed and 

democracy to be real people's organisation would be overwhelming in character and vitality. 

When B. Mehta Committee (1957) was asked to examine the CDP Programme it recommended a 

new pattern of democratic decentralisation in the format of Gram Panchayat (GP) at village level, 

Panchayat Samity (PS) at Block/ Sub divisional level and Zilla Parishad (ZP) at district level. Its 

suggestion received favour all over and Rajasthan, soon followed by other States, first adopted 

this model of democratic decentralisation. This structure is popularly known as Panchayati Raj, 

or PR for short , which is supposed to be the means for the end of community development. 

1.2 In retrospect. The panchayt or third tier (Singhvi Committee 1986) or third 

stratum (Mukherjee; 1993) ~ a novel and nodal Indian experiment at grassroots participatory 

democracy - is to provide "political expression of village needs", means to "attacking whole 

range of community problems" and the "mechanism through which immense resource could be 
·- '- - - -

5. For brief but lucid account ofCDP see Danda, A.K. 1984. Rural Reconstruction; An Indian 
Experiment. In Danda (ed.). Studies on Rural Development. Experience & Issues. Inter India. New Delhi. 
Dey, S.K. I 964. Community Development. Asia Pub. Bombay. · 

6. Dey, S.K. (I 964; 49), ibid. 
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mobilised for development" 7
• However, its sailing has never been smooth and its potential yet 

tobe realised. 

The experience of PR has so far been a state of neglect and impoverishment. Without 

acquiring a status of dignity of a vibrant unit of self government i1 laognisl•ed it languished for 

most part of itsexistence for various reasons such as absence of regular elections, prolonged 

supersession, variation in structure/authority, scant devolution of financial and above all lack of 

political will. 

It 1s the common expenence that everyone accepts panchayat and 

favoursdecentralisation but nobody is sincerely willing or able to translate that wish into conGrete 

practice. One commentator (Mukherjeee; 1994; 789) observed that local government has hardly 

advanced beyond its 1870 level. To other 8 the seed of PR did not sprout and it remains 

unsprouted to this day. To other veteran scholar (Jain; 1988; 196) the inevitable failure is for 

"our approach and method". More alarmingly when it was put to test the result was not 

community development but usurpation of power by dominant caste/ class,influential leaders for 

their own specific interests. 

In the Constituent Assembly Debates misgiving was that if panchayat system was 

introduced in the then prevailing rural context local influential class might usurp all power 

and utilise that for their selfish motive and it has indeed come true. Micro studies have unearthed 

that decision making of PR is in the hands of rich farmers and traders in Gujrat (Hirway; 1986), 

domination of higher caste in Karnataka (Mathew; 1985), the downtrodden section utterly 

bypassed (Gurumurthy; 1987), it is viciated in Haryana by factionalism and is controlled by 

some lea~ers for their e~clusive interests 9
, dominant leaders using power for themselves and 

not for the welfare of society 10
, PR decisions are made by political considerations ( Dubey & 

Murdia ; 1976) and" traditional classes continue to influence the formal rural power structure", 11 

Historical evidences suggest that when PR was being constituted by State Acts or even 

afterwards they were regarded as developmental agency with people's participation for plans and 

non plans. Committees looking in to its workings visualised it as decentralised 

7. Nicholson.Cited in Samanta. (I 990; 89). The Political Economy of Panchayats in West Bengal. Social Change. 
Vol. 20(1) 

8. Kurien. C.T. ( 1992; 167). Growth and Justice. Oxford University Press. Madras. 

9. Singh. Sakuntala. 1994. Grassroots politics and PR. Deep & Deep. New Delhi. 
10. Sharma. 1978. PR in Haryana. In Reddy (ed.). PR in India. Macmillan. New Delhi 
II. Reddy, T.C. ( 1989; 389). Rural Leadership- Continuity and Change. Indian Journal of Social Research. Vol. 

30(4) 
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administrative structure for implementing programmes handed down from above. And this 

v1ew got entrenched during· 1970's when central government bypassed and even 

undermined rural local government through direct centrally sponsored administration of 

benefits. Fallout of Indo Pak war, clamping of emergency etc. contributed to rapid 

centralisation of power that did not bode well for PR. Moreover 1 the success of Green 

Revolution encouraged a kind of 'technocratic rationalism' 12 that began to widen gaps 

between policy aispensation and reality. 

1.3 Shift in Development Paradigm. Meanwhile growing realisations have ~timulated 

our thought process. India really lives in villages: All round problems here are not only more 

conspicuous but also most pathetic. For rural development process, PR holds distinct potentiality 

and perhaps superiority. For smaller constituency size, PR provides physical visibility and 

identification of functionaries with the people. Its direct relations and bearing with people and 

their problems make it cable between democratic process and people's aspiration. As experience 

suggests, whenever PR has been actively involved the implementation of rural development 

programmes has been "decidedly better and selection of beneficiaries and selection of schemes .. 

satisfactory" 13
• Eight Plan document realised it when it noted that unless we have representative 

institutions at local level it is hardly possible to make any dent on primary education or health 

problems. 

There has been 'revolutionary shift' in development paradigm. Earlier, unilaterian role of 

state in political strategy of development was postulated for the conviction that economic 

development would eventually ensure political development. India for long endorsed this western 

conception. But now the paradigm itself has changed profoundly. For instance the thrust of Third 

UN Development Decade (1980-90) now upholds equality, social justice, decentralisation and 

participatory decision making. Development is now regarded as a process that needs democracy 

if any serious headway has to be made (Webster; 1992; 4-6). 

Now the pattern of development has come a long way from mere economic growth to 

growth with equity and justice, from governmental initiatives to people's participation and 

involvement, from socio economic development to human resource development and from 

endowment to empowerment. 

12. Shivia, M. ( 1989: I 0). PR- A Policy Perspective. NIRD. Hyderabad. 
13. Rao Committee Report. In Kashyup ( 1989; 214) 
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It is now realised that development of rural India can be substantial only through the 

process of decentralised planning and its implementation involving fully the concerned local 

people. Accordingly to make panchayats as living, vibrant, dynamic, 'center pillar of 

commonwealth' the constitution is amended by 73 rd Amendment Act 1992. This Act is supposed 

to have marked genuine departure from hitherto developmental orientation and reiterates that PR 

would be self governing institution. 

India is now on a threshold of a historical transition of political and. economic power to 

the grassroots where they really belong. Its political implication can hardly be overlooked. About 

22.5 lakh elected representatives (another set of 7.5 lakh in Municipality) instead of present 5DOO . 

MP, MLA and MLCs are to govern rural India and for that matter India. 

1.4 New Structure and Functions. This 73 rd Amendment Act, inseriing a new part (part · 

X 1) in the constitution, enshrines constitutional certainty, continuity and strength to panchayats, 

directs states to legislate and constitute panchayats confering powers and responsibilities 

necessary to make them institution of self government within 24 th April 1994. 

From now on PR will have uniform three Tiers- GP, PS, ZP. However, for the states with 

population below 20 lakhs, Tier at block or PS may be dispensed with. Tenur~ is fixed for 5 

years. Seats of each Tier be so distributed as to conform to ratio of population and number of 

seats throughout state. Seats be reserved for Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes (SC/STs for 

short) in proportion to their population. One third seats and posts be reserved for women 

(including those included in SC/ STs) 14
. All reserved seats for women, SC/STs shall be allocated 

by rotation. State may reserve seats for other Backward Castes. All seats ~o be filled by direct 

election (except some ex officio like MP, MLA and Chairpersons oflower Tier to higher ones) to 

be conducted by independent State Election Commission. 

To the single most important provision of the Act- Art. 243 G- PR shall have power for 

the a) preparation of economic development and social justice and b) implementation of schemes 

14. Why 1/3 and not to proportion to population strength like SC/STs? The contention is that it is for fear of 
male opposition in Parliament and I /3 may well be a starting point. The possibility is that it will be extended 

gradually. 
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for economic development and social justice as may be entrusted to including those 29 items 

listed in the newly added Eleventh Schedule by the amendment. Here significantly economic 

development and social justice components are interwovened. PR should have adequate funds for 

carrying out functions and states will make necessary grants, assign revenue of certain taxes and 

authorise it to collect and retain certain revenue it raises. 

1.5 Self Government Nomenclature. A few points as to the nature and prospect of self 

government status of panchayats may not be out of context. The 73 rd Amendment Act has 

explicitly broken new ground by conceptualising PR as 'institution of self governmel).t'. But at 

the outset it should be made clear that the Act has not provided all the panacea. And the Act, 

coupled with dubiety of States, has really compounded some of the proverbial problems of PR. 

The historical reality is that from 1959 PR has its existence without sufficient powers and there is 

no compelling reason or instance to expect that states will be generous this time. Newly added 

El.eventh Schedule (confusion still is whether it is mandatory minimum or illustrative only) lists 

29 items to be devolved to PR but these are developmental and governmental irideed. The 

disconcerting fact is that lists of assigned and discretionary powers, as listed in existing State 

Acts, far overset obligatory functions of PR bodies. For instance, West Bengal Panchayat Act as 

amended up to 1992 has charted most of the functions of Eleventh Schedule as either assigned 

(Section 20) or discretionary (Section 19) functions of GP Tier. In several states most important 

functions are either not thought of or prescribed in enthrusted list. 

The 73 rd Act itself excludes a big geographical chunk in Assam, Meghalaya, Tripura, 

Mizoram, District Council System in Manipur, Darjeeling 15.This is hardly tenable ifPR is self 

governing institution. Also the mandatory aspect regarding constitution of panchayats has not 

sincerely been followed either. The Act itself stipulated that within April 24, 1994 states had to 

reorganise respective PR bodies. But PR elections in Tamil Nadu and Orissa were held only in 

October 1996 and January 1997 respectively and Bihar is still flouting this mandate. 

15.25% geographical area of India is still outside of PR fold according to P R- A Development Report 1996. ISS. 
New Delhi. (P. 155). 
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As to the financial and personnel aspects of PR pitfalls are both proverbial and 

unanimously conceded. Moreover the horizontal intervention of PR in the vertical jungle has 

confused the whole arena (Bondopadhyaya & Mukherjee; 1993; 8). The stifling overhang of 

enormous and still now expansive center and state administrative structure is a serious 

impediment to PR autonomy. It is sharply pointed out 16 that large number of subject matter 

enactments not only create vast bureaucracy down to the village level but also take away even an 

iota of autonomy. What has substantially come ~bout is that these local bodies are only deciding 

location of project sites and departmental authority implementing all schemes on their bepalf. 

There is no move towards reduction of power/ of those administrative structure to provide 

adequate space for PR. No attempt is made to identify and amend numerous Acts which go 

against appropriate devolution of power and making panchayats autl:Ientic institutions of self 

government 17
. 

Though it is highly stretchable (Mukherjee; 1994) and connotation nowhere spelt out 

explicitly, the term self government should purport that 'partial' autonomy over the subjects 

decided and devolved by state government and having the power in deciding own priorities, 

meeting those out of own resources and more importantly all those without outside 

encroachment(s). Anything short of institutional existence, functional autonomy and financial 

viability would be debasing. 

Truly indeed the Amendment has made substantial gain only in structural aspects of PR -

such as creation and continuity. As to the fundamental part of decentralisation of meaningful 

power not much headway seems imminent. States have just observed Il1andatory modalities like 

structure, tenure etc. and to some extent reoriented powers of different PR Tiers by amending 

their existing Panchayat Acts. But the ideological or status part of the Amendment has not been 

incorporated in any of the conforming State Act so far. Weiner once noted that in decentralised 

society elected leaders do not like to share power with others. Lukewarm attitude of states in 

making PR well and truly self government is still substantial. 

16. Ramachandran & jain. 1993. PR in Coming Years. A Background Paper. Rajiv Gandhi Foundation (RGF). 
New Delhi 

I 7. Annual Report. Task Force on PR. October 2, 1994. RG F. New Delhi . (preface). 
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2.RESERVATION POLICY FOR WOMEN. 

2.1 Political Position. The account of women in India - constituting 407.1 million or 

48.1% of population - is shrouded in subordination, silence and hopelessness. The plain fact is 

that they are marginalised and have inferior socio economic and political status. " The 

subjugation of women is a fact of our daily existence"(Reiter; 1975;11). In the socio cultural 

understanding, their entity is only for household chores, child bearing and rearing activities. They 

have to follow definite and rigid set pattern of social norms where they are to ob~y. husband! 

elders as their master or 'deity' 18
· They are socialised in such a specific way where they feel 

proud "to be women, to be wives and to be mothers 19
· Their role outs~de of family has never 

been accepted in the same manner as men's. If the overall position of women is below p~r, rural 

women, comprising 77% oftotal women, have more obscure and desultory status in relative and 

wiqest sense .. The normative socio cultural structure of agrarian society - 415 of total people 

spreading over 30 lakh villages of which 9/10 depend on agriculture - imposes rigorously 

unequal· position to rural women. High mortality rate, low level of life expectancy, hunger, ill 

health, illiteracy, overwork and exploitation are usually their fate. They are forced to be confined 

to four walls of hearth and traditional value and trapped in stereotyped roles. 

Of all the spheres, however, seclusion of women from political power· is singularly 

striking right from the inception of state society (Omvedt; 1987; 991 ). It is disconcerting that 

women's overall representation in political decision making hi:1s consistently been marginal 

throughout the whole world 20
· .Compared to men women have the following percentage of public 

positions worldwide ; 4% each in Heads of State, Cabinet Ministry , 5% each in senior positions 

in national policy making and Labour Union and 10.1% in Legislative seats. Alarmingly, 

participation trend is crumbling - from 14.6% to 10.1% in just five years. In 171 countries, of 

the total358.47 parliamentary members only 3626 (10.1%) are women in 1993. 

18 .For details see Srinivas, M.N. (1942; 195). Marriage and Family. New York Company. Dube, S.C. 
. ( 1955; 141) Indian Village. Routledge & Kegan. London. Dube, S.C. (1990; Chap. 13). T_radition 

and Development. Yikas. New Delhi. Kessler. 1976 .. Moreover, their socioeconomic and 
political position are discussed in Chapter. 2. 

19 Cormac. Cited in Bhoite ( 1987; 3) 
20. For world scene see Rule Wilma ( 1994; 689). Women Underrepresentation and Electoral System. 

Political Science and Politics. Vol. 27(4) 
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Similar propensity is found for Indian women as well. On an average up to 1996, only 

5.41% members of the Loke Sabha are women -highest ever share is 7.7% in. 81h Parliament. 

Similarly, in Rajya Sabha up to 1991 women share is just 938%. In state Assemblies they have 

woeful 4% average. In the Council of Ministers in central government they are virtually absent, 

only in 1961 they could cross 10% share. It is surprising that when women participated en masse 

in tl;le Freedom Struggle and comprised about 10% of those imprisoned, after independence their 

representation never touches the critical strength of 1 0% in any legislature. If this overall scene 

is seen against increasing number of women voters and near parity in voting, scenario really gets 

harrowing. 

Even in 'progressive' state like West Bengal women representation is in no way better. 

Under Left Front (1977-96) out of total 1470 seats only 59 or 4% women got elected in 

Assembly. Only 9.5% women were elected from here to lower house of Parliament. In State 

Council of Ministers just 5.2% are women -highest number being 4 in 1996. 

One point needs scrupulous attention. There is no one to one corelation between any 
; 

single variable -literacy for example (CSWI; 1974; 289) - and women representation, thus any 

generalisation is hardly possible. To cite one example, Kerala women have the highest sex ratio 

(1032 per 1000 male), 10% more higher education rate, highest physical quality life index and 

they "had (have) more influence over their own lives but they did( do) not enter public life more 

notably than other Indian women"(Jeffrey; 1993;11). Even here women's work participation has 

not increased - in fact declining from 19.71% in 1961 to 16.62 in 1981 - and between 1957 and 

1991 women representation in Assembly has on an average been 3.32%, highest being 5.7% in 

1981 and 1991. 

Given the terrible track records for women in India one strand of thought argues that equal 

right (as propounded in the constitution) will gradually ensure ground leveling. To other, because 

of specific needs and requirements· there should have positive discrimination to wipe out 

differences. Hardcore feminists emphasis that without drastic restructuring of the universal 

gender discrimination based on patriarchy improving women's status is simply impossible. 

Writers having Marxist leaning favour grand design insisting on restructuring and allocating the 

'base'. In contrast, the participatory approach or grassroots development movement focuses on 

enabling process where change or development is determined and implemented accord~ng to 
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needs. of women. Women Movement and Groups now, by and large, tend to accept the latter 

methodology as an adequate means to ameliorate the conditions of teeming millions. In this 

· process Indian experiment is for positive discrimination as legal equality has not proved suffice. 

2.2 Question of Reservation. Consequently it is discerning that emphasis on women . 

question has undergone profound changes. The idea of passive beneficiaries of governmental 

programmes for so long is now transformed into the idea of them as "victim of change"(Jockes; 

1987; 5). Itis now resolved 21 that more and more women should take ()n decision making and 

women's empowerment and full participation in all spheres are fundamental for ac~ievement of 

equality, development and peace. 

As noted already, 73 rd Amendment Act 1992 has provided 113 reservation of PR seats 

and posts for women uniformly since 1993. Reservation is essentially viewed as women's 

empowerment (Country Report; 1995, Mohanty; 1995). Empowerment 22 implies an enabling 

process for deciding by therp.selves future course of action by entering into power structure. This 

externally induced process confers women access to power, scope to change existing power 

configuration and to get rid of gender related shackles or stereotypes and ,entrenched patriarchy. 

And now 7.5 lakh women as members and 80,000 as Chairpersons are expected in 2.5 lakh GP, 

6000 PS and 500 ZP. 

Specifically for rural local government, statutory compulsion has provided a new lease of 

life for women. However, question of reservation for women had been dealth with by others 

before. Kalelkar Commission on Backward Classes in 1950's. opined for special protective 

policies for women taking. them as backward class. The Mehta Committee 1957 suggested 

cooption of two women each in GP and PS from among those who were interested in the works 

among women and children. The Mehta Committee 1978 (p.198-99) advocated that two women 

for each GP and PS would be included either through normal election or coopting those who 

secured highest number of votes in elections. The Committee on Status on Women (CSWI)1974 

rejected reservation outright for parliament and legislatures but recommended women panchayats 

21. As emphasised by SAARC Ministerial Meeting 1986, New Delhi and Beijing World Conference Draft 
1995. 

22. The concept "empowerment", originally taken from the writing of Paulo Freire, indicates crucial and 
collective all embracing enabling process and a deliberate transformation and ·di~tribution of 
institutional base of power relationship in a given society. For detail see Batliwala. 1993 and Antrobus. 
!989. For critical ·estimate see Mohanty. !995. On the Concept of Empowerment. Econdmic and 
Political Weekly. 17 June. 
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at GP levels as an integral but transitional measure. But it is believed that the Committee 

i~plicitly concurred reservation as basic policy 23
. In Section 3 of para 7.117 it ordained political 

parties to frame policy and sponsor - staring with 15% and extending· gradually to the 'proportion 

of population - women in elections. If parties sponsor women to any extent uniformly it would 

be reservation by any yardstick. Rao Committee 1985 also spoke of 'adequate representation' and 

reservation as women are under privileged .. 

The question of reservation is truly a ticklish question having both proponents and 

opponents. Women in pre independent period 24 and veteran spokepersoris still today sco~f ~t this 

idea. In the Constituent Assembly all I I women did not talk of it even when reservation for 

SC/STs was being drafted. But women fora today articulate demands for greater electoral share 
. . 

and even demand for reservation in employment is not uncommon. 

The opponents argue that it is not "attuning with our tradition" 25 as it implies that women 

are inferior and as such need special protection. This positive discrimination may in fact hide the 

reality and ruin the sense \Of dignity and autonomy (Country Paper; 1985; 57). Their position is 

inextricably enmeshed with general socio economic and political problems. Without curbing or 

curing root cause of inability or apathy reservation would be like putting cart before the horse. It 

is likely to reinforce the separate identity and hamper women's integration to society. In India 

both men and women's organisations have played pivotal roles in improving women status 26 and 

the connotation that only women will be befitting for women cause will be dejecting particularly 

for many men. Reservation definitely is not a panacea. Without reservation Sweden, as in other 

Scandinavian Countries, has about 40% women in Parliament and Cabinet. Moreover, most· 

women are already to share double burden of domesticity and subsistence works. Political 

responsibilities would make them still more overburdened. Moreover, It is not so easy and 

forthwith to change the perception and strategies of parties to whom "putting 

23. Its arguments in rejecting reservation for Assembly seats seem not convincing. To it women status 
could better be informed by joint efforts and if it was granted other sections might demand it. But joint 
efforts certainly need more women and reservation for SC/STs continue despite strong anti reservation 
stirs. 

24. A section of women demanded it but later on dropped it for national cause. Majumdar (ed.).I979. 
25. Despande, N. (1989; 57). Participation ofwoinen in Political System. Kurukshetra. February 
26. Sen, H. (1958; 39). Our Own Times. In Baig, Tara Ali (ed.) Women in India. Ministry of[nformation & 

Broadcasting. Government of India. 
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women for winnable seats means a loser, one issue candidate" and not consistent with concern 

for everybody (Barbara; 1983; 171). 

Without attending to root cause of oppression like patriarchy rn party structure or 

ambivalence of state 27 towards women's cause, sudden interest in women participation in PR is 

suspected somewhere. Reservation could well be one deliberate sop to fend off complete control 

of PR by women as had been tried out in Maharastra through All Women Panchayats. Kishwar 28 

argues that confining women in certain seats, while shutting out others practically, would 

ghettoise women. 

When reservation was being provided majority of opposition parties were apprehensive 

about the motive (not principle) of the move. They (BJP for instance) suspected that opposition 

parties might be forefended by cleaver manipulation of seat reservation. Mitra 29 argued that in 

West Bengal Left Front favoured reservation to help it pruning corrupt element without arousing 

any dissent.. 

On the other hand as women are woefully underrepresented their needs like health, water, 

child care have been utterly neglected in development decisions. Where women activists are few, 

lip services and tokenism may be the only product of women's participation 30
• It is now 

submitted that quantitative increase in number of women 'can contribute in highlighting women 

specific con~ems. With their perspective and priorities they can bring about qualitative change in 

political goals. Reservation invests them with power and responsibilities that are distinct in 

themselves. It helps evolve self identity or individuality. It is the first base or bastion to ensure 

that rural women get a share in 'development decision and development cake' 31
• Reservation 

affirmatively ensures that a minimum number of women receive benefits (Faith; 1989; 16). From 

the women activists standpoint (Shah & Gandhi; 1991; 24) while reservation is neither reformist 

or panacea for women cause nor revolutionary it allows possibility of struggling from within 

power base and permits service~ for women's struggle for survival. 

27. Agnihotri & Majumdar.(J995; 1869). Changing Terms of Political Discourse. Women Movement in 
India. Economic & Political Weekly. 22 July. 

28. Kishwar, M. ( 1996; 2892). Women and Politics. Beyond Quotas. Economic & Political Weekly. 26 
October. 

29. Mitra, Amit. (1993; 34). ChangingRole of Women in Bengal Panchayats. Down to Earth. Vol. 2(4). 
However, reservation of specific seats has to follow certain rules and only dispensible constituencies 
can not be so reserved. 

30. Newland. Cited in Kumari, Ranjana (ed.) (1992; I 1). Women in Decision Making. Vikas. New Delhi. 
3 I. Majumdar, V. (I 989; 2796). Resevation for Women. Economic & Political Weekly .18 December. 
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There is always perception gaps between men and women and worrien factors should be 

harnessed for the better. In the Chipco Movement decision makers and women's ·concept of 

developmental activities are found clearly divergent 32
• In the field survey 33 it was found that 

men's obsession was ownership of land and employment while it was physical constraints and 

social issues· for women. Tribal women, for instance, conceive forest as their limb in sharp 

contrast to general commercial tendencies 34 .The 1991 survey in Australia 35 has showed that 64% 

respondent believe that men enter politics because of personal ambitions and monetary benefits. 

And 54% hold that women are motivated to politics by altruism and concern for COf9-~unity 

welfare. 

Induction of women is also favoured for what may be called cleansing cause. It is usually 

argued that women display consistency, inventiveness, they seldom succumb to authoritarian 

style of behaviour, exercise positive influence over males by restraining, disciplining and 

improving behaviour 36 .As mankind has evolved women come to play increasing part in the 

direction of affairs and women's advantage is sometimes in dexterity but especially in patient 

and perhaps in persistence 37
• They are basically honest, have profound managerial skill and 

perfect in balancing family budget and these qualities should be tapped to manage the houses of 

panchayats and exonerate it from financial irregularities and corruption. 

It is true that unlike western countries, women in India and other South Asian countries 

have a long tradition in public offices without acquiring acrimonious public debate. It does not of 

course reflect on status of women. But now positive state intervention is thought necessary for 

rural locaJ self government because it would serve to inspirit genuine grassroots leadership of the 

most labiated section of the society. At the panchayat level it is more demanding to participate 

and decide policy because it caters to overwhelming majority of women. All round problems of· 

women are more marked here and intimately related to those who need them most. Statutory 

32. Sharma, Kumud ( 1987; 46). Women in Struggle. Occasional Monograph. CWDS (Centre for 
Women's Development Studies).New Delhi. 

33. Mukherjee, Neela. (1994; 10). Rural Women in PR Institutions. Kurukshetra. June 
34. Majumdar, V. ( 1989; 28). Peasant Women Organise for Empowerment; the Bankura Experiment. 

Occasional Paper no. 13. CWDS. New Delhi. 
35. Cited in Kanwaljit (1994; 23), in Jimenez (ed.) 
36. Tishkov, Valeri!. ( 1993; 2837). Women in Russian Politics .. Economic &Political Weekly 18 December. 
37. Young, J.Z. ( 1979; 575) An Introduction to the Study of Man. Oxford University Press. ELBS 

Edition. · 

• • 
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reservation would increase conceptualisation' (Leighly; 1991; 198) and would be conducive to 

the development and advancement of rural women. Political empowerment is to be the surest 

channel for overcoming traditional socio cultural and psychological impediments. With the 

statutory stroke thousands of ~omen have now assumed panchayat posts. Though there is no 

definite chart or design, they, in the main, are expected to contribute in highlighting their 

needs/concerns and heralding new direction of rural development with their priorities. The 

induction of women revolves around the expect~tion that they will assume public roles not as the 

general members of the community but as representative of the gender they belong. H~~ever, 

given the contemptible social, economic and political status and of course their first ever entry, 

the main contemplation should include whether and to what extent women have so far been able 

to fulfil socio political expectations and whether it is at all tenable that women can do justice to 

the enormous trust reposed on them. 

3.THE PROBLEM. 

Gandhiji apprehended that the problem" only commences at the point when women begin 

to affect the deliberation of the nation". So the statutory reservation may have strenuous 

consequences for this submerged half at least. in the immediate. future. Socia economic and 

political position of rural women are comparatively and categorically retrograding in all sense. 

Also direct involvement with public activities and accountability makes ~he roles of women 

panchayats even more delicate than any MP or MLA. As pointed out, women have generally 

remained averse to direct participation in politics. The question now is whether they are drawn or 

dragged into PR arena. 

Being in the periphery for so long are they really enthused or will be able to contribute 

their mite? Bow they overcome socio cultural constraints? Women do not have autonomy or 

freedom in decision making even in families and consequently will they be puppets in the hands 

of males in decision making process of PR? In the face of 'structural subordination' and 'national 

neglect' is it not to ask them to climb mountain instantly and without preparation? Being 

minority in decision making (with 1/3 share) how much they will be able to carry forward the 

mandate in the face ofengrained values? Will there beany misuse. ofreservation by grabbing it 
, .• ..,.....,.~.' &.,.,.., n ~ . 
·~ ~I.:JWX'111 1l . ·n.Jt~·.c:•··-'11· 
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by rural elite or influential families? Will reservation yield different result than SC/ STs both in 

its nature and extent? Reservation would obviously upset existing pattern of role model both in 

the family and outside. How they will and to what extent they will be able to cope with domestic 

and public role conflicts? How males will allow/help women when to males women at best can 

provide only 'supportive services' in politics? Jn view of lack of resource, conducive social 

situation and absence of patronage and because of party based election in PR women induction 

and performance can only be ensured through 'ascriptive' channel of parties. Here the pertinent 

question will be the role of parties. It has several implications. It is harped that women would act 

as composite group to accelerate women. development. On the one hand, empirical ~vidences 

indicate that women do not form women front and favour exclusive women issues. On the other 

hand, as party representatives, is it not likely that they will succumb to all embracing party 

ideology and the fate of women development will depend on party lines? 

4.0BJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

Now the context both of panchayats and women have undergone profound changes. 

Panchayats being conceived as institutions of self government are called upon to be involved in 

rural development both intensively and extensively. Women, hitherto unaccounted factor, are 

also integrated to these efforts entrusted additionally with imparting women's perspective and 

correcting imbalances in pevelopmerit decisions. The gut issue, thus, is how far panchayats itself 

provides the arena and to what extent women are tikely to avail the opportunity. 

We intend to probe the participation of women in panchayats with the following objectives 

in mind: 

· 1) to assess their socio economic and political background, 

2) to examine whether domesticity is any stumbling block to their participaton. 

3) to ascertain the nature and extent of their participation in decision making process of 

PR. The problem, if any, they face because of gender factor or attitudinal 

discrimination. And how far they have precipitated women development in the present 

functional context of panchayats, 

4) to highlight factors which overtly or covertly promote or prevent them from playing 

efficacious roles, 

" . . ~ 
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5) to take note of perception and assessment of general male villagers about women's 

participation and performance. 

S.OUR APPROACH. 

We approach the problem with an open mind and receptive spirit and believe that 

women's political role is a part of manifestation of their widest possible roles. Now panchayat 

system is a 'miniature political system' or inseparable part of wider political. system. Its 

functioning is certainly conditioned and coloured by community values, beliefs arid extra 

panchayat social relations. Regarding values and norms it needs emphasis that they not only limit 
. . 

women's induction but also their performance and it is one of the ·reasons why women in general 

have remained passive. Also changes in this aspect hardly keep pace with changes in material 

aspects of our life, thus often creating dichotomous role performance. Tersely, any evaluation of 
' 

women's role in panchayats has to be related to 1) the socioeconomic and psychological settings 

in which they live and work, 2) the structural and more importantly functional process of 

panchayat itself, 3) their individual endeavour, 4) and as it is in political process, to the 

perception, encouragement or otherwise of political parties and for that matter men in general. 

All in all we consistently treat women as subject (not object) of the inquiry and sympathetically . . 
as we know that they are here for the first time and certainly require time and experience to 

acquire competitive edge. 

6. OUTLINE OF THE CHAPTER. 

The introductory Chapter pertains to evaluation of Panchayati Raj in India, especially to 

recent changes introduced to its structure and functions. After examining reservation policy for 

women in panchayat seats and posts and specifying research problem, the objectives of the study 

are pointed out. 

From the findings of extensive literature on women, the overall position of Indian women 

is traced in Chapter 2. It deals with the present nature of women's participation in p~nchayats in 

pat1icular. In view of research gaps, it also identifies need for broader terms of reference. 
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Chapter 3 gives brief overview of physical; demographic, social and political settings of 

the district selected for the study. Social and political position of women there are also sketched 

in between. 

Details of research methodology adopted for the study such as the universe, selection of 

samples, research tools and techniques are specified in Chapter 4. Few points which need to be 

taken into account for proper understanding and extrapolation are also indicated. 

The social and economic background of women panchayats are perceived in terms of 

women's own and their families in Chapter 5. Wom~n's political experience and expertise are 

· also elaborated. It essentially reflects the kind of emerging women leadership in panchayats. 

Useful information as to why and how women have joined in panchayat posts can be 

found in Chapter 6. In three separate sections it analyses whether and to what extent domestic 

engagements deter women's panchayat performance, nature of reception of women in panchayats 

by male .colleagues and preference of women themselves as to exclusive women development 

programmes. 

Various facets of women's participation in panchayat decision making process such as the 

nature and extent of their attendance in meetings, its actual impact on decisions are detailed in 

Chapter 7. 

Information have also been collected from few male respondents. Their perception of 

women's social standing and assessment of women's performance in panchayats ~e presented in 

Chapter 8. 

Functional expanse of panchayats and political or party control over panchayat decision 

making are likely to condition (and somewhere control) performance of women as they are to 

operate within these frames. The last Chapter highlights such significant aspects which will help 

to grasp women's roles in proper perspective. For improvement of women's participation few 

suggestions have also been submitted for consideration. 



CHAPTER 2 

INDIAN WOMEN -A REVIEW 

A very brief account as to. the nature and trend of writings on Indian women is provided in 

Section 1. References to selective literature, particularly to participation on PR, on women are 

included in Section 2. Finally the relevancy of this study in the face of research gap has been 

written in Section 3. 

1. AN OVERVIEW. 

In India the Report of the Committee on the Status of Women (CSWI) and its allied 

studies are the watershed and pave the ways for new fillip in unearthing marginal position of 

women as well as their significant role in every facet of national and social life. Since then 

writings on Indian women have not only proliferated but most importantly they persistently 

emphasis on; a) clear exclusion of women from the promise of progress,modemisation and 

development, b) declining work participation rates, shrinking employment opportunities, c) 

negative effects of developmental efforts which have been conceived of without taking women's 

perspective, d) when and how women are victimised in socio- economic and political spheres, ~) 

ways how corrective actiQns should be taken. Feminists concern, however, has been the problems 

of rural and poor women, instead of few privileged sections, which altogether makes the thrust 

distinguishingly Indian. 

· While it an established fact that position of Indian rural women has all along been one of 

subservience, there has also been concerted endeavour to understand and devise ways and means 

to free them from utter constriction. As such, absorbing dimensions can be found in the emerging 

literature and paradigm of development. As a crucial shift of emphasis, invisibility of women is 

now reworked giving incremental ranges of visibility in the form of new array of evaluation. To 

cite one example, the Bombay Textile Strike would not have been continued without active 

support of women workers and wives of male workers 1 

I. Tombat Nista.\986. Particiaption of women in Textile Strike ( 1981-83). Working Paper No. 3. SNDT Women's University. Bombay. 

Also Sen. 1996. Transformation of Rural Economy. In Mahajan (ed.). Agriculture. Rural Development and PR. Deepe & Deep. 

New Delhi. (Here development of village was brought about by women themselves) 
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. 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Since 1980's emergence of woinen as an important category on the agenda of social 

research is like a "boom, boardering on an explosion". Nevertheless, studies on women's · 

participation and problems in political processes, not to mention PR, are not so frequent and 

illuminating. We may, however, categorise spurting literature on women into following groups and 

sub groups there of; Social Status of Women, Economic Status of Women, Women in Freedom 

Movement, Political Partic~pation of Women, Holistic Documents and Women in PR Process 

2.1 Social Status·· , With changing times women's position has undergone pr~found 

changes. An exalted status of women can be found in Indian Scriptures 2. But for the most part of 

the history women have deciduous status. Quite a large volumes deal with general social status of 

women. They not only indicate ignominious status but also depict changing facets of women's 

lives and position 3. 

Sangari and Vaid(1994) examined position of women in their are relationship toculture. 

Several papers here argued that 'oppression of women' had to be understood and combated both 

at material conditions and socio - cultural practices. 

Mies 4 asserts that usual rhetoric of equality, fraternity can not be 'universal' in real 

sense because progress of some is historically at the expense of others. In other words men would 

not have been free and equal if they had not made women dependent. She is circumspective about 

instant prospect for women. 

A lot of sociological researches have been undertaken on d6mestic and. public roles 

particularly of working women both in rural and urban areas. Bhoite ( 1987) in her study of rural 

employedwomen found that women were still to bear entire domestic duties 5
. In the work place 

they were regarded as inferior to men and less reliable workers. Village community did harass 

younger and lower caste women employees in particular. 

2.2 Economic Status of Women. A few decades earlier most literature on women 

revolved around their role and position within the confines of family.Since1970's emphasis 
- ... ~ - .. - . - - - - - -· . -- -- - - -· -- - .. 

2.lndra. I 955. The Position of Women in Ancient India. Motilal Banarasi Das. Banaras 
3.De Souza. A. (ed.). I 975. Women in Contemporary India, Traditional Image and Changing Roles. 

Monohar. New Delhi. Hate, C.A. 1969. Changing Status of Women in Post Independent India. Allied. 
Bombay. 

4. Mies,M. 1996. The French Revolution Can not Take Place for Women. In Sheth & Nandy (ed.). The 
Multiverse of Democracy" Sage. New Delh 

5. Similar observation can be found in Kapur.P 1974. Changing Status of Working Women in India. Vikas. 
New Delhi. 
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has gradually shifted towards understanding their position m social and economic relations. 

Women's position began to be evaluated with respect to educational and employment 

opportunities, health, technological development and political representation. Whatever may be 

the methodological problem in encompassing role of women in economic analysis, their· crucial 

contribution to.household tasks and economic survival of families is now fairly acknowledged. 

In the study of 131 countries Human Development Report (UNDP; 1995) finds that in no 

country women even today enjoy equality with men. Though women have 11% more of the hours 

of works, they get only 1 0% of world's income and own 1% of world's property. The Report is 

categorical - "in no society today women enjoy same opportunity as men. This unequal.status 

leaves ·considerable disparity between how much women, contribute to human development and 

how little they share in its benefits"(p.29).In India similarly women perform 2/3 of total works (14 

hours daily), earn 1/3 remuneration and own 10% property. 

The action oriented assessment ofUNDP(1980) delved on rural women's participation in 

developmental efforts and observed how women had become forgotten factor in development_, 

supported by case studies (with reference to India as well) it advocated for revised deyelopmental 

strategy that. would provide equitable and wide distribution of benefits and services and greater 

mobilisation of people as productive agents. The study concluded that without active participation 

of rural women in rural development "no strategy is going to succeed". 

Agarwal 6 exhaustively dealt with women's hapless unequal position as to the land and 

property rights in agricultural societies in South East Asia. She has harped on women's land right 

as there is close relationship between property rights and other socici political inequality. 

Bilgrami 7 showed that rural women were actively engaged in production as workers and 

traders, had vital roles in earning and supporting their families but their contribution was not well. 

recognised. 

In the face of declining female work participation rate both in India and in the study area, 

Josh8 noted t):lat development activities like Integrated Rural Development 
. . -· . ·-·· 

6.Agarwal. B. 1996. A Field ofOne's Own. Cambridge University Press. Cambridge. 
7 .Bi1grami.AR. 1988. Participation of Women in Rural Development. Khadigramodyod. December. 
8.Josh.AM.I989. Role of Women in Rural Development. Kurukshetra. July. 
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Programme (IRDP) helped to increase women employment, income and contribution to 

household. He found that market wages of male members of the household influenced market 

behaviour of females. 

Given the nature of the rural set up as it is, it is now evident that women have been worst 

sufferers because of technological advancement 9
, biased extension services and misconceived 

development drives. In agriculture, subsistence crops are concerns of women but no sufficient 

research attetJ,tion is directed to those as compared to cash crops 10 The land reform drive in West 

Bengal shows how women can still be left out of development process. Though women have 

greater share in sowing, weeding or harvesting they do not plough. The only criterion that land 

belongs to who ploughs in effect marginalises women and all allocations - both land and 

registration ofshare croppers - are made in the names of male heaqs of families. Thus numerous 

female headed household, single women (living alone, having no or minor son) are left out. Even 

the 1994 directive ofgiving all those in joint names can not compensate much because the drive 

itself has died down, very few residue is left and also it does not provide women's inheritance 

rights over such joint property 11
• 

2.3 Women and Freedom Movement. Various studies 12 deal with women's courageous 

participation in Independent Struggle like Civil Disobedient, Salt Movement and other 

Satyagrahas. It is now admitted that Indian women for the first time ever came out of shell and 

participated en masse in National Movement and this is all but "for the leadership of Gandhiji that 

such a large number of women might not have come out;'. As Kishwar 13 summed up- during 

.1930's and 40's women leaders in Congress party alone accounted rrlore than they are found today 

in all party put together. The point here is that women mobilised for causes that were not gender 

specific. Pertinent question is - why women in so large number p~icipated, what was the role of 

Gandhiji and what significant future impact it had on women's status and role? 
----------· .. . .. . . 
9 Boserup. 1970. Chowdhury.P. 1993. High Participation and Low Evaluation. Women & Work in Rural 

Haryana. Economic & Political Weekly. 25 December. Singh.KB.I989. Women and Development. 
Relevant Sociology. February .. And Country Report. 1995. 

I 0. Chambers, Roberts ( 1983: 80). Rural Development. Putting the Last First. Longman~ New York. 
II. For details see Gupta, J. 1997. Voices Break the Silence .... Journal of Women's Studies. Vol.l(2) 
12. Kaur, Monrriohan. 1968.Role of Women in Freedom Movement (1857-1947). Vikas. New Delhi .. 

Menon. L.N.l975. In Jain (ed.). Chatopadhyaya .. K. 1958. The Struggle for Freedom. In Baig Tara Ali 
(ed.). Women in India. Ministry of Information & Broadcasting. Government of India. Basu.A. 1976./n 
Nanda (ed.) 

13. Kishwar.Madhu. ( 1996: 2868). Women and Politics. Beyond Quotas. Economic & Polilical Weekly. 26 
October. 
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During national movement there was unprecedented revolutionary zeal arid- for that little'( 

resistance but high applause for women's participation. Richter (1991 ;540) noted that during 

national upsurge socialisation process reaches its peak and subsides afterwards. The strategy of 

Non Violence was within the prescribed confine of women's role and thus no clear violation of 

feminine image. The movement, particularly of Gandhiji, was not political as such but religion 

mission. Patriotism was subsumed by religion ana the country was made to be a deity. All these 

fervours did not only broaden the flurry but also lessened constrains for women 14
· 

It is rio denying that Gandhiji's outstanding contribution was to bring forth and streamline 

political role of women cutting across caste, class and cultural stigma. He gave moral and social 

legitimacy to women cause. However, his conception of women revolved around the. special 

qualities of women better suited to his Satyagrahas as they possess infinite capacity for love and 

sufferings. To him 'women by nature are endowed with qualities of forgiveness and with hearts 

overflowing with love' 15
• With all the reverence to this great man, it is also true that his 

conception was idealistic and to some extent traditional as he emphasised their passive and 

secondary role 16
• Being so confident by himself he held that women would not only detest it but 

also would not achieve anything by going to parliament. However, the point noted by Phadke 17 

that actual participation of women in freedom movement was not so for Gandhiji himself but for. 

the pressure from women Satyagrahes themselves is also noteworthy. 

Agnew( 1979; 1 0) is of the opinion that large number of women in freedom movement was 

simply part of the general crowd and not involved in any organisation. Still then their participation 

especially in revolutionary spheres did transgress traditional feminine role model. And is there any 

corresponding radicalisation of women's role in other aspects of life ds such ? It is wondering that 

women stopped just when they came so close to win and Sarkar 18 accused nationalist for not 

seeking reversal of customary role of women outside of patriotic areas. 

14. Sarkar Tanika.( 1984; 97- 98). Politics and Women in Bengal. The Indian Economic & Social History 
Review. Vol.21{1) · 

15.Joshi.Puspa (1983:352). Gandhi on Women. Nabajiban & CWDS. New Delhi. 
16. Kumar. Radha ( 1993: 2) wrote" that his emphasis on the ennobling qualities of motherhood explicitly 

Sought to curb or subdue the most fearsome aspect offeminity." 
!?.Parties stili"Denying Power to Women. Times of India. I January. 1990. 
18. Sarkar Tanika.( 1984 : I 0 I) ibid 
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During 1990's a parallel form of patriotism, though communal, is found in the 

flamboyant wave of militancy of women wings of Biswa Hindu Parishad on the issue of Babri 

Masjid. Even if limited in social and geographical scope, such . participation has had 

breakthroughs in women's political self activisation reclaiming public identity. But ironically 

neither the ·ideology of Hindutva nor women so mobilised do propagate equal socio economic 

pattern for women . 19 

2.4 Political Participation of Women. Some studies almost exclusively 

emphasised voting rights and used it as yardstick for participation in political democracy 20
. 

However, the pioneering field based investigation in Majumdar(l979) - an off-shot of CSWI 

Report- may be one of the best intensive efforts about political status of women. Banerjee here 

identified variables for efficacious participation and performance of women in Bengal. Ganguly 

also demolished usual rhetoric of political parties about women's cause. 

Majumdar 21 lamented for inequality in present political ideology and narrated 

how male resistance had provided obstacles for women. She emphasied the importance of 

participation in informal social movements. 

Mehta & Billimoria ( 197 6; 1 06) found the following deterrents for women -

traditional social norms, lack of education, economic dependency, domestic preoccupations and 

hostile attitude of males and male dominated parties. 

Majumdar 22 opined that rather than from top down participation and leadership 

should come from grassroots. Sury~kumari 23 urged for creation and networking of pressure 

group for articulating and consolidating issues and needs of this submerged group. 
. I 

Pande (1990) in her micro study in Jaipur City found their roles mainly in 

franchise and overall role negligible. Ganguly & Ganguly 24 also expressed similar opinion. 

Pande also found women disillusioned with present unhealthy trend in politic!J • · .. · 

19. Sarkar, Tanika. Hindu Women Politicisation through Communalism. In Rupesingh & Mumtaz 
(ed.). lnten:zal Conflicts in South Asia. PRIO, Oslo and Sage ,New Delhi 

20. Sharma, Sanjoy. 1984. Political Status ofWomen in India. Proshosnika. Vol. 18(1-4). Mitra& 
Mitra.l990. Participation of Women in Bihar Politics . . Journal ofConstitutiona/ & 
Parliamentary Studies. Vol. 24(1-4) Kaushik. 1989. Women Issues & Ninth General Election. 

Teaching Politics. Vol. 15(3-4) 
21. Majumdar.V. 1986. Women in Political Process. In Kishna Raj (ed.) Women's Studies in India. 

Popular Prakashan, Bombay. 
22. Majumdar.V.l990. Peasant Women Organise for Empowerment. The Bankura Experiment. 

Occasional Paper No. 13. CWDS (Center for Women's Development Studies). New Delhi. 
23. Suryakumari ( 1989 : 18). Strategies for Political Empowerment of Women. University News. 5 

June. 
24. Ganguly & Ganguly 1980. Role of Women in Political Process. West Bengal Assembly Election 

1977. ICSSR Report. New Delhi 
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Bharti 25 noted that white collor working women in Bhopal City were less conscious about 

political matters 

.Ramachandran & Laskhi (1993) document for Andhra Pradesh the handicaps and 

disability of women in political process. They disapproved positive corelation of urbanisation and 

education to participation. 

Singha(l993) ,written in journalistic fashion, in one Chapter "Women and Election" 

emphasises that they should come up by own merit and not definitely as dummy as is usually the 

case. 
. . 

Rajalakshmi (1985) investigated why despite legal provisions women Were grossly 

underrepresented. Chapter 6 dealing with constraints and achievement is of particular interest. 

For women in Bangalore Municipal Corporation, Subha (1994) observed that though an 

'elite kind of leadership' had emerged, women found it difficult to adjust to council atmosphere 

and criticism of male members. They were less active in deliberation and unable to affect decision 

making substantially (p.l33) 

Panda (1995) contends that intensity of political activity depends on mental perception of 

individual located in different socio - economic and political situation. 

Sen Chowdury (1995) finds in West Bengal no intense impact of socio - economic 

variables on participation. To her women so far are hardly able to influence political process and 

parties have not taken women candidatures seriously. 

The Study of Guha (1996) has established that in West Bengal women participation at 
I 

informal levels is comparatively subdued, their participation in movements is as sub stream of 

parties and parties do nothing to mobilise women to fight for women interest, the only 

consideration of parties is to consolidate support base. 

Mention may be made of two other Studies - Khan & Ayshea (1982) have found in 

Karnataka that rural women are swayed by traditional social norms in obeying preferences of 

husbands I in laws even in exercising voting right. Strikingly women do not favour equality in 

politics. 9.0% respondents do not participate either as member or general public in Panchayats 

despite reservation to some extent (p.181). To Gough(1981) rural women have no say at. all in 

decision making of political parties though they have largest proportion or party membership. 
- -. . -- -

25. Bharti. 1989. Political Consciousness of White Collar Working Women. Journal of Sociological 
Studies. Vol. 8. 
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2.5. Holistic Documents. There are exhaustive, holistic documents mainly governmental, 

Reports, taking demographic, cultural, legal and other factors both quantitatively and qualitatively 

such as Towards Equality (1974), Country Paper (1985), Country ·Report (1995), and 

N.P.P.(l988): Towards Equality is not only the harbinger but also most comprehensive still today. 

It ruefully brought forth that half oflndia's population is not only unaware of their rights but their 

potential has not been tapped by political parties which regard them as male appendages (ICSSR; 

1975; I 12). The N.P.P for the first time suggested 30% reservation of seats and posts in PR for 

women to remove, inter alia, their long isolation, to give strength, visibility and assel:iiveness as 

right step-towards equality. 

2. 6 In Panchayats Process. Besides some informative literature, there are several full 

scale survey documents at District and State level such as Lima (1983), Manikyamba 

(1981,1989(a) & (b), 1990), ISS(1992), Bhaskar (1992, 1997 26 
), Chandrasekher & Inbanathan 27 

, Bhargava & Vidya 28
, MARG (1997), Athrey & Rajeswari (no date) and of course the most 

comprehensive ISST (1995). However, Nandal's 29 study in Rohtak District of Haryana has little 

to offer. 

In Maharastra, Orissa, Kerala and Punjab women panchayats are of older age of 40 +. 

Bhaskar(1992 ; 155) wrote that such late entry is rigidifying male domination, reinforcing 

ideology of domesticity and refraining them from higher leadership. In most cases, however, 

younger generation is now clearly making ways. 

Lima(1983) in Maharastra found that intermediate caste 6f Maratha Kshatya and Kumbi 

dominating, big land owning class having the sway. ISS(l992) study noted that 60% of ZP 

respondents in Karnataka belong to upper castes. In the same place ISST (1995; 40) finds poor 

class representation. Vidya(l997) finds here numerically minority but dominant Vokkalinga 

community is surpassing. In Maharastra 30 women belong to highly influential and politically 

active families. In Haryana (ISST; 1995; 176) salaried class has commanded power. 

Both Manikyamba (1981; 39&41) and Lima (1983;146) traced inconsistencies in 
.. - . 

26.Bhaskar,M. 1997. Women Panchayats Members in Kerala. Economic & Political Weekly. 26 April. 
27 .Chandrasekher & 1nbanathan. 1991. Profile &Participation of Women ZP & Mandai mebmers ... 

Journal of Rural Development. Vol. I 0(6). 
28.Bhargava & Vidya. 1992.Position of Women in Political1nstitutions. Journal of Rural Development. 

Vol. 11(5) · 
29.Nandal R.l996,_Women_Development and PR. Spellbound Pub. Rohtak. 

30. Gowankar ( 1993 :92). Role of Women in PR. In Kaushik (ed.) 
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meeting attendance where more often signatUres were obtained from the houses of women after 

panchayat meettings. On the contrary Bhargava /fl. Vidya (1992; 622) get at the regular attendance. 

and their knowledge about panchayats encouraging. However, all the post 1993 literature assert 

the~r regular attendance and signing the Minute Book and keeping personal records of meetings 

not uncommon (ISST; 1995; 183) 

Manikyamba (1989(a); 96) identified that if in the ZP and PS their performance 

was not so abortive, at the GP level it was really deplorable. In Karnataka, Vidya(1997; 155) (also 

ISS) finds that at PS women are less articulating and successful than that of ZP. ISS (1992; 25) 

study ascertained that in southern and coastal districts - having urban exposure - worne!J- tend to 

be more vocal. ISST(1995) has similar observation for Maharastra and West Bengal. Manikyamba 

( 1981; 68) observed that women were "dumb spectators" and clearly lack awareness. Their 

perfmmance in deliberation in Karnataka is hesitant. In West Bengal 38% lack confidence in 

expressing. Gawanakar (1993) holds similar view for Maharastra. Even after full five year term 

Kamataka women are unable to affect decision making substantially (Vidya·; 1997; 248). 

. Chandrashekar et al (1991; 588) have observed that women are ignored and males 

preferred by villagers; local leaders have selected, financed and acted for women (p.583). They 

passed the onus to parties for deliberately selecting illiterate or less educated so as to usurp 

powers (p.586). Manikyamba found that women leadership did not receive wider social 

acceptance. ISST(1995;276) contends that women are opportunistically used by the whims-of 

power holders and because of ignorance and lack of organisation 

vulnerable. But it is also reported from Maharastra that 52% w'omen 

consulted by the people about their problems and for 58% women in 

mostly women, usually come to them. 

women become really 

panchayats are being 

West Bengal villagers, 

In Haryana in innumerable instances male mock at points raised by women 

(ISST; 1995; _184). In West Bengal 40% women corroborate male antagonism (ISST; 1995; 279). 

Here even forward looking CPM male panchayat members make fun at female counterpart 31. 

In Orissa women are d~mmies of male members in most cas~-s (ISST;-1995; 

334).In Kerala the "biggest problem was their own family" where women let themselves 

dominated by husbands. In West Bengal 16% are exclusive puppet of husbands and 52% either of 

husbands or party (ISST; 1995; 270). 

31. Basu, Ud~y. Panchayat Women m<_~y succumb to Par!y_Djktat. Statesman. November 6 1993 
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While in West Bengal none had any clear idea as to why they had entered politics, in 

Tamil Nadu "women were seldom able to spontaneously articulate any new demand or initiate 

any new vision of what panchayat can do".(ISST;1995; 301) 

However as to their main concern the unanimous finding is; desisting exclusive women 

concern they prefer village development. Only in West Bengal some women tried to provide 

loans to women, protested against child marriage or molestation (ISST; 1995; 277). Report from 

Tamil Nadu indicates that women can accept problems of ration shop, water, roads as a means of 

·redressing women problems but they lack cohesiveness if it is _understood addressing wife 

beating, alcoholism or indebtedness. 

Encouragingly, ISS(1992; 28) study noted that with the passage of time (here two years) 

qualitative improvement is visible in role performance. Panda 32 finds similar trend in Orissa 

after just nine months. 

Manikyamba (1990; 27) attributes women's non participation not to their incapacity but 

to constraints like taboo, economic dependency, passive orientation. To Bhargave et al (1992) it 

is traditional attitude and values. But Lima (1983; 162) is assertive in arguing that educational 

background both of respondents and their families is preponderant to the extent of socio- political 

participation. Bhaskar (1992; 157) identified two stumbling blocks - personal barriers like role 

conflict, lack of information, education, self image and structural barriers such as gender division 

of labour, domestic ideology. 

Gala 33 argued that women should rely "on their own wit". Jhamtani 34 observed that 
I 

reservation for women has merely strengthened the hold of rural elite in Haryana. Basu 35 noted 

instance where one woman dared lodge complain against one GP Chairperson. Lieten(1992(b) is 

of the opinion that immediately women will not steal the show but surely the colour and agenda 

are likely to change. 

Notwithstanding, certain broad trends can be transpired from the literature on women in 

panchayats (mostly written by women). Women panchayats are comparatively of younger age, 

not so illiterate, their attendance in meetings not much discouraging but participation in meetings 

deserve much improvement, women leadership is steadily being socially approved but male bias 

still substantial. Though they are yet indecisive of their ..•• 

--------------~~----- -
32. Panda, S. (1995 ;106). Women in Local Government. Kurukshetra. April. 
33.Gala, Chetna.( 1991; 4 ). Women in Panchayat. Manushi. July -August. 
34. Jhamtani,A ( 1995; 63).Rural Women; Powerless Partenr in Development. Kurukshetra. August. 

35 Basu, Subrata.( 1991 ). Women in Panchayats. Dhanadanya. March. (in Bengali) 
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responsibilities, they prefer village instead of woman development. Their performance varies . 

regionally- the areas with modernising exposure tend to have a;:;sertive members. Women have 

not acted collectively. They are usually given supervisory but not financial powers. Still today 

village Headmen as Gowdaru in Karnataka or directly elected Chairpersons in Himachal Pradesh 
' ~ 

are real repository of authority. A span of considerable time is required to get women 

acclimatised. Standpoints of parties need immediate and drastic change to lay down the spirit of 

colleagueship. And urgent need for supportive network 

3. RELEVANCE OF THE STUDY. 

The relevant point is that majority of literature on women in panchayts took nominated· 

respondents into account. While otherwise was not possible, it must have its bearings. Co option 

was used as patronage and caliber of candidate was not considered. Most respondents were thus 

from higher. educated, dominant caste/class and obviously with higher political connection (in 

Lima's case 85%). But whenever they are to pass through elections, it is not their background 

alone but ability to win election becomes predominant. Thus their outlook, public relations, 

experience in campaign and its consequences should invariably be different from nominated 

members . However, most of the studies were conducted when there was occasional/ minor scale 

of reservation. Only since 1993 woman in 1/3 seats and posts are being drawn into open 

competitive panchayat politics. As this is recent phenomenon and has not drawn much social 
I 

scientists into in depth empirical investigation - more so in political panchayats as in West 

Bengal - we feel convinced to pay full scale attention for the earnest· believe that without 

sufficient appreciation of this new but integral component much of the objective and thrust of 

this third stratum would remain elusive. 
- . -- -- - -

Available studies are either of the following categories - a) socio - economic background 

studies, b) intention to find immediate barriers to women's participation, c) dealing not only with 

meager sample size but also with stress only on their opinion/ perception, d) incidental 

investigation on actual role performance. No one as such has been acrobatic in ferreting women's 

role in appreciation of overall functional and socio political contexts. Scant attention and that too 

not in a very proper perspective compels one to be even more determined. Wider terril of 

reference in the broader parameters can only reasonably educe authentic nature of problems and 

prospect in the offing. 



CHAPTER3 

THE SETTING OF THE STUDY 

A brief description of demographic, social, economic and political features and overall 

position of women in the district is presented in this Chapter intending mainly to relate the 

findings of this study in right perspective. 

THE DISTRICT 

Coach Behar, the north eastern district of Jalpaiguri Division of West Ben~al, lies in 

between 26° 32" 20" and 25° 57" 40" north latitude and between 89° 54" 35" and 80° 47" 46" 
east longitude. The total area of the distric!is 3369.38 square K.M. with 1166 mauza, 128 

Gram Panchayat, 12 Panchayat Samity an(: 6 Municipality. 

Coach Behar, a compound of two words, meaning the land ofKoch, a race of people 

inhabiting a large track of north east ofBengal province. From ancient times upto the reign of 

Khenes about 400 years ago this territory was part of kingdom ofKainpur (now Assam). To 

one account Koch kingdom was founded by Visasingha sometimes during closing part of 

16th century and during his rule Koches became Hinduised and accepted the name I Rajbansi', 

that is of royal race. It was the only Princely House in Bengal during Mughal period. When 

King of Bhutan invaded, King of Coach Behar sought British help in 1778 and from 1779 it·. 

remained, until independence, one of the protected Native Princedom. 

When India attained independence, Art. 8 of the Independence Act envisaged that Princely 

States could join either of the dominion oflndia or Pakistan . A period of suspense prevailed 

whether Coach Behar would cede to India or Pakistan. Finally on August 28,1949 Koch King 

declared its merger with India and it was handed over to India on September 12, 1949. Central 

Government first declared it as Union Territory. Then the confusion was whether it would be 

included in West Bengal or Assam State. With the active insistence of the then West Bengal 

chief minister and Congress party, it was the last princely state to have merged and formed a 

district ofWest Bengal. 

The Demography. Total population of the district is 21,71146 in 1991. Total 92.19% 

population live herelli1rural areas as against only 3/4 population ofWest Bengal. Here Hindu 
, ~ I , ~ , 

population is 79% ·and Muslim 20.8% of total population. The density of population is 644 

per square K.M. and maximum number ofvillages have less than 500 people. Table 3.1 gives 

comparative picture of density, distribution of SC/ST and sex ratio of Coach Behar a~d West 

Bengal. 
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Table No 3.1 

Population Density, Comminity I Caste and Sex Ratio in Coach Behar (COB) and 
West Bengal {WB) in 1991. 

Total Population Urban population Rural population 
COB WB COB WB ·COB WB 

Population 
Density (per sq.km) 644 677 5648 - 596 -

% ofSC /ST. 52.36 27.3 19.61 14.28 56,14 39.60 

Sex Ratio (' 000 male) 934 917- 960 858 933 940 

Compared to India's 927, Bengal's 917, the district has 934 female per 1000 male. Thus 

sex ratio is obviously higher and it has all along remained more or less uniform. Another 

distinguishing feature during 19 51-61 was higher sex ratio for rural areas which was mainly 

due to migration of males to urban areas in search of education and employment. 

The district has had a spurt of population growth (2.5 times compared to last 90 years 

put together) during the decades 19 51-71. After partition of India huge influx of immigrants 

from East Pakistan and considerable number of migration from Assam state accounted for 

this alarming growth rate. But now it seems to have stabilised and in 1991, rate of growth 

(22.5%) is lower than that ofWest Bengal (24.6%). 

Table No 3.2 
Ethnic Composition in Coach Behar by Sex (in Percentage) 

Hindu Muslim Jain Others sc ST 
Male 51.7 51.4 59.6 57.2 51.6 52.4 
Female 48.3 48.6 40.4 42.8 48.4 47.6 
% to total Population 79.0 20.8 0.1 0.1 51.8 0.6 

SC/ST figures are of 1991 and others of 1981 

The ethnic composition of the district is shown in the Table 3 .2. It reveals that in con

trast to West Bengal's 23.6% and 5.8% the district has 51.8% and 0.6% ofSC and ST popu

lation respectively. Both in rural and urban areas Rajbansi alone forms the majority of SC 

population. Namasudra and Jalia Kaibarta are the next large SC communities. The dis!rict has 

about 13275 Schedule Tribe population belonging to 15 different categories. Oraons have the 

maximum number followed by Garos and others. 
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Muslim population has two separate · segments those from erstwhile Bengal province 
A 

and local converts from Rajbansi, Koch and Mech. The latter outnumbers the former and 
' 

mostly live in rural areas and depend on :agriculture. 

Society Culture and Economy: The district has 186 and 168 th rank in terms of rural 

literacy and female literacy respectively according to Human Development Index for 372 In

dian district 1
. Table 3.3 makes it clear that its literacy rate is really unpalatable particularly. 

compared to West Bengal figure. Further break -up suggests that among SC population Rajbansis 

are the most literate section and urban Rajbansi women distinguish themselves with 42% lit

eracy rate (1961 Census Report). 

Table No 3.3 
Comparative Literecy Rate in 1991 by sex ( in Percentage) 

Male Female Total 

India 64.13 39.29 52.21 

West Bengal 67.81 46.56 57.70 

Coach Behar 57.40 33.30 46.80 

Rajbansis have a rich and complex history though their precise origin, status and folk 

history remain obscure2,.To one anthropological view3
" Koches are non aryan in origin". Some 

of them adopted Hinduism and become Rajbansi. To other interpretation they are extension of 

Bodo of Assam and East Bengal. Chowdhury4wrote "it is taken as an established theory that 

Rajbansi is the same tribe as the Koch and both are a mixed race". He also wrote that they 

were not. regarded as pure Hindu and use ofpork, widow marriage etc.accorded them lower 

status in Hindu hieranchy. Rajbansi intellectual, however, strongly refute any affinity between 

then and Koches, Palyas or Bodos. 

Rajbansi hindu society is patrilineal and patrilocal but position ofwomen is distinguish

ingly better than others. Women can divorce, remarry and live with men of their choice even 

without formal ceremony5 and they actively participate in economic and other activities. 

Among Mech Tribe bride price is paid by groom and hence widow marriage is in vogue. 

But according to social custom, males do not eat with women and male inheritance of prop

erty is followed. 

1. Panchayati Raj Development Report.1995. ISS. New Delhi. p 53 

2. An account of this Community can be found in Mukherjee, RS. 1997. The Rajbansis ofNorth BengaL

A demographic Profile. North Bengal University Review, 1997. 

3. Sanyal Charu ( 1965: 13). The Rajbansis of North Bengal. The Asiatic Society. Calcutta. 

4. Chowdhury Haren (1903 : 125) Coach Behar State and its land Revenue :,ystem. CES Press. 

Cooch Behar. 

5. Sanyal Cham (1965 : chapter IV ). ibid. 
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Garos are darker and timid compared to Mech. After marriage bridegroom ordinarily 

becomes member of the bride's family and lives and worksfor its welfare. Widows are permit

ted remarriage and matrilineal inheritances is followed. 

Table No 3.4 

Percentage Distribution ofMain Workers in Coach Behar and West Bengal in 1991. 

Type ofWorker CoochBehar West Bengal 

Main* 30.55 30.20 

Marginal * 1.97 2.17" 
•. 

Cultivator * * 48.30 28.42 

Agricultural labour * * 26.05 24.53 

Household Industris * * 2.72 -

* Figures are % · to total population. * * Figures are % to Main Workers. 

Source. Census of India 1991. Series I. Part III 

According to 1931 Census Report only 29% of total people of Bengal were workers. 

That situation has not improved much even today as only 32% are workers (Table 3.4). It 

indicates a huge dependent population. Situation becomes even more grim when it is· found 

that 48% of the main workers are cultivators and 26% are agricultural labours in this district. 

Dependency on agriculture can. thus easily be comprehended. Only about 0.96% of the total 

population are working in organised sector like School Teaching (total 10155 people) and 

Government Services (total 1 0700). Any industry worth mentioning is virtually non existent 

except some agro based establishment. The share of household industries is also negligible. 

Table No 3.5 

Operational Land Holding Size and class in Coach Behar in 1985-86. 

Size/Class: (In Hectare) No. ofHolding. Area of Holding Average Holding size 

Upto I I Marginal 160974 (60.9) 70121 (26.2) 0.43 

1-2 I Small. 66853 (25.3) ' 92506.(35.6) 1.08 

2-4 I Semi Medium. 31295 (11.8) 79702 (29.8) 2.54 

4-10 I Medium. 5240 (2.0) 25141 (9.4) 4.79 

10+/Large. - - -

Total. 264362 (100) 267470 (iOO) 1.0.1 

In West Bengal 6128295 3763920 0.61 

Source - Agricural Census 1985-86. Directorate of Agriculture. Soc10 Economic and EvolutiOn Branch. 

Govt. of West Bengal. 
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If agriculture is the main occupation, information about operational holding size make 

the situation still more worse. (Table 3.5). Not only average land holding size is low (1.01 

hectare), near absence of medium to large holdings (2%) is likely to have negative effects on 

production output and household economy. 

For centuries agriculture was not only the way of life but it was family centred, need 

based and was not conceived of in terms oftechnology. Rice (Tobacco and Jute in few pock

ets) could sustain family centered economy. But after independence huge immigration created 

severe pressure on the then self sufficing food front. The habit of average peasant of easy, 

simple life, two frugal meals a day and little care for future had to be readjusted in view of the 

new pressure. With some minor regional variations, soil here is not of alluvial formation and 

has a large admixture of sand. Thus ploughing'is not so difficult and cultivation so laborious. 

The only requirement was to change the age old mentality and adopt new agriculturaltech

nique to boost production. Immigrant people here provided the necessary impetus. People 

from East Pakistan began to utilise expertise for improving quality of jute and tobacco for 

instance. And from 1970 onwards rapid improvement is being evident in agricultural technol

ogy, production output and changes in agrarian relations. The yielding rate of rice has now 

increased to 512 K.G. per hectare, cropping intensity has increased two fold. The noteworthy 

trend is found in the emphasis on cash crops. From importer the district has now emerged as 

major exporter to neighbouring states of crops like tomato, cabbage, cauliflower etc. The 

extensive use of fertiliser, high yielding varieties of seeds, irrigation facilities all have really 

revolutionised the productivity in almost all areas. 

All these have vastly improved the economic condition of agriculturists both big and to 

some extent marginal farmers. Marginal farmers and agricultural labourers begin to be owner 

class as well. Ever .increasing requi~ement of labour for present labour intensive agriculture 

providing working days and wages. To one estimate purchasing power of 80% population has 

increased considerably. Most pertinently family centered economy has been replaced by mar

ket economy. However, the increasing profit motive se~ms to have increased the supply than 

demand, thus lowering the crop prices. Market intermediary class has also emerged, further 

depriving the producer farmers. 

Position of Women: As to the status of women in Coach Behar in 19th century 

Chowdhury wrote6 that women did the largest share of household duties. They assisted in 

' weeding, transplantation, cutting and thrusing of crops, husk paddy, cut and gather fue~etch 

water, weave and wash cloth, attend sick and invalid. Women were "generally more intelligent 

and better informed in all matter than the men". They had almost full liberty both within and 

outside the home. In a fair or market place the sellers were mostly women. " The women 

although not positi~ely respected, are not ill treated". They possessed " authority in t?e house

hold which was inseparable from their influence". This description is more apt for Rajbansi 

women and the catchwords being not positively respected and not ill treated. 
G. Choudhury Haren (1903: 13 1-2). ibid. 
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A remarkable porition of present day women have joined in service sectors as .in govern

ment offices, teaching profession, ICDS (Integrated child development service) etc. Espe

cially.for younger women educational level is rapidly improving. Enrolement rate for school 

education for girl's has jumped to 71.5% in 1981. Among educated married warne~ fertility 

rate is believed to have dropped considerably. Daily experience suggests that regarding house

hold affairs like purchasing plot, construction design, children marriage, familial relations to 

be maintained women have increasing, if not exclusive, control. Major share of domestic 

works are being taken over by a new class of the poorest section- the maid servant. Because 

of smaller family, career demands and time constrain the submissive wives of two or three 

generation ago are paving ways for assertive ones. In any market place or public gathering 

women constitute significant portion. In party activities, meetings and even public addressing 

they are found actively involved in large numbers. 

The above description is not the broad and uniform pattern but mostly appropriate for 

educated and enlightened section of urban and rural women. Contrasting picture can be found 

. in other part of rural and outskrits of town areas. Among the women of these areas, the 

general health, nutritional level etc. can be guessed even from their physical appearance itself. 

The number of children they have is quite awful indeed. Any bus journey in any sub-divisional 

town areas would authenticate all these. 

Lowie7 observed that conditions involved in the relations of men and women are com

pounding. Treatment of women, legal status, public activity and labour participation are of 

more diverse and complex pattern. He noted that Toda women who are well treated have 

lower status and metaphysical and legal position of Chinese women could not prevent them 

from exercising supremacy in household and other affairs. Similarly, in this district though not 

ill treated, women do not have elevated social status. They are in fact integrated into family 

obsession and have clear family orientation. in some festival-- like HUTUM DEOR for 

RaJ·bansi women beseech to god for family welfare and not for themselves. Generally women 
A . 

wait for family members for dining and lastly take all that is left over. 

It should not be construed that outside activities, economic participation. and female 

inheritance ofproperty (as among Garos) have ensured autonomy for women and established 

egalitarian social status. It has to be noted that there is no one to one corelation between 

women's economic contribution and their status. It is not sufficient condition for the develop

ment offemale status wrote Sandy~ Sengupta9 also found that irrespective of economic factors 

women had a place in general social pattern. A Hazda woman in Tanzania contributes little but 

has high status while Tiwi women in Northern Australia provide bulk ofwealth but have less 

independence (Kessler: 1976: 51). The study10 of Jalari women (fishing community in Andhra 

7. Lowie Robert (1949: 178-79) Primitive Society. Routledge and Kegan. London. 

8. Sandy Peggy (1973: 169). Towards a Theory of Status of Women. American Anthropology. val. 75 (3) 

9. Sengupta Sankar (1970: 322). A Study of Wo,men in Bengal. Indian publication. Calcutta. 

10. Sridevi (1989) The Fisherwomen Financier. Economic & Political weekly. 29 April. 
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Pradesh) indicates that despite sufficient economic activities and independenc~, wom

en's status is derived from cultural norms and their exclusion from political power is as con

spicuous as elsewhere. 

As equality depends on structural arrangement, ownership and management of prop

erty11, all these do not necessarilY, ensure autonomy within the family12 . As such, inequality is 

as pervasive here as in other agrarian societies and lack of sufficient awareness, education and 

other factors further aggravate the prospect of getting inequality redressed. Thus, both in 

terms of culture and economy the district has no remarkable departure from rural societies 

elsewhere. 

Women and Political Layout : Despite being protected Princely State, rural adminis 

tration of Coach Behar was to some extent exclusive. Coach Behar Village Chowkidari Act 

( Act 111 of 1893) established glimmer of Panchayat system. Under this Act for a village cir 

combination of villages Panchayat was formed with 3 - 5 members nominated by Criminal 

Ahilkar (like present subdivisional officer or SDO). Its responsib~lities were to maintain peace, 

stop immigration of undesirable people, to provide water supply, public health, education, 

bit1h and death registration or any other (Unction delegated by the King . An amendment to the 
I t'l-

Act./\.1941 provided for the post of President for such Panchayat. Detailed provisions were 

provided for village Chowkidar (guard) whose main-. function was to perform the role of 

village police. He was appointed by Criminal Ahilkar, got fixed monthly salary out of annual 

tax collected from villagers. 

After independence, following West Bengal Panchayat Act 1957 four tier system was 

introduced and election held in 1959. The total strength of each tier then was- Gram Sabha 

582, Anchal Panchayat 105, Anchalik Parishad 11 and Zilla P~chayat 1 . That system was 

replaced by three Tier Panchayat- GP. PS, ZP- by the Act of 1973 and continuity and vigour 

categorically imparted since 1978. 

The district has one Parliamentmel:ltary and nine Assembly seats.AmongAssembly seats 
-~J~. 

the Left Front has secured six, AIFB (S) infact two as one independent is supported by it and 

Congress just one seat in 1996 election. The lone .Parliamentary seat is held by left front. The 

district may be one bastion of the Left Front because out of total 13, 198 51 electorate, it has, 

like in earlier elections-,44.1 %support and Congress has 32.3 %, AIFB (S) 15.6%, BIP 5.6% 

and other Parti.es 2.4 % support. 

For women's participation it may be asserted, even with out documentary evidence, that 

they do not remarkably lag behind in participating and exercising voting rights in successive 

elections. For last 19 years one Assembly seat was held by one AIFB woman and for the 

. Parliamentary seat one woman of Congress party has unsucessfully been contesting for las~ 

two elections. For the panchayats, women were of course nomj' nated to different ti~rs and a 

11. Das Bina ( 1976: 144). Indian women, Work, power and statns. Jnnanda (ed) 

12. Dasgupta, Ranajit (1992 :. 18) Economy Society & Politics. Ja1paiguri 1869 - 1947 . Oxford University 

Press. New Delhi. 
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handful even contested in the elections. As we have noted already, 21 women were elected in· 

1988 PR election. 

It is discemable from the previous discussion that the district has an absolute rural back

ground and· women in general have no improved socio economic status. On this backdrop 

then, when women in so large number are now integrated into political process ofPR,. wom

en•s participation and PR role performance would be worth examining. It would both be re

vealing and absorbing especially when we know that they are here for the first time, without 

sufficient exposuer and above all are to operate in somewhat dioristic socio political environ

ment. 



·,--· 

CHAPTER 4 

RESE~CH METHODOLOGY 

In this Chapter, details of Methodology such as selection of sample, field techniques 

and tools are discussed in Section 1 and certain limitations of this study are pro'vided in 

Section 2. 

1.1 Universe. For the purpose of the study only those women panchayats elected in 1993 

PR election in Cooch Behar district of West Bengal are to comprise our universe. Tl;le selection 

of this universe is based on following considerations. Being resident of the district we have some 

networks and knowledge about its local languages (Bengali and Rajbansi , the local dialect) and 

social milieu. 

Residential advantages have later on proved crucial factor in convincing respondents, 

particularly of GP, about the intention of the investigator. In many instances. we have to assure 

that we are working and residing here and in case of misuse or disclosure of names/information 

etc. they may locate and held the investigator responsible for the breach of secrecy. 

From women standpoint they have had very dismal representation· in PR with below 10% 

in GP and PS before 1993 election (Table 4: 1). But now they hold 35% and 34% of total seats in 

GP and PS and 34.9~ of tota~ seats in West Bengal (Table 4:2). Similarly, i_n the district Cooch 

Behar only 11 women could be found I after 1988 PR election but now their total strength is 35% 

(989 out of2817 seats) (Table 4:3). Accordingly from the position of clear debasement women 

have now received elevation both in West Bengal and Cooch Behar. Absorbing magnitude may 

thus be imminent for integration of so large number of women members. Unfortunately no study 

(except a brief study by Banerjee; 1995, in ISST) has so far been undertaken as to women's 

participation in West Bengal even after 1/3 statutory reservation. Thus it is felt extremely 

desirable to examine the nature ofpanchayat women's participation in this district. 

I. No Sex based information is available and only by examining nature of names from Gazette Extraordinary, 20 th 
. 

May 1988, Government of West Bengal this information is deduced and it is very tentative indeed . 
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Table No 4.1 
Women in Panchayts after 1988 election in West Bengal 2 

Tier/ Total Seats Nominated ·Elected Total Number 
GP/49828 4588 (9%) 223 (0.4%) 4811 (9.6%) 
PSI 8621 386 (4%) 61 (0.7%) 447 (5.1%) 
ZP.f 637 107 (16%) 26 (4%) __,/ L--I33 (20.8%) 

Sou · PR-rce, A Statu Re art. ISS. s 'P New Delh1. 1997.p.26 / 

Table No 4 :2 
Women in Panchayats in West Bengal as on April 1996 

Tier/Total Seats /Total Total Women Total Total Women 
Number of Institutions Elected Women Vice 

Chairperson · Chairperson 
GP* I 61785 /3301 21701 (35.1%) 212 601. 

PSI 9516 I 328 3202 (33.64%) 08 84 
ZP** I 658 I 16 219 (33.3%) -- 02 

Total 25112 (34.9%) 220 687 
Source; Compiled from various issues of Panchayati Raj, SIP. Govt. ·of West Bengal. Kalyani .. 

* Excluding 3 GP of Darjeeling where no election was held as on December 1995. 
** Excluding Darjeeling where there is Hill Council. 

Table No 4:3 

Total Seat Held by Women in Cooch Behar in 1997 by Sex and Community. 

Tier Total Total Women Total SC Total ST Total Reserved 
Seats Women Women Seats 

SC/ST/Women 
GP 2418 853 (35.27%) 490 (20.26%) 4 1358 (56.16%) 
PS 375 128 (34.13%) 73 (19.45%) 1 212 (56.53%) 

ZP 24 8 (33.3%) 7 (29.1%) -- 18 (75%) 
Total 2817 989 (35: 1 %) 570 (20.2%) 5 1588 (56.4%) 

Source; District Panchayat Office . Cooch Behar. 

1.2 Selection of Sample. The district has 128 GP and 12 PS. The area of each GP is 

several square K.M. and very often inaccessible in terms of transportation. Each GP has roughly 

20 members, each representing about 500 electorate. Each PS has approximately 34-40 members 

in total and each representing about 3000 electorate. Thus to locate respective PR members one 

has to come across wide geographical areas and to face hazards like inaccessibility and rigorous 

strains. Conveniently thus, only a representative portion is selected for the study from which to 

draw conclusion. 

2. No unanimity as to the exact figure. See Bera Chhaya ( 1991; 5). Women and leji Front Governinent. National 
Book. Calcutta .. Dutta Prabhat (no Date; 16). Revitalisation of Panchayats- the West Bengal Experiment. SIP 
Kalyani .. Bondopadhyaya( 1994; 15). Fourh General Election of Panchaya,ts. Mainstream, 26th June. Gosh 
CJ995; 358). Women Panchayat Members as Heads of Office. Journal of Rural Development. Vol.\4(4) . 
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We propose to select as sample all elected women panchayat members of one GP and 

PS each of the five Subdivision of the district to make it as broad based and representative as 

possible. 

When Subdivision has more than one PS we opt for PS no.l. But for Coach Behar 

Subdivision we could not adhere to this uniform pattern mainly for geographical inaccessibility. 

And we select Coach Behar PS no.2. Another deflection is purposively contemplated for 

Mekliganj Subdivision for its exclusivity. Situated in western extremity, its remoteness from the 

district headquarter with hazardous communication, vast troublesome international border and its 

proximity to Jalpaiguri and Town (particularly Haldibari PS which is just 16 K.M. from Jalpaiguri 

while 160 K.M. from CoochBehar Town), all make it exclusive both in term of geogr;:tphy and 

culture. To give it suffi<:ient representation, both PSs of Mekliganj are included in the sample. 

Thus total number of PS is six instead of five • 

To examine variation, if any, in terms of political parties, nature of socio - economic 

conditions and rural urban differences, selection of GP was scrupulously done. We take two GP 

each of CPM and Congress and one lead by Coalition. Also we select two GP which may loosely 

be terme~ as urban fringe; one is Guriahati which was regarded as urban agglomeration by 1971 

Census and other is Andaran Fulbari which is contagious to Tufanganj Sub-divisional Town. 

These two GPs have total 17 members. Thus one half of total GP respondents may be regarded as 

of forward GP's and other half of comparatively backward GP's. Moreover, for PS we have 

included the lone PS controlled by Congress Party, two led by Coalition and remaining three 

manned by CPM or Left Front. 

PR election 1993 was held by the West Bengal Panchayat Act as amended up to 

September 1992 where only seats, not posts, were reserved for women. Still then the district has 2 

women GP Chairperson, 19 GP Vice Chairpersons, 2 women Vice Chairperson for PS, 23 

Karmadhyakhas for PS and 5 Karmadhyakha 

women). 

~ for ZP (total 51 executive posts are held by 

Significantly women Chairpersons (CP hereafter) have not only been entrusted but also 

have in depth understanding of the intricacies of panchayat process. In the selected sample we 

have already found 9 such CP members. It was thought desirable to incorporate CPs in addition to 

sample whenever possible with least efforts~ that is nearer to residence of sampled respondents. 
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Altogether IO such additional respondents are included- one from GP, five from PS and four 

from ZP. Thus adding these 10 to already 9, total number of Chairpersons become 19. And we 

intend to analyse their response in a separate category as Chairpersons (CP) and include them as a 

separate Tier in Tables:.;). In this way we cover all women GP Chairpersons, 12 out oftotal23 PS 

women Karmadhyakhas and ZP with 8 women members does get representation with 4 (out of 5) 

women Karmadhyakhas (Table 4:4 for details of the sample). 

Table No. 4 : 4 

Distribution of Women Respondents. 

GP/PS Block/Subdivision Total Actual Official Party in 
Women Sample Position Power 

taken 
GP 

Andaran Fulbari Tufanganj I IO 9 I CPM 
No.2 

Dakshin Bara Haldibari/Mekliganj 4 4 I CPM+AIF-
Haldibari B(S)+ BJP 
Guriahati Cooch Behar 1 8 8 -- Congress 
Pachagarh Mathabangha I 8 7 -- CPM 
Putimari Dinhata I 7 6 -- Congress 

PS 
Changrabandha Mekhliganj 6 5 -- CPM+AIF-

B(S) 
Cooch Behar Il Cooch Behar 13 9 1 CPM 

Dinhata I Dinhata 16 10 -- Congress 
Mathabangha 1 Mathabangha 6 4 -- CPM 

Haldibari Mekliganj 6 6 4 CPM+AIF-
B(S) 

Tufanganj I Tufanganj 13 12 2 CPM 
Total 97 80 9 

CP (Chairperson) * 
GP I 1 CPM 
PS 5 5 CPM 
ZP 4 4 CPM 

Grand Total 90 19 

* They are Chairpersons either of GP or Convenor of respective Standing Committes of PS and ZP. Administratively 
PR has three Tiers- GP, PS, ZP. And CP as a group is not definitely aPR Tier. But we have throughout used this 
group of respondents as a PR Tier mainly to isolate their responses from others to analyse their distinctive participation 
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Table No.4: 5. 

Women Respondents by Party 

Tier Parties 
CPM Congress AIFB AIFB(S)* BJP Total 

GP 17 12 1 1 1 32. 
PS 21 13 2 2 1 39 
CP 17 -- -- 2 -- 19 

Total 55 25 3 5 2 90 
* AIFB(S)- a break way group from AIFB (and Left Front) smce 18 th July, 1992 but merged agam on 24th 

May, 1999 

Due to various reasons, there are discrepancy between proposed and actual sample taken. 

The proposed sample comprised of 97 women from GP and PS but we could contact with total 80 

women from 5 GPs and 6 PSs (Table 4 : 4). Then we have excluded 9 respondents who are 

Chairpersons and included them into the separate category of Chairperson with 10 other such . 

members. 

Moreover we have tried to comprehend views and assessment of general males regarding 

the women's role. Males do provide the immediate setting in which women are-to perform. As 

such 42 general or male respondents are also included in the sample. They are mainly from 

geographical areas of women respondents. Among them there are 8 Chairpersons of PR bodies · 

(Table No. 4 : 6 for detail). 

Table No. 4.6 

Distribution of Male Respondents 

.Block Number of Sample Taken Official Position 
. Coach Behar 1 8 (3 from Guriahati GP) 3 
Coach Behar 11 9 (6 from Takagach GP) 1 

Dinhata I 3 ( 2 from Putimari GP) 1 
Haldibari 2 (1 from Dakshin Bara Haldibari GP) 1 

Mathabangha 1 7 (3 from Pachagarh GP) 1 
Mekliganj 2 --
Tufanganj 11 (6 from Andaran Fulbari GP) 1 

Total 42 8 

Thus we have selected as actual sample altogether 90 women panchayat members of the 

district - 32 from 5 GP of five separate Subdivisions, 39 from 6 PS of five Subdivisions and 19 

from CP. For the CP group 9 are from earlier sampled GP and PSs and 10 additionally included. 

Party affiliations of those women are- 55 from CPM, 25 . · · 
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from Congress and 10 from other Parties. And total 42 male respondents are from 7 GP and PS 

areas. 

1.3Field Technique and Tools. Since women and male respondents form .our primary 

source of information, two separate comprehensive interview schedules were prepared. The 

schedules were pre tested in one GP nearer to our· residence and all necessary modifications were 

made. While preparing schedule utmost care was taken to a) frame questions in simple, 

unambiguous language, b) write in local language (Bengali and Rajbansi) c) arrange questions in 

logical sequence to allow smooth progress of 

interview. The schedule was often given beforehand specifically to the women , ··<,;,,., 

mainly to win confidence We believe that all these helped to perceive questions and get true 

responses. 

We have tried earnestly to contact each and every respondent to administer structured 

interview schedule personally and individually. Before administration of schedule we also gave 

assurance of anonymity and strict confidence in the use of information. The commitment that all 

information will be used only for academic purpose was also given. 

Thus interview with the sampled respondents has been our primary technique to gather 

necessary information as to women's induction and role performance. Moreover, we have tried to 

collect relevant information through informal discussion with both women and male respondents 

and somewhere with villagers as to the women's role performance and problems. All data of the 

interview schedules have been tabulated manually where analytical tools are simple percentage 
. I 

calculation and de.scription. In arranging data in Tables too much statistical design and 

sophistication have deliberately been avoided as far as possible. Tables are presented in terms of 

PR Tiers and Parties. All information gathered from informal levels are descriptively used 

wherever possible. 

1.4 Basic Assumption. We have started the enquiry with the following assumptions ~ 

a) Statutory reservation is the gateway for women in political process of 

panchayat and by now women participation has by and large won social 

approval. 

b) Family domination over participation and performance of women members is 

quite domineering. 
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c) There are remarkable variancer in background, perception and performance of 

women in terms of PR Tiers and Pkies. · 

d) Those who have been memberi of parties for long time ,thus having more 

matured political background, are more successful in role performance. 

e) More educated members are more efficacious. 

With these assumptions we have pursued the specific objectives ofthe study ~s stated in 

Chapter I. 

2. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY. 

We believe that any worthwhile study definitely requires long time to allow investigator 

acclimatised to read the pulse properly. Though interview may be time tested method for social 

inquiry, it does not help to grasp the complex interplay of various factors as we tend to limit 

attention only to questions and answers. 

Our analysis and exposition are mainly based on responses of respondents who may have 

their own limitations. It is quite possible that responses are instantly given without sufficient 

pondering or merely to comply the interviewer. Equally it may not be surprising that certain 

information are suppressed or wrongly given on account of cultural stigma or for perception gaps 

between them and the investigator. 

In the present 'political panchayats' women are elected by and for the party and 

correspondingly their responses may have political overtone. Or their perceptions may have been 

m~ded after participation in election, party and panchayat meetings. 
"" 

Also women respondents seem to be 'vanguard' of rural women. They may either be 

enlightened section or have becom~ so after panchayat expo~r. Therefore, their perceptions do 
/'.. 

not necessarily reflect general standing of rural womenfolk and any attempt to generalise or even 

foresee any change in rural scene may be fraught with inaccuracy. 

"It is also probable that educated young men (also women) like to be looked upon as 

_. progressive and would not prove themselves orthodox- they would choose to opine 
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for the trends that are in the air" 3. This may have its bearings on responses of male respondents 

in particular. Taking informal discussion with them into account, it seems that male respondents 

are quite pragmatic to realise that it would only tarnish own image if they publicly refute political 

reality of reservation. (We would note later on that gender discrimination has its ugly form in two 

PSs. But in the responses of two members of these PSs we would find no such glimpse.) 

Ambivalency in overt and covert behaviour is still widespread. 

All interpretation and conclusions are entirely based on findings/ understanding in this 

district. Given the sociocultural, economic and political conditions of the setting any 

extrapolation for other area has to be made cautiously ~ 

Analysis of sex role is fundamentally different in the sense that to either sex certain 

behaviour are simply engrossing. Information and interpretation of sex roles may be influenced 

by sex of respondents and the investigator because ce1iain deeply entrenched value may cloud 

oneself (Eicher; 1980; 20). 

Lastly we would note a few problems and worth of the study. Any field work is a journey 

to unknown and infused with thrill and tension. Somewhere we had to encounter tough task of 

approaching and establishing rapport with women respondents. It was difficult for a male 

investigator to seek candid response. It may be somewhat true that "so far men did not and could 

hardly get in touch with women".5 The baffling problem was to convince them about the 

intention of investigator when majority have not heard about research purpose at all. Sometimes 

with repeated attempts and sometimes with active gesture of Chairpersons interview could be 

taken. 
- -. -

Nevertheless, in most cases, at the end of interview we were humbled for their 

comment that at least some one is here "to share our concern and problems". Perhaps it 

indicates the attitude of others towards women. The greatest worth of the study is believed to 

lie in the fact that we have been able through interview and informal discussion to stir 

majority of women as to their role performance. If someone, as we believe, is convinced and 

motivated to perform roles and overcome problems we feel that we have been able to do 

worthwhile work, besides contributing to growing social research. 
'~-----~ 
3. Kapadia. Cited in Mies;(1980; 20) 

4. When conclusions are based on sample "we can never be totally certain of them". Manheim & 

Rich( 1986; II). Empirical Political Analysis. Longman. New Yor.k 
5. Sand berger ( 1995 ~ws 41 ). Gender in Field Research. Economic & Political Weekly. Vol. 30( I 7) 
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SOCIO ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL BACKGROUND 
OF WOMEN 

The socio economic and political background of women panchayats is likely to indicate 

the nature of their representation. A person's antecedents have decisive impact on her role 

performance. Though it needs stressing that such background, by itself, does not ensure effec

tive participation particularly for women because of their subordinate status, male ideology, 

long political inexperience arid so on, The significance of this Chapter lies in the fact that it will 

help in visualising impact, if any, of any specific socio economic variable on political participa

tion in later part of the study. 

In this Chapter we have looked into the personal background of the women in ter!lls ef 

age, caste/community, marital status, education, occupation (Section-I), family background in 

terms of education, occupation ( Section-2) and political background in terms of political 
'"' 

affiliation and experience (Section- 3). At the end we have looked into the emerging trends 

for panchayat women in view of our information (Section - 4). 

1. PERSONAL BACKGROUND 

1.1. Age. Age is a vital factor for various reasons. Panchayat women are to deal with 

people and their problems. As village transportation is usually by foot, it requires more physi

cal vigor and mobility, comparatively higher age is likely to forbid women from succeeding 

leadership and prove strenuous for public works. On the other hand higher age commands 

greater respect in traditional Indian society and higher recruitment age affairms traditional 

attitude of society in granting political opening for youngers. 

We may categorise different age groups into three classes- younger with upto 32 years, 

middle with 3 2 to 44 years and older with 44 +. It is found from Table 5.1 (in next page) that 

there are 31% younger, 48% middle and 21 %older women. The mean age of them is 38.4 

years. Mathabanga PS (I) has the lowest mean of28.2 years and second lowest is Putimari GP 

with 35.2 years. Among all, 3 women are of60+ and 5 are of 55 +'years of age. Among Tiers, 

GP has the largest (38%) presence of youngers while PS .and CP have more middle aged 

women. As to the parties, CPM has about 15% more older and 9% less ofyounger members 

than Congress. 

1.2. Marital Status. Six respondents are unmarried, one is widow and the rest are 

married. Marital status indicates that women take political career as an extension to their 

domestic roles. The mean age of marriage is 17.2 years which though below legal prescription 

is not unusual in rural areas. More unmarried ( 4 of 6) women are in the Congress party and the 

widow belongs to the CPM. 
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Marital status and age of marriage are closely related to the number of children . The 

lower the age of marriage higher is the fertility rate. Data show that the average number of 

children ofwomen is 2.5. The members ofGP have the lowest (2.2) and PS has the highest 

(2. 9) number of children. 

Early marriage is significant for the reason that it forces women in rather early part of 

life in acquiring family responsibility and within short span to child bearing and rearing roles 

. It thus confines them to four walls, deprives outside mobility and obstructs in evolving fuller 

personality, As mean age is 38.4 years and mean marriage age is 17.2 years, women, on an 

average, have entered family life about 21 years ago. Thus during their early reproductiv~ 

period awareness level, family planning norms and facilities etc. were obviously lesser t4en 

present times. As such the overall scenario as to their number of children is not so dejecting. 

Age Group (Years) 

Below 20 

20-26 

-

26-32 

32-38 

38-44 

44+-

Total 

Table No. '{,t£~E 5:1 
Women by Age group, Tier and Party 

Tier 

GP: PS: CP: Total CPM: 

1 1 2 2 
-

(2.2) (3.6) 

3 2 5 2 -
(5.6) (3.6) 

9 9 3 21 11 
(23.3) (20.0) 

9 12 6 27 17 
(30.0) (31.0) 

5 8 3 16 8 
(17.8) (14.5) 

6 7 6 19 15 
(21.1) (27.3) 

32 39 19 90 55 
(100) (100) 

Party 

Cong. Others Total 

2 - -

2 1 5 
(8.0) (10.0) 

7 3 21 
(28.0) (30.0) 

6 4 27 
(24.0) (40.0) 

7 1 16 
(28.0) (10.0) 

3 1 19 . 

(12.0) (10.0) 

25 10 90 
(100) (100) 



Party 

CPM 

Congress 

Others 

Total 

48 

Table No. 5:2 
Caste/Community of Women 

Caste/ Community 
General ( GEN). Muslim (MUS) SCI ST. 

11 (20.0) 5 (9.0) .. 39 (71.0) 

6 (24.0) 7 (28.0) 12 (48.0) 0 

1 (10.0) 
- 9 (90.0) 

18 (20.0) 12 (13.3) 60 (66.7) 

Total 

55 (100) 

25 (100) 

10 (100) 

90 (100) 

Compared to West Bengal the district has remarkably larger presence of SC/STS. And 

their representation in PR in 1993 PR election is 42% ( 1169 out of 2817 seats) and SC 

women's share is 20% of total seats.Among SC seats women have 58%, 57% and 88% in GP, 

PS and ZP respectively. In the sample 67% are SC women, 13% Muslim and 20% General 

caste (2 Brahmin, 16 Kyastha) (Table 5.2). It may be noted that Muslim representation in CP 

group is marginal and Congress party has lesser portion from SCs (Table 5.3) 

1:3 Family : In agricultural society joint family is the norm but for economic and other 

causes it is slowly but steadily breaking down as is reflected in 72% joint family among re

spondents (Table 5:3 ). Smaller families - with husband, wife, their offspring and. often father or 

mother of husband - may be less restrictive for women. But it is equally significant that here 

cooperation especially of husband assumes importance as wife has to shoulder more family 

responsibilities. 
Table 5:3 

Family, Education and Caste/Community ofWomen 

Teir Family Type Education* Caste/Community** 
Joint Small Total Low Mediurr High Total GEN MUS. SC/ST Total 

GP 25 7 32 22 6 4 32 7 5 20 32 
(68.8) (18.8) (12.5) (100) 

PS 26 13 39 13 17 9 39 6 6 27 39 
(33.3) (43.6) (23 .1) (100) 

CP 14 5 19 6 9 4 19 5 1 13 19 
(31.5) (47.4) (21.0) (100) 

Total 65 25 90 41 32 17 90 18 12 60 90 
(72.2) (27.8) (100) (45.5) (35.5) (19.0) (100) 

* Low Education= upto class X, Medium Education= upto clas~ XII, High Education= above class XII. 

** GEN = General, MUS = Muslim, SC = Scheduled Caste, ST = Scheduled Tribe 
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1:4 Education :Education in general, though not panacea, is that catalyst that helps to 

form creativity, capacity, attitude, values and status. In any rural society female literacy suf- · 
. ' 

fers most. In 1991 female literacy was just 3 9% compared to 63% of male in India, It may also 

be doubtful as to what extent education has the importance as an independent variable. 

We can cite two instances from this district. One GP woman (in Mathabanga) having 

class V education demonstrated unilaterally and successfully before the Minister concerned 

when the sanctioned electric connection to her ward (Constituency) was hiked by her male 

counterpart. Another GP woman ( Coach Behar) having BA degree has developed such a fell 

that led her to consider public works as filthy job .. 

Table No. 5 : 4 
Party and Education ofWomen 

Party Education· 
Low Medium High Total 

CPM 32 (58.2) 15 (27.2) 8 (14.6) 55 (100) 

Congress 7 (28.0) 13 (52.0) 5 (20.0) 25 (100) 

Others 2 (20.0) 4(40.0) 4(40.0) 10 (100) 

Total 41 32 17 90 

As revealed by earlier Table 5:3 total46% have low, 36% medium and 19% high level of 

education. As to Tiers, GP like elsewhere, has the highest share of lowly educated women 

(69%). In other words, 55% have education ranging from class X onwards. It is also uncov

ered (Table 5:4) that 58% ofCPM have low education and 15% high or it has 30% gain over 

Congress in fielding lowly educated women. However, majority of Congress (52%) have mid

dle type of education. Other parties have respondents with overtly higher education. 

1: 5 Occupation :Economic independence helps in freeing women mentally and physi

cally from control of families, shaping assertive personality and permitting greater access to 

decision making, Equally, it neither permits time/ energy for other additional responsibility nor 

women tend to prefer any extra role. 

In the sample total 9 women- 4 from GP and 5 from PS- are gainfully employed mostly 

in Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS). Others are simply housewives and as such 

dependent on family which in turn bestows little status, if any, for public role performance. Of 

the latter group a remarkable portion particularly at GP, is engaged in economic activi.ties like 

Bidi making, sewing etc. which have definite impact on household economy. 
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2. FAMILY BACKGROUND 

Specifically for women family background plays pivotal role as their status is ascriptive. 

Socia political values and involvements of woman are formed or conditioned by the mooring 

and standing of their families and for woman they cast all encompassing and sometimes obfus

cating clutches. 

2.1 Education 

Table No 5:5 
Education ofWomen's Families* by Tier and Party 

Education** ·Tier Party 
.. 

GP PS CP Total CPM Cong. Others Total 
Low 21 14 4 39 28 10 1 39 

(65.6) (35.9) (21.0) (43.3) (50.9) (40.0) (10.0) 
Medium 7 8 6 21 9 8 4 21 

(21. 9) (20.5) (31.6) (23 .3) (16.4) (32.0) (40.0) 
High 4 17 9 30 18 7 5 30 

(12.5) (43.6) (47.4) (33.3) (32.7) (28.0) (50.0) 
Total 32 39 19 90 55 25 10 90 

(100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) (100) 

* Woman's families include husband for married and father for unmarried. 

** Low education = up to class X, Medium = up to class XII and High = above XII. 

Higher education is explicit in CP (47%) and PS (44%) and low education in GP is 

marked (Table 5:5). Closer look reveals that of the 39 in low educated group, one has no 

education at all and 20 have educational level from class III to class V Partywise majority of 

CPM and Congress families have low educational profile and for other Parties higher level is 

observed. 

If personal education of woman (Table 5:3) is seen along with their families education it 

is discernable tha~ GP has significant portion of low education of woman and their families. 

And CPM has categorically lower education profile than Congress even though both have no 

important difference as to higher level of education. 

When we compare educational level both of woman and their families another absorbing 

dimension is as follows. More woman (36%) have medium education than their families (23% ). 

But for the high category woman's share is just 19% while their families have 33% (Table 5:3 

and 5:5). Thus woman are lagging behind at 14%. It can be observed that families ofwomen 

have higher education than woman themselves, As to the parties (Table 5:4 and 5:5) Congress . 

party families have distinctively lower education (40% low and 32% Medium) than CPM and 

other Party women. 
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2.2 Occupation 

Table No 5:6 
Occupation ofWomen•s Families* by Tier and Party 

Occupation Tier Partv 
GP PS CP Total CPM Cong. Others Total 

Only Agriculture 12 17 4 33 21 10 2 33 
(Agr.) (36.7) 

. Only Business 6 1 2 9 8 1 9 -
(Bus.) (10.0) 

Only Service 13 17 11 41 22 13 6 41· 
(Ser.) (45.6) 

Arg. +Bus. 1 2 1 4 2 1 1 4 
(4.4) 

Ser. +Bus: 2 l 3 2 1 3 
- -

(3.3) 
Total 32 39 19 90 55 25 10 90 

(100) 

* like earlier occasion, women's families imply husband for married and father for unmarried women 

Service (mainly School Teaching and partly State Government employment and Police) 

accounts for larger proportion of occupation ( 46%) and CP group is almost dominated by it 

(58%) ( Table 5:6) Similarly, in all parties non agriculturists have clear domination. For 

women the all India trend is that non agriculturists find more share in rural power structure1
. 

It is also prominent that 7 out of 13 service holders in GP Tier are from one GP alone -

Guriahati. Perhaps its proximity to the district town and demographic nature more like Mu

nicipal Ward could explain it. In other GP - Andaran Fulbari - 2 service and 5 business families 

are found. T~us majority of service and business families for GP are concentrated in t:vo GPs 

alone. 

I. 12'% women families are from agriculturists in Kerala. Bhaskar. M ( 1997: ws 20) Women Panchayat 
Members in Kcrala. Economic & Political Week~v. 26 ApriL 
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Table No 5:7 
Occupation and Education of Women and their Families 

Occupation 

Agriculture 
(_AGRl 

Service 
(SER) 

Business 
(BUS)_ 

AGR+BUS 

~ER+BUS 

Total 

Education ofWomen 
Low Medium High 
24 4 5 

8 26 7 

7 2 ·-

1 - 3 

1 - 2 

41 32 17 

)(lValue- 43.27. D.F. 8 
Table Value - 15.5 '1 
at 0.05% level 

Total 
33 

41 

9 

4 

3 

90 

Educat10n ofFarmhes 
Low Medium High Total 

22 

8 

7 

1 

1 

39 

8 3 33 

9 24 41 

2 - 9 

1 2 4 

1 1 3 

21 30 90 
... 

)(2 Value- 29.5. D.F. 8 
Table value- 15.51 

From Table 5:7 agricultural and business groups are found to have lower educational 

level both for women and their families. And for the Service group the trend is just reverse. 

Thus there is significant correlation between education and occupation. It seems that because 

of higher education service families in particular are not only conscious of the importance of 

political power but also are capable of garnering it because of accessibility and other advan-

tages. · Table No 5:8 
Land Holding ofthe Family ofWomen by Tier and Party 

Holding (Acre)* Tier Party 
GP PS CP Total CPM Cong. Others Total 

No land 11 3 5 19 9 8 2 19 
(21.0). 

0-2 12 9 3 24 16 6 2 24 
(26.7) 

2-4 3 9 5 17 14 2 1 17 
(18.9) 

4-6 3 10 . 2 15 10 
..., 

2 15 .) 

(16.7) 
6+ 3 8 4 15 6 6 3 15 

(16. 7) 
Total 32 39 19 90 55 25 10 90 

(100) 

* I Acre== 43.566 square Feet 
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Larger holding size is not marked, Only 17% (Table 5,8) have more than 6 acre ofland. 

Of them 2 have more than 8.3 acre ofland and 8 have their land irrigated by owupump sets. 

Congress and other Parties have greater representation in this category. A significant portion 

. of GP and CP familid have either no land or low holdings while PS has almost descending 

order of holdings. It is also seen that 27% of total have fairly low holdings ofwhich CPM has 

the major chunk. But if occupation is considered together with land holdings we get another 

dimension. 
Table No 5:9 

Land Holding and Occupation ofFamilies ofWomen 

Holding (Acre) Occupation 
Agriculture Service Business AGR+BUS, SER+BUS Total 

No Land - 16 3 - - 19 
(21.1) 

0-2 8 12 3 1 - 24" 
(24.2) (26.6) 

2-4 10 4 2 1 - 17 
(30.3) (18. 9) 

4-6 9 2 1 1 2 15 
(27.3) (16.7) 

6+ 6 7 - 1 1 15 
(18.2) (16.7) 

Total 33 41 9 4 3 90 
(100) (100) 

Table 5:9 unravels that in the low holding group (0-2) only 8 (33~-la) out of 24 have 

agricultural occupation but majority (50%) are in service. Only in the middle range (2-6) 

predominance of agriculturists can be observed. On the other hand, in ·the higher: scale of 

holding non agriculturists have clear sway. 

Table No 5:10 
Land Holding of Agriculturists by Party 

Holding (Acre) Party 

CPM Con_gress Others Total 
0-2 6 1 1 8 

(28.6) (10.0) (50.0) (24.2) 
2-4 8 2 10 -

(38.0) (20.0) _(30.31 
4-6 6 3 9 -

(28.6) (30.0) (27.3) 
6+ 1 4 1 6 

(4.8) (40.0) (50.0) (18.2). 
Total 21 10 - 2 33 

(1 00) (100) (100) (100) 
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Altogether 33 have agricultural occupation. Among them fairly low holding ofupto 2. 

acre is only for 24% (Table 5.10) and they are mainly from CPM. The majority (58%) have 

more or less middle range of land holdfflgs. 

2:3 Family Domination: In the survey reports it is more often found that panchayat 

women are recruits form families who are/were either members ofPR or influential in village 

politics. Such families have usurped reservation policy to retain or defend their hold over PR 

through clever manipulation of their women. In this context it is observed in this district that 

not a very significant portion of women are recruits fro,m families who have/had earlier: family 

representation in PR (Table 5: 11). Only 40% women have their family members - husband 

family (32%) for married and parental family (8%) for unmarried in PR. For the par:ties, 44% 

ofCPM, 28% of Congress and 50% of other party women are from such families. For the CP 

group it is striking that total 58% are not new breed in terms of family. As in elsewhere, the 

executive positions are special preserve of prominent families I leaders and position of author

ity is not easily or instantly being conceded to ordinary or in consequential family members to 

any remarkable extent. 

Table No: 5 :11-
Famiiy Members ofWomen who are/ were members ofPR by Tier and Party 

~ype of Family Member~ . Tier Party 

GP PS CP Total CPM Con g. Others Total 

Husband (HUS) 4 4 5 13 8 2 3 13 
Father in Law (FL) 2 5 1 8 6 1 1 8 

Brother in Law (BL) 1 - 5 6 4 2 - 6 
FL+BL 1 - - 1 1 - - 1 
HUS+BL - 1 - 1 1 - - 1 
Father 2 2 - 4 3 - 1 4 
Others 2 1 - 3 1 2 - 3 
Total 12 13 11 36 24 7 5 36 

37.5) (33.3) (57.9) (40.0) (43.6) (28.0) (50.0) 

HerselfFirst Time 20 26 8 54 31 18 5 54 
162.5) 66.7) ( 42.1) (60.0} (56.4) (72.0) (50.0) 

Grand Total 32 39 19 90 55 25 10 90 
I 00) (100) (100) (100) (100) ( 100) (100) 
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3. POLITICAL BACK GROUND 

3.1 Party Membership 

Table No: 5 :12 
Party Membership ofWomen 

Tier Party Membership Grade* 
Low Medium High Total 

GP 20 .7 4 31 
(64.5) (22.6) (12.9) (100) 

PS 17 8 9 34 
(50.0) (23.5) (26.5) _{100) 

CP 9 2 8 19 
(47.4) (10.5) (42.1) (100} 

Total 46 17 21 84 
(54.8) (20.2) (25.0) (100) 

* We assign grade for party membership as Low to those who are primary members of party for 1 to 3 years, 

Medium who are members for 3 to 5 years and High who are members for more than-5 years. 

Total6 women are not party members at all (majority from CPM). Table 5:12 discloses 

that majority women have taken primary membership of parties only during or after PR posts. 

As usual, CP accounts more for higher grade of membership and GP the lower. The Table 

does foresee that at least some women (25%) have politically been active long before PR in

carnation. It certainly allows one to be optimistic implying that they are not as passive as is 

usually supposed to be. Also CPM respondents have distinctly superior membership grade. 

In the political analysis higher rank is generally awarded for frequent participation in 

party meeting. For women panchayats such. participation will not only show the intensity of 

involvement in politics but will also help to develop awareness and opinion formation which 

will certainly bolster panchayat role performance, It is found that except for two, all are regu

larly attending party meetings. Efforts to measure the pitch of their commitment in this front 

indicated that 43% attended meetings in the span oflast one month from the date of response 

and only 27% attended more than 3 month ago. Of course this information has to be qualified 

by the frequency of meetings held in their locality. 

Table No 5:13 
Women's Membership of other Organisations 

Organisation Tier 
GP PS . CP Total 

Mahila Samity 28 27 17 72 

Cooperative 2 2 5 9 

Farmers Organisation 5 6 - 11 
Others 1 3 1 5 
Total 36 38 23 97 

Multiple affiliations 
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In contrast to women, men are found to seek more membership of voluntary organisa..: 

tions and they have 13 percentage gain over women in this sphere (Country Paper:. 1985 :56). 

If this is the trend for general women, the significant aspect is whether panchayat ~omen do 

have any inclination to utilise and enhance their electoral roles. If they tend to join other 

organisation besides political party their participation would both be broadbased and wide

spread. 

It is found that only 7 women are not member of any voluntary organisation. And major

ity are members of Mahila Samity - womens1 forum for women cause but basically parties 

frontal cell for women mobilisation (Table 5: 13), Some others are members ofKishan (Farm

ers) Sabha and Religious. Trusts etc. More GP and CPM women are members of Mahila 

Sarnity and CP group is marked more for affiliation to other organisations. 

3:2 Public Address : Proficiency in public addressing skill is highly conducive for po

litical role performance. Addressing public in our case denotes the event or occasion when PR 

women deliver formal speech to public gathering whether big or small. 

Tier 

Table No 5:14 
Women who Address by Party 

Party 
CPM (55) Congress (25) Others (10) 

GP (32} 8 3 1 
PS (39) 9 7 1 
CP (19} 15 - ,., 

"""' 
Total 32 (58.2) 10 (40.0) 4 (40.0) 
* Figures m Brackets are Parcentage to Tier and Party total. 

Total (90) 
12 (37.5) 
17 (43.6) 
17 (89.5) 
46 

It is found that 46 or 51 % of total women do possess this competency (Table 5: 14). 

Almost all of CP, 44 % of PS and again less of GP (3 8%) women have addressed gatherings 

mainly of village women under the fold ofMahila Samity. One can not disparage the implica

tion of it. We have had the opportunity to be present in one GP Meeting and one District 

Training Camp. We observed there, perhaps as a corollary of addressing ability, a large section 

of women raising and defending their views. All these together substantiate that they have 

shaken off traditional reluctance and this will surely ensure firm treading in PR. 

4. EMERGING TREND 

This section is devoted to summarise all information of earlier sections and comprehend 

what may be the future trends ofnature.ofwomen1
S representation. 

GP accounts more for younger, lower land holdings, low level of education and lower 

party membership grade. PS caters to more of middle age group, medium education, more first 

time recruits from respective families. Reversely CP has more older age group, higher educa-
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tion, almost dominated by service occupation, higher party membership grade and public 

addressing ability . The CP group is singularly characterised by their family involvement in PR 

posts. In contrast to CP, GP and PS have greater quantum of new recruits from families. 

Agriculturists are found equally in GP and PS and majority ofbusiness families come from GP. 

Also landless families are significant for GP and CP but not for PS. Thus like PR itself, socio 

economic and political background of women follow top down pattern where CP stands at 

the higher and GP the lower. Some writers2 argued that majority of working class and peas

ant women are found in left parties and women here are politically more active, vocal and 

trained. Our ·information corroborate some of the contention. For the district CPM has fa

voured more from older age group, subordinate education though not far a way from Con

gress regarding higher educational level. Pletho"ra of CPM women's families are owner of 

middle type ofland holdings. However, 62% of its members have non agricultural occup.ation · 

though it has lesser proportion of service occupation. Though major portion of non party 

women come from CPM alone, it has at the same time lion's share in higher grade of party 

membership and addressing quality. On the other hand majority of younger and middle aged 

members come from Congfess as well as other parties including medium educational back

ground. Congress accumulates more of the agriculturists even if closely followed by CPM. 

Equally , Congress has not only majority in fielding more from landless families but it is second 

to other parties in the share of larger holding size .. Congress has overweening representation 

in recruitment for the first time from families thus lesser domination by family. 

Though CPM women have more matured political background, iQ socio economic terms 

not so lower orientation. Considered in terms of land holdings, occupation and education, 

data· confide that women have aptly not upper c·ategory ofbackground (we deliberately avoid 

class exposition for women for various reasons). It also suggests that the section which is 

comparatively educated and conscious is likely to be more visible in power configuration. 

While the lowest segment of population tends not only to be ignorant about available avenues 

and handicapped by sheer consideration of survival struggle but is also more amenable to be 

put to silence. 

The question thus is whether women having this type of background can adequately 

represent all sections ofwomen. If we confine ourself to independent India, women through

out have been represented by their higherups. Even if it is one ofthe reasons why they have 

failed to uphold gender interests, one is not likely to be mistaken to be circumspective about 

any better beginning especially for socio cultural and economic reasons. 

Power structure usually reflects the ascriptive social base but with the introduction and 

maturing of democratic process, power structure and political recruitment have to readjust in 

the context of realignment of social forces and legitimacy. Despite differences in degree, 

present trend in leadership pattern is of middle "class" orientation unsettling traditional ascriptive 

land owning class. Women representation tends to substantiate this trend also. 

2. Das Gupta. S. (I CJ7lU22) A S"tur(v c~( l-flomen in Bengal. Indian Publication, Calcutta. 
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. Despite top down hierarchy and co~spicuous disparities among Tiers and parties, con

sidered as a whole, women are younger in age, devoid of illiteracy and ·majority providing new 

source of leadership. Representation of peasantry as such is not so dominating. Almost all are 

members both of party and other Organisations. A significant portion has acquired skill of 

addressing people and hopefully it would foster efficacy as it indicates that they have over

come docility and have acquired ability to apprise and lead others. 



CHAPTER- 6 

IN THE POLITICAL ARENA 

We have three somewhat heterogeneous sections in this Chapter. Section 1 documents 

significant information as· to the reasons why and how women have now joined PR and to 

grasp their mental disposition. Effort is also made to the extent possible to see any association 

between women's induction and socio political variable. Section 2 examines the extent or 

bearing of family obligations on their PR participation. In the third Section the nature of male 

reception of women in PR and the extent of role women play in hastening women develop

ment are looked at. At the end brief summary of this chapter is appended. 

!."'OMEN'S ENTRY TO PR 

Even without factual data it can safely be asserted that women's credential in earlier PR 

elections was never prominent and this district is no exception. As we have noted earlier only 

21 women got elected and number of women contested is not available. Only 11 (12%) of our 

women respondents contested for PR posts before 1993 (majority from PS) and only one won 

it at PS. On this backdrop pertinent question will be to note the perception of present women 

incumbents what was the real deterrent. 

Table No- 6 ;1 

Why women did not contest earlier PR Election 

Tire Not Interested Not Told Not Told Underage Non Reservation Total 
by Husband by Party 

GP 2 2 3 - 24 31 

PS 3 2 2 - 24 31 

CP - - 2 1 14 17 

Total 5 (6.3) 4 (5.0) 7 (8.9) 1 (1.3) 62 (78.5) 79 (100) 

Table 6. 1 divulges that 20% ( because dictation of husbands and party also connotes 

lack of own initiative) were not interested ·at all. And absence of reservation is cited as the 

singular cause of their invisibility. Prior to statutory reservation none- party, family or them

selves - contemplated about contesting election. All these imply that pressure of extraneous 

forces has now driven women into the political arena. 



Tier 

GP 

PS 

CP 

Total 

60 

Table 6:2 

Reason for Contesting 1993 Election by Women 

Fill Reservation For Party For Women For Village 
Development Development 

7 - 2 23 

2 - 3 34 

l 2 3 13 

10 (11.1) 2 (2.2) 8 (8.9) 70 (72.8) 

Total 

32 

39 

19 

90 (100) 

If reservation policy was that sort of stimulus (Table 6: 1) next information appear some

what contradictory. Here the main reason offered is not reservation (11 %) but village develop

ment (73%) (Table 6:2). Transition from reservation to the cause ofvillage developm~rit may 

be due to their on the job exposure. They have perhaps realised that only to fill reserved seats 

would do little justice to the enormous aspiration of villagers reposed on them. 
Table No 6:3 

Selection of Women's Candidature 

Tier By Husband I in Laws By Party By Themselves Total 

GP 1 26 5 32 

PS 1 38 - 39 

CP 1 18 - 19 

Total 3 (3.3) 82 (91.1) 5 (5.6) 90 (100) 

Mitra1 suggested that most of the women candidatures in West Bengal were virtuaily by 

default as women were selected from where men of the families could not make it for reserva

tion. In our case only 6% (Table No 6:3) tried to contest by own effort. It in fact implies that 

they spontaneously volunteered to be at the fray and party backed them up. It should not be 

taken to mean that anybody contested independently. In vie'.v of party based election almost 

ail have invariably to embrace party support and it is supported by the Table. Nevertheless, the 

fact remains that because of reservation, parties had to field hundreds of women and for this 

party leaders first approached the family/husband of the woman and they in turn persuaded the 

woman to contest election. 

Table No 6:4 

Nature of Confidence ofWomen in Successfully Performing PR Roles 

Tier Confident Partially Confident Uncertain Not Confident Total 

GP 18 12 - 2 32 

PS 28 9 I I 39 

CP I3 4 2 - 19 

Total 59 (65. G) 25 (27.8) 3 (3.3) 3 (3.3) 90 (100) 

I. Mitra. Amil (1993: 22). Changing Role of Women in Bengal Panchayats. Down to Earth. Vol. 2(4) 
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Awareness is more materialistic in regard to confidence nurtured. Any preemptory dis

position from respondents is bound to disclose present trend of role performance and future 

course of action as well. As it is (Table 6:4), majority (66%) are found to possess ·that trust 

necessary for public roles. 

Table No 6 :5 

Confidence ofWomen and their Socia _Political Status 

Independent Dependent XZ Value DF Table Value 

Variable Variable (0.05% Level) 

Own Education Confidence 8.34 6 12.59 

Family Education II 7.45 II II 

Caste II 7.08 II ... 
Marital Status II 3.62 II II 

Party Membership II 4.06 II II 

First time from Family II 3.17 ') 7.81 .) 

( For base Tables see Table 1: 1 to 1:6 in Annexure 2 ) 

Effort to relate such psychological confidence with socio political variables suggests 

that no statistically significant correlation with women's mental confirlPnce can be de-duced. 

(Table 6:5). 

2 . . DOMESTIC AND PUBLIC ROLES 

Because of traditional values, segregration of society along sex lines women in rural 

india have no other alternative "'than that of wife mother" 2 role where family is the hearth and 

haven and anything beyoJold it has to be despised. Women's predominant role as wives and 

mothers has direct bearing on limiting assumption of other role 3
. Duverger (I 955: 129) is still 

convincing in arguing tha::t men are the medium between women and political world. 

If women are handicapped by wife and mothering roles, any additional role assignment 

would surely upest the delicate balance in sex based division oflabour and roles. It is no doubt 

true ~hat by now women have joined in various socio economic and political activities. But 

almost everywhere they are caught in a dilemma of role adjustment. The data ofBhoite (1987: 17-

18) proved that genesis of role conflict lies in unchanging role expectation in families and its 

magnitude can only be lessened if there is corresponding change in family structure and value. 

Against this backdrop it is worth examining whether public roles are at variance with domestic 

roles for PR women. 
2. Souza'D Alfred (ed). ( 1975:X) Women in Contemporary India. Monohar. New Delhi. 

J. Lipst:l SM (l<JXO:l)2) J>ufitical A.fan: Doubllcday: N.:w york. 
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2: LWomen and PRWorks: Regarding the twin questions whether women have joined 

PR taking consent of families or defying them, it is derived that all of them have taken consent 

and none has defied. Moreover all of them resolutely deny any disturbance in farriilial role for 

the PR works br preoccupations. 

Table No 6:6 

After Family Obligation Time for PR Works for Women 

Tier For most works For majority works Not at all Total 
~ 

GP 23 9 - 32 

PS 36 3 - 39 

CP 18 1 - 19 

Total 77(85.6) 13(14.4) - 90(100) 

No doubt women are not divested of domestic duties to any remarkable extent. They as 

before have to shoulder most ofthe family obligations and this is likely to take out time and 

energy for PR works. Table 6:6 discloses that domestic engagements are not proving stum

bling blocks and majority are finding time for almost all PR works. Those who are not finding 

it for most of the works explained that-because of geographicai distance ofPR office, nature of 

occupations ofhu~bands (Service and Business) they are unable to devo~e all the time. 

To the question whether other family members are extending cooperation in domestic 

works while they are busy outside for PR works, almost all admitted that such help is forth-_ 

coming. It is not that husbands share in child caring, cooking etc. Other family members like 

mother in law, daughter and to some extent husband are cooperating. It is also disclosed that 

whenever required - PR Meeting for example - doing all domestic duties beforehand women 

are up for PR office. We have evidences4 that even family mishaps and economic contingencies 

can not deter them. In one instance one GP woman attended GP meeting when one relative 

was in Hospital. 

Cooperation of husbands is also evident in several other instances. It was noted that 

husbands cooperate by way of accompanying them in late hours of evening ( or sending son 

etc_), going to PR office to deposit forms or bringing information about latest PR schemes for 

examples: However, honestly speaking there are some hitches in family relations also. It is 

found that villagers come to women for advice/works mainly in the evening or early in the 

4. Similar observation is found in Mukherjee. A (1995:6-7). Role Conflicts in PR Members. Pa11chayali RaJ-March April 
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. -morning and. (1,~-husbands are. usually unable to look after educatidn of children:' they in -soine 
. . ' ' . . " 

c~ses allege th(lt wives' otherwise involvement may ruin children education; This sort of strains 

. are entirely confined among educated respondents. Strained relations are also adniitted .in a 

few cases when women take keen interest in PR works and neglect fa.i:niiy obligations grossly .. 

Nonetheless, proportion of such discontent is discrete and not a fieiy ordeal. : 
r • • • • 

To ascertain whether women are puppet of respective families we feel that it is very 

trying to pinpoint the exact influence and no members having had 3 years work experience 

would spontaneously acknowledge it (after all experience has moulded theni to be smart!). 

And to verify such influence it certainly reguires intensive issue to issue investigation. 

Table No 6:7 

Acceptance of Advice of Family I Husband in PR Affairs by Women 

Tier Accept it Partially Accept it Refuse it Reject with Debate* Total 

GP 12 - 7 2 11 32 

PS 13 6 . 5 15 39 

CP 1 2 2 14 19 

Total 26(28.9) 15(16.7) 9(10.0) 40(44.4) 90(100) 

* Rejection of advice only after submitting rea.<1QUS why such..cn!!ld not be accepred. 

Ibformation in ihble 6:7 are absorbing. 29% concede s~ch advice, while 17% retain 

freedom of choice by accepting it partially. It seems that 46% h~we overt or covert influence of 

family and remaining 54% are able to shake off the shadow of subordination. 

Table No 6:8 

Reaction to Advice of Family and Socia. Political Status of Women. 

Independent Variable Dependent Variable )(2 Value DF Table Value 0.05% Level 

Own Education Acceptance of Family 3.7 4 9.49 

Advice 

Family II II 7.53 II II 

Caste II 6_9 II II 

Party II 9.59 II II 

(For base Table see Table 2:1 to 2:4 in Annexure 2) 
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It is found that .large number of Congress Party respondents (52%) do accept such 

family advice, less ofCPM (22%) accept it and more ofCPM (60%) and other parties try to 

. convince about their own point/conviction. Accordingly chi square test of significance (Table 

6:8) establishes that only party is .related to acceptance or rejection of such advice. 

3. GENDER BIAS 

One of the preconditions for efficacious participation of women is the hortative environ

ment where bias against them or injustice, hatred, non cooperation is either non existent or 

less of it. It is universally conceded that women at best can provide supportive service to men 

in politics. This dimension assumes critical evaluation now because men have been d·eprived Df 

at least 1/3 seat and power to the women they so long wished to regard as their appendages 

and in fact never apprehended a_s potential adversaries in politics. 

On the other hand, the general credence is that because ofwomen's underrepresentation 

the basic needs of women have been neglected in development decisions. And women's par

ticipation in decision- making can correct the imbalance. What is implied is that women would 

accentuate the pace of decisions bringing about important bearings on gender development. It 

may also be emphasised that women incumbents would do justice to the rationale for their 

induction or reservation policy if they can annex or augment gender development. Any dis

crimination against panchayat women may be regarded as 'bias against' and hastening of women 

deve'lopmerrt by women themselves as 'bias for' women. 

3:1 Bias Against : 

Table No 6:9 

Women Feel Discriminated in PR 

Tier Yes No Total 

GP 4 28 32 

PS 11 28 39 

CP 11 8 19 

Total 26 (28.9) 64 (71.1) 90 (100) 

It is found (Table 6:9) that 29% have experienced mal~ antagonism in PR. CP group in 

particular (58% oftotal 19) has been the most notable victim of it. 

May be because of minority political status a~ opposition party m.embers some women 

may have such grievance. But only one GP and seven PS opposition party women note this 

neglect. It is worth mentioning that all members in 2 PSs and all 4 women ofZP refer to their 

alienation. 
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Table No 6:10 

Male PR Members attitude towards Women 

Tier Cooperatng Not Cooperating Antagonistic Total 

GP 28 3 1 32 

PS 29 - 10 39 

CP 9 3 7 19 

Total 66 (73.3) 6 (6.7) 18 (20.0) 90 (100) 

Table 6: 1 0 indicates that though cooperation from male PR colleagues is the usual trend, 

non cooperation has no mean proportion and its extreme form of antagonism is for 2Q%. Like 

earlier occasion, non cooperation is also voiced by one GP and seven PS opposition party 

women and all women oftwo PSs. 
Table No 6:11 

Males are Hiding Facts/Figure from Women 

Tier Yes No Total 

GP 8 24 32 

PS 17 22 39 

CP 10 9 19 

Total 35 (38.9) 55(61.1) 90 (100) 

Discrir:r!i'1.c.tion irr t-he form of concealment of schemes, ioans etc. is r!ot sca!""~e indeed 

(Table 6:11 ). This complain is noted by four women in one GP and five of one PS alone. 

It is found that bias against is in descending order. In Zilla Parishad and two PS com

plaint of unpropitiousness is more widespread. ln these cases all respondents, irrespective of 

parties, unanimously not only concur but also vociferous in such allegations. In the Haldibari 

PS bias against and resolve to fight it out is most aggressive. Charges, countercharges are 

often hurled against each other. Male members claim that women have been given due share of 

what they deserve. Women, they allege, are " difficult to be saturated". Effort to verify such 

vindication unfurls that Karmadhyakhas ( ironically 4 out of total 6 women members) are not 

usually allowed to convene meeting of Standing Committees. Even if there is meeting males 

are united to pass resolution according to their sweetwill. And there are instances to modify 

decisions of standing committee in Annual General Meeting. As such frustration - though 

significantly absent in ZP members- among PS women is looming so largely that they feel that 

they have betrayed electorate by not being able to represent local aspiration. However, when 

inquired whether they have ever acted collectively to establish gender justice they nodded 

negatively. But hopefully from now onwards they may have realised potentiality of collectivity. 
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It may be contended that had women been assertive they could not have been so ag

grieved and education ·might have played important role here. Data reveal that among those 

who complain, 37% have low, 38% medium and 26% have high educational attainment Yet 

another· contention might be that those who come for the first time from families are more 

likely to be bypassed. In this front only 46% fresh recruits do voice such complain. Bias 

against is not only confined to some specific PR bodies but almost all members are venting it 

- all these suggest that causes of bias is somewhat exterior to socio-economic ,variables. 

At PS level particularly it is perhaps correlated with political configuration- where there 

is coalition of parties there is such grumble. In both PSs no single party has unilateral control 

but have uneasy coalition(CPM+AIFB(S)+ BJP) of parties of diverse hues the main cement

ing force being to keep Congress out of power. May be to appease important le<,tders or 

factions of it or fallibility in decision making that women are being sidetracked. However, 

women allege, though unsubstantiated, that males are reluctant to concede power mainly for 

financial gains involved iri various PR works/schemes (such as 30% commission from con

tractor). 

Equally plausible may be that in ZP and PS prominant party leaders are elected and 

women find it increasingly difficult to convince or win over their point because of hierarchical 

party position. 

Relative absence of male bias at GP level may be due to following reasons; narrower 

constituency area creates a sense of geographical affinity and also individuals at village level 

have informal relations among themselves. Compared to P S and· ZP, it has greater transperency, 

demanding nature of works, iesser bureaucratic controi over works, direct accountability to 

Gram Sabha. And in most cases unilateral control of single political party thus suppressing all 

for fear of political wrath may also be impetus for gender tolerance. 

What is more striking is that i) a sizable portion has beert victimised by male bias, ii) 

such complain is in no case confined to opposition party members rather majority come from 

ruling parties, iii) it is at best localised in nature. Total male apathy in the district is not found 

pointing out that somewhere all is not well enough for women. 

3:2 Bias For: Respondents unanimaously assert that they are not in favour of exclusive 

women issue/cause, rather they try to work for collective village interests. Only as and when it 

is possible to prefer women within this broad parameter of collective interest they would try to 

secure it for women. Regarding the preference in selecting beneficiaries for Schemes/ loans 

they solely act .on economic criterion of poorness and not definetly on party affiliation, famili

arity or gender. Though they can now realise its utility, they are, for several reasons, unable to 

act in a block. Admittedly members of same party may have better prospect but they inform 

that generally they come to PR office only during meeting and when absolutely necessary. In 
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most cases they hardly have any time to consult with fellow women and it remains their pri

mary concern to finish the preoccupations or bargaining for own area problems. Also the 

geographical distance, particularly at ZP & PS, lack of time and energy they seldom meet or sit 

· together so as to settle for united stand. Neither they have formed nor joined in any other 

organisation to champion women cause. This is not to deny the existence ofMahila Samity to 

which most respondents have affiliations and such Samities very often try to settle family 

disputes in villages like wife beating, divorce etc. 

4.SUMMARY 

It is evident that women candidatures were not seriously considered by parties. or ot~e~s 

and only with statutory reservation they are compelled to sponsor women. A portion ofwomen 

are not so confident in manning PR roles successfully. 

In the present rural cultural context role conflict to some extent at least is inevitable and 

only with encouragement, accommodation and cooperation of family/husbands women would 

find public roles less onerous, If the cooperation of husbands/family is so essential, is it possi

ble for women to deny influence of family in deciding public affairs? One PS woman sums up 

their position '.' it is not possible to live peacefully by antagonising husbands: after all we are 

to live with them and have to abide by their wishes as far as possible". 

Paramount roles of husbands have worsened the independent postures of women else-

where. It is by and large not perceivable in our case. In fact women here are not trapped 

viciously in role dichotomy. The rrw.i.il reason being that political p<11-:ties c011v:inced :fa.rn.ilies/ 

husbands to sacrifice for greater cause .. A.s because family/husband had been instrumental in 

women's induction any trouble on their part is obviously minimised. Even if there are some 

unforeseen strains they are isolated cases and tolerated as well. 

Rural society has been exposed to several types of tensions ; somewhere by demonstra

tion or conciliatory effects, by political process, somewhere by structural process like PR and 

the latest by reservation policy. Reservation has essentially squeezed women in two fronts 

simultaneously - thedomineering male section is hard pressed to accept the hitherto subdued 

half at par and it is not unlikely to stir them to concede it forthwith, the outcome of which is 

the manifestation of bias against women. And even in the face of such hostility women are 

called upon to stand for gender development. 

Bias against wome"n is likely to slow down only gradually. For our respondents it is 

remarkably localised. As it is unanimously supported, its cause can not be explained by socio 

economic variables. However, perception of such bias against and their determination to seek 

redressal suggest that it would not last long. The expectation that women would expedite the 

momentum of womeri development is not authenticated. It is perhaps reassuring that repre

sentation of overall societal interests \Vould do more justice to their induction. 



CHAPTER 7 

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 

Political participation is broadly supposed to include invoJvement in any form of organ-: 
. . . . 

ised activity that affect or likely to affect power relationships. It is the activity intended to 

illfluence the attitude and behaviour ofthosewho have power for decision making. 

In fact much depends on how we theorise the the concept of political participation. In a 

narrower sense it can be viewed as conscious participation in resource allocation and a wider 

view would include all the relationships in a given power structure. The fallout has been 

private and public divide where a clear tn~nd of private relm such as family is const~ed as 

beyond politics. Yet some political scientists, more so radical feminists, increasingly uphold 

that 11 personal is ( also) political 11
• 

In factnarrower conception will discredit vast range of women's involvements in issues 

relating to labour, water, dowry, rape, price rise and host of other issues. Much of the Thir :d 

World politics occurs outside of conventional political institutions. It seems that standard 

assumption that women are apolitical is tenable only when politics is narrowly conceived. 

Consequently political participation is taken here in wider sense 1 to include any involvement 

. or action both at formal and informal levels to influence the action or choice of public policy at 

any level of government. 

Women's participation in structural process ofpanchayats (Section 1 ), in informal sphere 

( Section 2) and their future course of action or ambition in short (Section 3) are looked at in 

this Chapter. 

1. IN PR PROCESS 

We first tried to go through the proceedings ofPR Meetings but individual initiatives in 

those meetings could not be detected as only decisions of the meetings were found recorded. 

As such we have to depend on the responses of women respondents to discern women's role 

in decision making process of PR. 

As to the attendence in PR meetings only one PS woman can Iiot make it and only three 

women find it difficult for most of the meetings. It is actually because of marriage in distant 

place the lone PS member can not participate and the three· member find it difficult due to 

geographical distance of PR office and pre~sing domestic needs. All the rest attend meetings 

most of the times. The official Records for last one year also subst~ntiatethat the women have 

taken the responsibility seriously. 

L Schlozman at a!. I 994. Almond and Powell (1966:3 I 4 ). Comperative Politics Amerind. New Delhi. 
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Table: 7:1 

Before PR Meeting women consult with 

Tier Husband Party Booth Villagers ·Women Do Nothing. Total 

Member ComrriitteE Member 

GP 1 6 20 -- -- 5 32 

PS -- 9 3 6 1 20 39 

CP 2 2 1 2 -- 12 19 

Total. 3(3 .3) 17(18.9) 24(26.7) 8(8.9) 1 (1.1) 37(41.1) 90(100) 

Particularly for the inexperienced and begginners adequate homework for any engage

ment not only increases the probability ofbeing effective but it also seems both expendient and 

desirable. To have idea about such prior preparation by the women it is revealed that quite a 

lot ( 41%) ( Table 7: 1) do not have any sorl of ground .work before PR meeting. Almost all 

having consultation with Booth Committee are members ofGP. Tho~gh PS and ZP members 

are also involved in such Committee of their concerned locality it has less influence mainly 

because of nature of responsibilities. Counselling from husbands, villagers, women.members 

are indeed negligible. Party guidance in' political panchayats' is not overtly disclosed . As such 

the majority attend meetings without any preceeding consultation. The general inference can 

be that they do not visualise the importance of prior consultation either for they do not effec

tively participate or they are quite assertive or confident of themselves. Revelations after

wards confirm the latter. 

Among those having no preparation, 49% are first time elected members from respec

tive families: 49%, 27%, 24%, have low, medium and high education respectively and 38%, 

22% 32% have low, medium and high party membership grades. Thus these variables have no 

immediate impact on consultation by women. 

Table: 7 :2 

In PR Meeting women raise issue told by 

Tier Husband Party Themselves Total 

GP 5 2 25 32 

PS 8 4 27 39 

CP 3 1 15 19 

Total 16(17.8) 7(7.8) 67 (74.4) 90(100) 
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Women Cl!e not found meek in meetings and they U$ually try to raise their points and views. 

They clarify that they argue about the _future course of action to be taken. The vast majority

almost equally divided among Tiers - are not playing roles of stooge or yes women ( Table· 

· 7:2). For CP group particularly party influence is not admitted. 

For women's participation in panchayats two broad trends so far are : somewhere wonie~ 
have dubious start but after sometimes some women become quite assertive and few get wide 

and even international acclaim 2
• But in most cases they are found as ' bibi brigrade' 3 as the · 

control of families, husbands in particular, really stultifies their performance. sa.me of our 

male respondents informally informed about the extent of domination ofhusbands. The Chair

person of Dinhata-PS goes to the extent of asserting, with signed statement if required, that 

80% women in that PS are dummies of husbands. 

However, for the women of this district though only 3% consult husbands before PR 
meetings(as disclosed in Table 7:1) it is gathered from Table 7:2 that 18% oftotal women 

raise issue in meetings according to dictum of their husbands. Probably the whip of respective 

husbands as to the participation in meetings is more frequent than simple consultation. But to 

reiterate, influence of husbands/families is very difficult to prove. 

Table: 7: 3 

Raising issue in Meeting and Socia Political Status ofWomen 

Independent Variable Dependent Variable X?- Value D.F. Table Value 

Own Education Raising issue in Meeting 0.98 4 9.49 

Family Education II 3.33 4 9.49 

First Time from Family II 0.62 2 5.99 

Party Membership Grade II 8.99 4 9.49 

(For base Tables see Table 3.1 to3.4 in Annexure 2) 

2. Fatima Bi, the Chairperson ofKalva GP of Andhra Pradesh, exemplifies this category. After being elected 

she usued to give thumb impression on paper according to the direction of her husband for one year. But 

afterwards she become so inspired and successful that she won the national title of ' Uttam Sarpanch' a~d 

United Nations Development Progamme's Race Against Poverty award in 1998. 

3. In Madhya Pradesh " in most cases it is the husbands who made the decisions for the panchayats and the 

wives put their signature or thumb impression on Official Documents". Tremblay & Kumtakar ( 1998:464 ). Gov

ernance and Representation -A Study of Women in Local Self Government. Indian Journal of Public Admin

istration. Vol XLIV (3). Similarly 40% of about 2000 GP women Chairpersons in Uttar Pradesh hardly step 

out of their houses. This nagging fact compels the concerned State Government to ban husband's entrance to 

panchayal office and participation in PR meetings. Cited in Panchayati Raj Update (p.6). October 1998. ISS. 

New Delhi. 
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Table 7:3 indicates that the nature of raising issues in PR meetings is P:ot positively 

related with women's education, family education, party membership gr~des artd first time 

from respective farriilies or not. 

Table: 7: 4 

Women have Participated effectively in PR Meeting 

Strongly Agree Partially Uncertain Disagree Strongly Total 

Agree Agree Disagree 

GP 1 24 -- 7 -- -- 32 

PS 13 22 2 1 -- I 39 

CP 6. 10 3 -- -- -- 19 

Total 20(22.2) 56(62.2) 5(5.6) 8(8.9) -- 1(1.1) 90(100) 

As an index to their cognition and own assessment the Table 7:4 in totality tells that 

majority of women are more or less confident that they have taken up responsibility quite 

successfully. Among GP members a portion (7 or 22%) are uncertain while PS members seem 

more assertive and CP group conspicuously less upright in their craftmci.nship where les then 

strong conviction is evident. One PS woman strongly feels that her performance needs im

provement. In a sense cognition of failure is likely to make any member more determined for 

the challenge. 

Table: 7: 5 . 

Nature of Acceptance of Women's Points in PR Meeting 

Tier Nat Accepted Only Occasionally In Majority Cases Total 

GP 6 18 8 32 

PS 9 24 6 '39 

CP 4 10 5 19 

Total 19(21.1) 52 (57.8) 19 (21.1) 90 (100) 

Total 21% categorically inform that their points are not complied with in PR meetings 

and for the equal number it is generally yielded to ( Table 7:5). If PS member were earlier 

found forthwith in participation in meetings ( Table 7:4), here they seem quite vincible in 

actual decisional output PS members have larger proportion both in occasional ac~eptance 

(24 or 62%) and rejection (9 or 23%) and conversely endorsement is least. For CP it is' not all 

the way adhered to and for about half it is only partially or occasionally acceded. This points 
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to not unassailable position for Chairpersons. The general trend, however, is not so dejecting 

as for the majority their points are not mocked at. 

One of the possible reasons for not entertaining· points of women could well he their 

miriority or opposition party status. Data segregated · along party lines suggest that ofthetotal 

·19 women whose points are ignored totally only five belong to opposition party. On the other 

hand, of the 19 whose points are taken due note of four belong to opposition party camp. It 

seems that ability of members rather than party consideration decides the nature ofcontribu~ 

tion women are likely to imprint. 
Table: 7: 6 

Acceptance of Women's Points and Socio Political Status of Women 

Independent Variable Dependent Variable X2Value D.F.. Table Value 

Own Education Acceptance ofwomen's 2.03 4 9.49 

Point in Meeting 

Family Education II 3.28 4 9.49 

Caste ofWomen II 2.13 4 9.49 

Patry Membership Grade II 5.06 4 9.49 

First Time From Family II 5.53 2 5.99 

(For base :rables see Table 4.1 to 4.5 in Annexure 2.) 

Table 7:6 clearly discloses that no specific variable has any decisive impact on the 

nature of acceptance or rejection ofwomen's points in PR meetings. 

Table: 7: 7 

Reaction of Women when their point are refused in PR Meetimg 

Tier Accept it Become Frustrated Remain Absent Press for Acceptance Total 

GP 9 2 2 19 32 

PS 13 1 -- 25 39 

CP 2 1 -- 16 19 

Total 24(26.7) . 4(4.4) 2(2.2) 60(66. 7) 90(100) 
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As disclosed earlier ( Table 7: 5) points of women are not always co nip lied with in PR 

meetings.· Their reactions to such repudiation: are likely to provide ·insight ~s to their true 

·participation and reflect its real magnitude or impact Table 7:7 revels that only 27o/o of total 

W?men take refutation of their points in meetings· without any from of protest oi- rea~tion. 
Thus taking Table 7:5 together about 1/4 respondents are passive spectators who are unable 

to strike their entry to actual decision making. For the majority, however, performance is not 

so bad as they somehow react to repudiation oftheir views. 
. . 

Table: 7: 8 

Reaction of Women when Refused and SocioPolitical Status ofWomen 

Ind~pe.tident Variable · Dependent Variable X2Value D.F. Table Value 

Own Education Reaction of women when 9.21 4 9.49 

Refused 

Family Education II 5.24 4 9.49 

Caste of Women II 1.45 4 5.99 

Party Membership Grade II 4.82 4 9.49 

Party ofWomen II 12.57 4 9.49 

(For base Tables see Table 5.1 to 5.5 m Annexure 2) 

Compared to other parties CPM women tend to accept. more their rejection of points 

(3 8%) and less of it press for acceptance ( 54% while this figure is 88% for Congress and 90% 

for other parties). The Table 7:8 deciphers that party is the only variable positively related to 

their reaction to rejection of points in meetings. 

Women also inform that they maintain contact with villagers in the form of meeting, 

talking and taking their problems into cognizance. What is gathered is that women generally 

do not meet them by themselvs, villagers rather come to them for various purposes thus con

tact is maintained. The constituencies are geographically devided into wards for election pur

pose. There are several wards where either the lone or all two seats in the ward are reserved 

for women so as to follow reservation Rules. As the villagers now have to come to PR mem

bers for various purposes - for birth certificate to beneficiary selection - they have to meet 

them. 

Ability of detecting any type of irregularity, if there is any, would not only require but 

also establish prima facie performance. Information in this aspect indicate that not a negligible 

portion (19% of total- here PS and other party women outscore others) has that capaeity or 
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achievement of unearthing sollle malpractices, misappropriation in PR process. And this. sec

tion has surely added significant feat ·to women credential. 

Another aspect ofthis detection is that such discloser is mainly confined to. some spe

cific PR bodies only. Equally important is that they sought redressal of such in various plat

forms mainly at panchayat and party levels. Thus tracing of irregularities somewher.e unravels 

on the one hand that something needs correction and on the other hand women members have 

. the ability to act as watchdog and thus not to be taken for granted. 

Although women have so many hurdles but the lack of antecedent political experience is 

the foremost of all. Effort is also made to highlight the perception of women towards this most 

immediate hindran·ce or its sequel as to their rol~ performance. 

Table: 7: 9 

Lack of Previous Experience Hampering Women1s Performance 

Tier Strongly Agree Partially Uncertain Dis: Agree Strongly Total 

Agree Agree .Disagree 

GP 10 5. 10 2 5 -- 32 

·Ps 18 -- 9 9 2 1 39 

CP 7 3 I -- 8 -- 19 

Total 35(38.9) 8(8.9) 20(22.2) 11(12.2) 15(16.7) 1(1.1) 90(100) 

Information elicited accordingly (Table 7:9) establish that lack of introductory experi

ence does not thwart performance of 18%. But 39% strongly subscribe that it seems obstruc

tive. Majority, however, confirm that it is circumventing in the sense that had they had previ

ous.experience they could have been more upright. 

Table: 7: 10 

Perception oflmportance of Previous Experience and Socia Political Status ofWomen 

Independent Variable Dependent Variable X2Value D.F. Table Value 

Own Education Importance of previous 17.13 10 18.31 

Experience 

Family Education II 9.44 10 18.31 

Caste ofWomen II 12.70 10 18.31 

Party Membership Grade II 20.40 10 18.31 

Party ofWomen II 9.97 10 18.31' 

(For base Tables see Table 6.1 to 6.5 in Annexture 2) 
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It is foupd that senior women party members tend to concede it as definite barrier but 

those who have just joined in do not concede so. Medium grade party women ~e. either 

· · uncertai~ o; agree only partially. This perhaps indicate~ that new recruits are more .d.etermin~d. · 

to perform role effectively. Statistical test of significance ( Table 7: 1 0) does forsee co relation 

only with party membership grades. 

2. AT INFORMAL LEVEL : 

Gone are the days when most of the inter/intra family/ village disputes were SOlJght to be 

resolved at informal level of caste panchayats . Now PR has instead assumed this role and it 

has become imposing in view of absence ofNyaya Panchayat as in West Bengal. Today PR · 

members have intervening roles especially at GP levels where members are frequently called 

upon to mediate various types of local disputes. In fact effective role in this aspect will be 

karnel yeardstick for assessing role performance as it will indicate legitimization ofleadership 

and capability in the eyes of society. 

Table: 7: 11 

Women have effectively participated in solving Local Level Disputes 

Tier Strongly Agree Partially Uncertain Disagree Strongly Total 

Agree Agree Disagree 

GP 21 2 6 2 I -- 32 

PS 22 4 8 2 2 1 ·39 

CP 12 3 4 -- -- -- 19 

Total 55(61.2) 9(10.0) 18(20.0) 4(4.4) 3(3.3) 1(1.1) 90(100) 

Most of the women respondents assert that they have tried saliently to adjudicate local 
. . 

disputes or problems (Table 7:11). While 61% are strongly convinced about their effective 

role in such cases, 20% feel that their performance is only partially effective. Here the promi

nent performance of GP members tallies with its structural composition and nature. GP. is 

mcire akin to direct form of democracy for its geographical affinity, direct access and account:.. 

ability. ZP, PS and CP members though have greater leaverage for highr political position are 

neither preferred comparatively nor they are willing to devote much time unless of course 

when urgently required. 

Moreover, realising the burden of people's aspiration reposed on them women soon 

realised the importance of informal avenues (besides participation· in meetings) like bargain-
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ing, persuasion, pressure tactics and even 'dharna' to get one's point scored. For s~bstantia~ 
- . . . . 

tion, one PS woman, not being meinber of the Standing Committee, stayed all day outside of_· 

meeting hall demanding and later on obtaining sanction for School Building in her locality. At _ 

other GP appoin,tment-oflabour for construction works without their prior approval and dis~

tribution of relief items for flood victims compelled them to take up the issue with Chairpe:r..: 

son and later on fructified their roles. 

3.AMBITION 

· Ambition is intimately associated with participation and performance. Those who are 

efficacious ~nd .thus complacent about present role tend to yearn for more chance and role .. -

Thus attention to their ambition may unravel insight to the present push as well as future 

propensity. 

Total 79 or 88% are satisfied with PR position and total61 or68% are to contest in the 

next election. Thus quite a remarkable portion is all set to persue political career. 29 or 32% 
. . . 

are not to stand for future PR election ( 24 from ruling parties). Major cause· of dissatisfaction 

and leaving PR is not for their incapacity but to some factors beyond their immediate control. 

Two women are finding it though for older age of 60+, for lone CP member it is because of 

non-cooperation of others, marriage prospect for three unmarried, for five other it is because 

of non performance mainly for male usurpation of power and fear -of public criticism. For 

instance one PS woman apprehends that when houses built under Indirs Abas Yojan:a in_ her 

locality would collapse because of conversion of 5 11 wall to 3 II to make more profit people will 

·accuse her only. 

Because of politicisation of ruralites, economic and other stakes party sponsorship has 

become deterministic to election fate and party manifesto will be overriding both for campaign 

and role performance. However, a portion (12%) would contest next election even independ

ently if required. Majority (92%).wtll prefer issue of village development at campaign. Though 

rural development is subsumed by party manefesto, if village development is highlighted so 

fervently it would strengthen the cause and capability both of PR and women. 

SUMMARY 

Right from attendence to participation in meetings women's performance in PR is really 

adjuvant, For the majority their points get reflected only occasionally in concrete decisions 

even though they constantly harp on their inclusion. They go to the extent of detecting and 

rectifying different forms of corruption. With varying degree majority acknowledge impend-
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ing influence of lack of previous experience over effective role perfornl.ance. Majority are 

satisfied with PR works and·only 32% are not to persue political career for vadous reasons. 

While statUtory reservation is the immediate gateway to political participation, it is also 

significant that 68% are to contest next election. Thus statistical majority are not baffled by 

domestication or dissonent sociopolitical environment. They leastly be regarded as ornament 

to have just filled up the reserved posts or disinvestment. Reservation seems to have strenghened 

the impetus to be integrated and dedicated to the political cause, if not for gender develop

ment. 

Any incursion to decision making is more easily said than done. Still certain broad trends 

can be per~eived. Considering their first entry in politics and age old contemptible socio eco

nomic status, they are in no way docile, dwruny or dispensable. Reservation has opened the 

avenue for their political participation and they are found to be determined to embrace and 

pursue the political career. This gets further credence by their feat at informal participation 

which dispels the traditional image of subserviency. However, besides elected positions they 

are unable to extend sway in other formal or informal center of influence or power like Market 

Committee, School Committee etc. Obviously with more exposuer and experience they are 

likely to be invincible. However, their leadership has largely been accepted by society. Com

pared to others, Chairpersons as a group has clearly fumbled. Though they have higher socio 

political status, their folly is perhaps accentuated by not so scrupulously selected candidature 

. (see Case Studies), discriminatory and non cooperating operational context, more demanding 

nature of responsibilities and requirement of more expertise. In.overall consideration about 1/ 
. . L 

4 of women are not so triumphant in role performance. But party in role performance can not " . 

be expected even among the members belonging to stronger male counterpart. 



CHAPTERS 

MALE ASSESSMENT OF WOMEN'S ROLE 

Ethos of separate worlds for men and women not only permeates politics but also pre

vents women from entering into such arena. Politics is supposed to be masculine and 

'unwomanly'. In rural society where value system is relatively more stringent, it is grossly 

unpalatable that family women would be meeting , communicating with cross section of peo

ple, visiting government offices, concerning and addressing on social issues and becoming 

political decision makers. Thus given the subordinate po~ition, rigid culturally defined attitude 

and worlds, almost perpetual seclusion from political world, acquiring a position of eminem~e 

~md leadership in politics seems, in a sense, a paradox. Critically important also is the fa~t that 

struggle for valuable but scare rural political power cake was thus far confined only among 

men and now statutory compulsion has extended it over to both men and women . As such 

males, at least legally, have been deprived of 113 seats and posts not to any potential adversary 

but ironically to a group they wish to regard as their appendage. So stubborn male's denigra

tion somewhere is not without a context 1• 

With the statutory reservation women encroach on the 'male domain' of politics and one 

of the fundamental frames is the nature of reception by the males. In. earlier Chapters we have 

noted male's reaction to women entry to PR. To supplement, it has also been documented 2 for 

Kamataka women panchayats that they were disallowed raising questions, told to shut their 

mouth up because they were naive, illiterate and uncivilise. If ever they dared talking in meet-

. ing it became scoffing public gossip. They were publicly mocked at for minor mistakes such as 

pronounCing 'forum' for quorum. In short, if domestication is the only option, public exposure 

so scare and male ideology so desultory- women are likely to find themselves obfuscated in 

any outside public role performance. 

The state, community and family are immediate interacting arenas and not rarely they 

resist, for their own cause and interest, the direction of others. The reservation policy of the 

state has found, at least in present times, renitence of the community and family . Thus the 

receptivity of the community and conduciveness of the family become highly significant for 

culmination ofthe desired direction. 

As noted in Chapter 4 we have total 42 male respondents to get first hand information 

how male ruminate women's entry and evaluate their panchayat role performance. This assess

ment is believed to be eye opener for various reasons. It would indicate the milieu in which 

/.For years women members of Parliament even collectively can not compel passing of Women's Reserva

tion Bill which will confer 113 seats in legislatures. That males are reluctant to release their stranglehold over 

higher level of political power has now been exposed. 

2. /SST 1994. Melafor Women in PR. A Report. Banga/ore,: 
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women.·are-to·operate, pointto m~st intransigent hurdles or otherwise fo-~ women panchaya,t. 

In ·contrast to' traditional undervaluation, it. may bring out whether. there. is ~y c~ange in -

perception as to the acceptance of women in sociopolitical spheres. Male judgement, :though 

value laden, may also disclose some critical underpinning which might escape attention from . 

-the women themselves. 

As to the socio economic background of male respondents it may be noted that all are 

more than 30 years of age, majority have education up to class XII, 38% have service occupa

tion and 26% each have agriculture and business occupation. The Chairpersons among them 

have some distinctive features- majority (75%) having older age of 40+, none has low educa

tion, 50% have non agricultural occupation and 38% each have land holding of2.4 and. 6+acre. 

Ih this chapter we briefly narrate the political position of women as has been assessed bi 
our male respondents. In Section 1 the views of males as to women's social position and in 

Section 2 their political roles in panchayats are discussed. An att_erript is also made to relate 

responses of general males and male Chairpersons in Section 3. 

1. SOCIAL POSITION OF WOMEN 

Information evoked to locate Qverall women's position in society - that is whether they 

ate domestic labour or equal partner in every respect- indicate the general trend of egalitarian 

social position. Majority of the males regard women not to be confined to domesticity. How

ever, still a portion, more of Chairpersons, holds that home is the preordained destiny of 

women. 

Table No. 8:1 

Response to the query " Women are solely responsible for family disputes" 

Agree Partially Agree Uncertain Disagree Total 

Genaral Males 2 14 2 16 34 

ChairJ>erson -- 3 -- 5 8 

Total 2 (4.8) 17 (40.4) 2 (4.8) 21 (50.0) 42 (I 00) 

As to the views of males whether they regard women as trouble makers in family, they 

are almost divided. Half of them not to accuse women for domestic troubles between or 

among brothers, husband, mother and wives. Still not less then 45% believe otherwise imply

ing that women are trouble makers (Table 8: I) 
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Table No. 8:2 

Responses to the Query " For PR roles women are not attending to family affairs. 

like earlier occasions" 

Strongly Agree Partially· Uncertain Disagree Strongly Total 

Agree Agree Disagree 

General Male -- 4 9 -- 12 9 34 

Chairperson -- -- 5 -- 1 2 8 

Total -- 4(9.4) 14(33.3) -- 13(31.0) 11(26.2) 42(100) 

Whenever women take up PR roles seriously some oversight in family responsibilities 

will only be inevitable especially without helping hands. Though the male opinions are devided, 

Table No. 8:2 confirms that women have taken up PR roles arduously and for it they are 

susceptible to male apprehension. 

Table No. 8:3 

Responses to the query " Women are not obeying\decisions like earlier" 

Strongly Agree Partially Uncertain Disagree Strongly Total 

Agree Agree Disagree 

General Male 2 2 11 I 10 8 34 

Chairperson -- -- 6 -- 1 1 8 

Total 2(5.9) 2(5.9) 17(33.4) 1(2.9) 11(29.4) 9(23.5) 42(100) 

With outside involvment or roles one dimension of social change is likely to replace 

subservient attitude of most obedient servant by asserive one. The trend ( Table 8:3) is that 

women are not taking everything granted and beginning to be assertive. 

Males uniformly inform about no family troubles for women's political 

preoccupations. This conforms to responses of women themselves and our conviction that 

family trouble is less likely when womeri are inducted by families themselves. 

2. ON PR PROCESS 

No male ridicules reservation policy for women and majority accept it in its present 

format. However, a porti.on (36%) finds justification for increasing propqrtion of seats for 

women for reasons like their long under representation, noteworthy role performance, dedica

tion and sincerity compared to some male members even. 
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Table N9. 8:4 . 
Response to the query" 1/3 reservation is a big concession and hastily taken" 

.Agree Partially· Uncertain Disagree Total 

Agree 

General Maie 4 9 2 19 34 

Chairperson -- 3 -- 5 8 

Total 4(9.5) 12(28.6) 2(4.8) 24(57.1) 42(100) 

Inspite of their earlier supportive view for reservation responses get modified in next 

"cross check" question (Table 8:4). 38% wish to regard it as a big chunk and given h_astily. 

General Male 

Chairperson 

Total 

Table No. 8:5 

"WhyWomenjoinPR" 

For Reservation For Party 

9 7 

3 2 

12 (28.6) 9 (21.4)) 

By Own Right Total 

18 34 

3 8 

21(50.0) 42(100) 

If reservation policy is supportive logical corollary should be that women are in PR on 

their own right. To some extent it is corroborated by Table 8:5, though less from Chairper

sons. 29% still hold that women are only filling reserved seats. 

Males overwhelmingly note that women have joined PR with the initiative of parties. 

· Earlier some women informed about their own initiative in contesting PR election and it is also 

supported by 29% male respondents. 

Cooperation in the form of advice and guidance of males is found forthcoming espe

cially from Chairpersons. Only one GP Chairperson· gives no such advice. It dose not anyway 

imply non-cooperation. To him women are sufficiently capable and need no advice. 

Table No 8:6 

Male advices on PR affairs are 

e. 
Accpted Partially Accepted Refused Total 

General Male 8 26. 34 

Chairperson 2 5 -- '7 
Total 10(24.4) 31(75.6) -- 41(100) 
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Advice is earnestly desirable at least for the beginners but it would also men end of the 
. ' . . A. . 

road if it is ·mandatory or totally assented. It is found (Table 8:6) that male respondents findno 

one refusing such advice and for the notable nlimber (24%) it is said to be totally accepted. 

To have idea about their cognition how they react if their advice, so tendered, is ~ot fully 
. . . 

complied with as in partial acceptance, they inform that they would concede the option for 

women. But more Chairpersons would press for. total acceptance of such advice. 

Women are believed to be more or less conversant with panchayat rules and responsi

bilities. But 1/4 Chairperson find them faultering in this front. 

Table No. 8:7 

Response to the query" Women are taking interest in solving local disputes" 

Agree Uncertain Dis agee Total 

General Male 22 2 12 34 

Chairperson 7 - 1 8 

Total 29 (69.0) 2 (4.8) 13(26.2) 42(100) 

As to the informal participation of women majority male give credit to them for taking 

interest and effective performance in mediation oflacallevel disputes (except land.) 

· (Table 8:7) 

Unanimously they assert that political parties lose nothing in electing so large number of 

women. It suggests new amplitude of political acceptance of women and emergence of new 

breed ofleadership for mobilisation of that section that has remained unacc.essiblefor males so 

far. Another unanimity is that shaky start for women here and there is bound to improve with 

the passage of time and experience. 

However, from the villagers it is also gathered that somewhere women members are 
·' 

preferred by villagers because males - service holders in particular - are not always available 

and also because males are relatively difficult to be convinced about their points and demands. 

Somewhere women are also being avoided by villagers for they are not quite able to act 

instantly for not being well versed with all the rules and procedures. In the literature there are 

instances galore where because of cultural values males are only preferred. In our case such 

stigma is mostly unfounded. Gender discrimination undermining women as inapt is not palpa

ble here. Instead, the consideration of availability and ability to deliver demands have'become 

prime consideration for whom to approach and for what. 
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Table No 8:8 

Response to the query " Womenperfotrn~ce in PR is satisfactory " -

Agree Partially Agree Uncertain Disagee Total 

General Male · 16 .. - 16 1 '. 1 34 

Chairperson 3 5 - - 8 

Total 19(45.2) 21 (50.0) 1 (2.4). 1(2A) -. 42(100) 

As to the question of women's overall role. in PR information in Table 8:8 disclose that 

their performance is, nonetheless, inspiriting even though 50% oftotal and 63% of Chairper

son rate it partially successful which is less than complete concurrence. But considering their 

first ever entry this rating is definitely not despairing. 

If performance is satisfactory their candidatures are likely to be suppported. Males will 

have no hesitation in backing such candidatures up in future election. 

3. RESPONSES OF CHAIRPERSONS 

Panchayat chairpersons are important leaders in party hierarchy and direct observers of 

decision-making role of the women. If the responses of chairpersons and other males are 

compa:ed and analysed seperately certain signifieant dimensions seen evident. To the larger 

extent comparatively Chairpersons favour women's confinement in domestic domain 

(10%more), critical (40%more) about unattentiveness to domestic responsibility and wom

en's present defient nature. Larger portion of chairpersons regards 1/3 reservation a big con

cession, women filling resetved seats only, women less conversant with PR rules arid to the 

lesser extent hold women's performence truely satisfactory. 

Relatively theirrevelations are conservative in social sphere and close guarded in polt~tical 

aspects. Being dominant both politically and administratively one likely implication is that 

women members are to operate in somewhat orthodox setting which might act as a deterrant. 

Having higher eduaction than other males, probable explanation may be their older age. Older 

age mentality with traditional values, long experience in party p!atform dominated by ,male 

ideology or closer look at role performance of women may have made them skeptic. 

SUMMARY 

From subserviency to the position of eminence is a long drawn proecess especially when 

"recognition is a hard fought battle whe11:1 one is among excluded". Inspite of some limitation 

of the data, women are gradually being accepted as equal partner and accorded social recog

nition for political roles. Reservation provision seems endorsed more in 113 form~ I:~mily 

cooperation and assisstance from male PR colleague are by and large forthcoming. Their 

performance admittedly is encouraging including at informal levels. However, compared to 

general males Chairpersons are not so upright about women's socio political efficacy. 



CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION 

The study has been aimed at examining the extent and nature of participation ofwomen 

panchayats in the panchayat process in the district of Cooch Behar after statutory reservation 

ofPR post for women. We have reviewed the shifting facets ofPR and social and legal status 

of women (in Chapter 1 ). Then we have analysed socio economic and political background of 

women respondents ( Chapter 5), how and why women have joined PR, the extent of their 

participation in terms of familial obligations (Chapter 6) and their overall participation in PR 

decision making process ( Chapter 7). We have also noted the views and assessment of our 

male respondents about women's social position and PR role performance (Chapter 8 ). Brief 

summary ofthe findings has been furnished at the end ofthe Chapters 5 - 8. 

In this last Chapter, Section 1 summarises the major findings and determines how far our 

working hypotheses are really tenable with them all. As borne out from the study, certain 

pertinent points seem significant and expedient for proper understanding and evaluation of 

ruraL and gender developmental role of women. which are discussed in Section 2. A few sug

gestions both desirable and necessary for fructifYing and improving women's participation in 

PR process are listed in Section 3. Certain directions of future research have also been submit

ted at the. end. 

l.SALIENT FINDINGS 

Majority of our respondents are from SC community, they are relatively younger in age. 

They are married women mostly. Majority of them have educational attainment of School 

Final and above. 

As to the background of women respondent's families some sort of educational attain

ment is evident. From occupational standpoint predominance of non agricultural families is 

clearly visible in the sample (61%). lt may be emphasised that in several other similar studies 

same trend is also observed -for example salaried class in Haryana (ISST : 1995) and only 

12% agriculturists in Kerela. Our findings more or less tally with others. 

Over all educational background both of women and their families is not definitely 

tending to be low, if not high. In all statistical tests efforts to guess the impact of education 

both of women and their families on women's participation decipher no concrete corelation at 

all. All these indicate that education alone does not play significant role or it has no unilateral 

bearing on w0men's role performance. 

Significantly 25% women have more matured political background in the sense that 

they have been primary members of parties long before their PR induction. One hypothesis 
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was that matured members are to be more convincing in PR participation because of political 

exposuer and association with political process at least compared to new members. But it is 

unfolded in statistical test of corelations that they are not as vocal, assertive or forthwith as 

. they were expected to be. They seem to be conservative and not so much upright in perform

ance. New party members are rather more determined and comparatively dominating in per

formance. Perhaps it suggests that senior party women members may have taken membership 

for any reason of their own but they have not had that training, experience or determination to 

equip themselves to be assertive. 

Sampled GPs may be categorised as backward and forwards ( See Chapter 4 ) that is 

some GPs are contagious to urban centers and some are in remote areas. Segregation of data 

of two types of GP separately (though not furnished separately in chi square test Table) dose 

not provide statistical relations with any sort ofwomen's participation. Thus it is quite possi

ble to emphasise that respondents of comparatively remote area are not lagging behind than 

their forward looking counterpart. 

From the study it is found that in terms of Tiers and parties women have contrasting 

socio. economic and political background. 

In GP Tier more younger, lowly educated women with low land holding sized families, 

lower party membership grade ar~ found. Reve1 :::.ly in CP group more older aged, higher ecb

cated, seiVice tamilies, higher party lilembersh.ip grade and more women with public address-

ing ability are evident. PS caters more of middle aged women, medium education and medium 

to high land holding families. In definite contrast to CP, GP and P S have greater rr.Ymber of 

new recruits from families . which did not have members in earlier PR bodies. 

Compared to other parties, CPM has more higher aged, lowly educated women though 

not far away from Congress as to higher education profile. More families ofCPM respondents 

have middle holding size. CPM women have higher party membership grade, more public 

addressing ability. But the party also accounts for most of the non party member women. 

Majority of younger, middle aged and medium educated women hail from Congress and 

other parties. Congress party has recruited women more from agriculturists families. and landless 

families. This party has lion's share in recruiting women in PR for the first time from respective 

families. Thus CPM women have more matured political background and in economic terms 

Congress party women tend to have comparatively lower profile, if not clear pro poor orien

tation. 

Right from the writings ofMachiaveli or Hegel to the period of Consent Theory when 

individual was the primordial unit of social reality, the interest of women was identified with 
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the interest of the families. With some minor exceptions throughout the world public policies 

assume and reinforce women's primary responsibility for the care of children and the home1• 

The women are " domestic slaves, cramped into the job of wife a.tld mother2
• Invoking private 

. and public divide ' ideologic8lly' women's seclusion from public life is justified and strength

. erred whfch in tum debars them from meaningful participation in public affairs. In effect all 

discussion of women's outside participation revolves around how and to what extent they are 

adjustil1g public roles with their foremost obligation to family. In view of absence of requisite 

legislation for conducive context, proper awareness, family support and also strong cultural 

stigma women are likely to be entrapped in a quandary. 

However, neither family obligations nor family disturbances are found deterrents for 

women's participation. The findings of the study indicate the force of induced change .. Be;.. 

cause of reservation and political compulsion women get political opening through the initia

tive of parties and with the consent of families. As such families can not withheld women's 

right of participation in panchayats. For this reason women are iess troubled by open public 

private role conflict.. Moreover, familial responsibilities are not debarring them from taking up 

panchayat role. Sometimes performing domestic works ( as by rising early in the morning ) 

and sometimes with the cooperation of family members women are able to undertake most of 

the PR works. But women are still not considerably freed from domestic obligations. Thus 

adjustment or sacrifice sometimes in either front may not be rare indeed. 

Political participation is a complex phenomenon and essentially an outcome of socio . 

economic,. political and psychological preconditions and circumstances. However, despite their 

numerical.strength women have the rudimentary position in political process simply because 

everything1~onducive to be so. Mythology, religion, socio cultural taboos, behaviour training, 
A 

physical mobility restrictions, mode of work, provisions for rewards and punishment all are 

used to socialise girls to conform to their constricted roles. The ingrained gender discrimina

tion is manifested in personal, political, systematic and structural differentiation between men 

and women and it is the root cause of invisibility of women in politics. 

Penetration right upto decision making process is not only the uphill proposition for 

general women but also depends . on a number of preconditions like understanding of the 

process, information of the problem, skilful deliberative qualities, dominant position in the 

party hierarchy in party based process and more commandingly the organisational position or 

modicum· of power a group possesses in a given socio political order. Suffice it to say that 

women in all these fronts are clearly disadvantaged. Thus women not only should have gesta

tion period but also should require to be emancipated from various structural and situational 

constraints. 

1. Even in China (Croll : 1985: chapter 11 )·female foetus is undesirable and killed. Communist rule of 80 

years in Russia, as noted in Paristroika. has discoverd that role of women in outside world has disturbed 

family life and prompted problems in social behaviour, morality and culture . 

. 2. Larguio (1975 : 286). In Leavitt (ed.) 
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The study however, has indicated that the PR participation of women in the form of 

attendance, opinion expressed, issue raised in the PR meetings, confidence reposed and satis-
- -

faction for effective participation all is noteworthy. They are not merely meek spectator or -

ornament in decision making, rather a likely force to reckon with. Moreover they maintain 

contact with villagers, usually take their problems into cognizance and try to deliver whatever 

possible. But actual reflection of their views in decisional output leaves much to be desired 

even though their constant demands for inclusion of their points must have bearings in the long 

run. 

For quite long time women's participation was narrowly conceived and their presen_c~ in 

formal political structure was termed as deplorable. But now it is increasingly being realised 

that private public dividing .lines are not so steadfast and political participation needs to be 

widely conceptualised. For example, opposing destruction of fuel resources in Chipco Move

ment in India, Green Belt Movement in Kenya, protest against children disappearance in Ar

gentina, demonstration against foreign borrowings in Jamica, overwhelming activism in Inter

national Peace, Ecological, Racist movements all indicate that even their concern for families 

very often spur them to act politically. Thus together with their formal participation, when we 

encompass their role in informal spheres women participation becomes really' 'creditable '3 

Because of absence of Nyaya Panchayat, as in West Bengal, Panchayat members have 

intervening roles irr adjudicating local level disputes such as land or· family cases. To some 

comme:rrtirtors becanse. of this type of role munber of cases coming to legal co!.lits have de

creased considerably. Women members ~e found to be actively involved and quite successful 

in this sphere (except land disputes). Women members have also shown interest in convinc

ing women about family planning and literacy etc. 

West Bengal has taken the lead by making Gram Sabha and Gram Sansad the soul of 

PR 4
. Not only the meetings of these bodies have statutorily been stipulated but also the 

resolutions of these have to be duly considered by every GP and any omission here will be 

gross impropriety ( Section 17 A, sub Section 2 ofWB Panchayat Act 1992). From a meeting 

of one Gram Sansad of Andaran GP ward we have found that women constituted nearly 32% 
-~ 

of total attendance. Some women informed that as males are otherwise preoccupied they had 

to attend the meeting because some iss~es were to be raised and also to note down the pro-

3. N.P.P. {National Perspective Plan (1988: 160-161). Sec also Reddy & Patnaik. 1993. Omvedt. 1993. Tiger & 

Sheper (1975: 136). Randall (1982: 41-44). 

4. According to West Bengal Panchayat Act as amended upto 1992 all registered electorate of a'constituent 

ward of the GP will comprise one Gram Sansad. Gram Sansad, meeting twice a year, will decide policy 

pri_orities for economic development, principle ofbeneficiariy selection and constitution ofBeneficimy Conm1itte 

and will act as watchdog. Gram Sabha will meet once a year and will take stock of activities and finance of the 

GP. 
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ceedirigs.· Some women, mostly widow, openly questioned why they were deprived of house 

building scheme under Indira Abas Yojana while soine others got it; All women panchayat 

.·members of the ward were present though they did not. actively take part. Truely it was not 

possible because the meeting was dominated by questions, demands and Chairperson explain

ing the reasons and elaborating future course of action. Convincingly women were not dumb 

spectators specially as to reaping economic benefits and in overall sense they are not non 

chalant about panchayat activities or village affairs. 

Chairpersons have comparatively higher economic and political background, dominated 

by families in the sense that majority have family members in PR. But as to their performance 

they have fumbled feebly. Some of them ( 11%) raise issues in meeting according to wishes of 

husbands, more ofthem (16%) hold that they are only partially effective in PRmeetings. Even 

for some. (21%) their points are totally ignored in meetings. 32%. ( 6 of 19 ) are to relinquish 

PR post as well. 

Even though Chaipersons have not been as"nameshake representatives" as in other 

studies 5 their performance is comparatively subdued and deserves improvement. The very 

nature of job requirem·ents and somewhere candidature selection process etc. account for the 

falling. 

To be at the top and manage it successfully are arduous tasks requiring dexterity and 

experience necessary for deliberative bodies. Failures here become not only substantial but 

also get wider publicity which may jeopardise womerrs:cause in broader context.. It certainly 

requires accommodating and supportive co.operation and healthy convention of selecting only 

willing and capable incumbe~ts who would further cause both ofPR and women. 

Statutory reservation uniformly and comprehensively has provided incarnation of thou

sands of women in panchayats. In all probability women leadership at least in the sense of 

"office holder" or" manager" 6 has come to stay. From male respondents particularly it seems 

imposing that women's entry and leadership have received overall social approval and some

where acclaim. The cultural ethos restricting women only in domesticity are being reappraised 

indeed. 

But that does not imply that such approval is instant and wholehearted. ' Bias against' 

women is still to be dispelled as instances in two PSs disclosed. If not for exclusive cultural 

stigma, frustration, fear oflosing positions of power, patronage and profit etc. compel women 

to be undervalued to some extent at least. It does not of course reflect upon overall social 

reality. Neither. it is found nor it would be pragmatic to be skeptical or ~ritical about women 

· factor in PR from now onwards. 

5. Pai Sudha (1998). Pradhanis in new Panchayats. Economic and Political Weekly 2 May. 

o. Blonde!, Jean. ( I 987:20) Political Leadership. Sage, London. 
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Before statutory reseivation: women had very marginal or token representat~pli. in PR 

throughout India. Legal compulsions now compel to have wider possible representation for 

women. Women respondents cite non reservation as the cause of their absence in earlier 

elections: Equally statutory prodding has put forth the political opening for roughly 3/4 of 

women respondents who are most likely to embrace and pursue the political 'career. In other. 

· words, without reservation they could not endear political career.. Thus statutory reser\ration 

has become the gateway for women to political participation. 

Another dimension is: women are still to ·surpass the statutorily provided boundary of ' 

panchayats that is they are as yet unable to grab other positions besides PR posts. In rural set . 

up there are other sociopolitical power centents such as Market Committee and School Com
mittee etc. Our efforts in one GP to identify whether women have already gone beyond or are 

inducted in other Center of power indicate that except in PR posts in no other such Cominittee 

or Center women are at all visible. Though it is too much to expect that women will instantly 

and invariably be visible and successful every where it indicates that women have so far not 

been able to cross over the statutory limit of PR positions. 

As to the moot point of women's overall partiGipation in PR it is estimated that about 

25% have no prominent penetration and they are to eschew political career. Some were not 

interested and really dragged in, for others male blizzards and consequent frustration are the 

general attributing reasons. 

/u such the study e...<@:blishes significant br-eaks with the results of other similar studies 

undertaken so far. It provides for the women not so much I elitist' background, family obliga

tions and domination not much deterring. Education (also age, religion, caste) etc. having no 

significant bearing on their participation. Right from attendance to participation in PR meet

ings, from performance in institutional process of panchayats to informal activities their per

formance seems rejuvenating. 

2. DEVELOPMENTAL ROLE- THE NATURE AND EXTENT 

The study also raises a spate of questions adequate resolution of which would chart the 

proper role performance and perspective for women panchayats. The apparent proficient par

ticipation of women should not be construed as success story. The triumph is to that extent 

that they are not docile or dormant. But reckoning oftoo much tangible achievement is obvi

ously premature as their performance is certainly permeated by factors like functipnal and 

political processes. 
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Women panchayats are in a dilemma. Reservation is for powerlessness but whenever 

women assume power they are to be as compelling and powerful members and to retrieve 

gender development in addition. Induction of women in political process is favoured for Vari

ous reasons such as - with their on the spot understanding of the basic problems women · 

would contribute their mite, influence others to come and work for women specific problems 

and motivate fellow women to come and work for women. After all by bringing in felt priori

ties and direction women are to imprint their mark in developmental decisions for consolidat

ing and justifying rationale of reservation policy. Though there is no chart or design as such the 

general conviction is that women would accentuate and accelerate the pace of decisions bring

ing important bearing on gender development. 

The fundamental contemplation is to what extent women can really direct rural. devel

opment and drive home gender development in particular. If the functional sphere of panchayat, 

nature of the panchayat responsibilities, women's group nature and political process are closely 

looked at one feels convinced that women members have not much scope and opportunity to 

stand for women development. 

Functional Autonomy: The 73rd Amendment Act is explicit in conceptualising 

panchayat as 'institution of self government' and states have now the responsibility for consti

tutions and making panchayats such an institution. But the perusal of conforming State Acts 

convinces one that panchayats are still being perceived as only an administrative machinery 

with increasing peoples' participation and the ideological thrust ofthe Amendment is clearly·. 

m1ssmg. 

In the State Acts assigned and discretionary powers are much more and a handful of not 

so cardinal developmental functions fill up the mandatory list. Problems here are from two 

counts. Delineation of powers/functions of respective PR Tiers are utterly overlapping and 

whatever seems meaningful has been usurped by bureaucracy. The West Bengal Finance Com

mission Report 1996 documents that Departmental Plans are much bigger then PRls and their 

implementation is exclusively dominated by Officials. In the present departmental structure of 

bureaucracy down to village level it is not possible to empower PR Tiers comprehensively 

over any specific subject and the plain fact is that vast bureaucracy would not give in their 

overarching domination so readily. 

Even when some powers are really delegated they are not in toto. At best they are not 

more than community mobilisation either for awareness (Child Development in Integrated 

Child Development Services) or convincing people to take advantage of the various opportu

nities (loan of District Rural Development Agency). For substantiation, GP may have to pro

mote primary education but curricula are the preserve ofBoard ofEducation and management 

the responsibility of Managing Committee of the School. Can any GP or its members really 

ensure that classes are held regularly when managements is not its concern? In this backdrop 

connotation of self government becomes tightfisted and parochial indeed. 
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. The Programmes available for women in pan:chayats, though grossly overlapping, are 

mainly ofthree types. 1) Anti Poverty Programmes providing wage and employment such as 

Jowar Rogar Yojana (JRY), Integrated Rural Development Programme (IRDP),National Ru

ral Employment Programme (NREP). 2) Women Welfare Programmes like Vocational Train

ing Programme, Rastriya Mahila Kosh (RMK), Mahila Samridhi Yojan (MSY), Support for 

Training·and Employment Programme (STEP), Hostel for Working Women, Family Counsel

ling Centres, Residential and Non-Residential Training for Poor and Depressed Women. 3) 

Social Welfare Programmes such as Primary Health Care, Integrated Child Development Serv

ices (ICDS), Intensive and Integrated Health Programme, Unified Immunisation Programme 

(UIP), Universal Primary Education, Child su·rvival and Safe ·Maternity, Accelerated Runu 

Water Supply Programme (ARWSP) 7. 

However, regarding implementation of those Programmes following points have to be 

considered. a) All Programmes evenly and adequately are yet to converge everywhere. For 

example Development of Women and Children in Rural Areas (DWACRA) Scheme where 

women panchayats have wider roles has only 28 units against sanctioned strength of 130 at the 

end of 1996 in this district .. b) Awareness about all schemes is in no way encouraging among 

members8
. c) While Schemes like MSY are saving Schemes at individual level, some other 

welfare Schemes like STEP, Hostel for working women, Family Counselling Centers etc. are 
. I 

manned by Non Governmental Organisations under the supervision of Department of Social 

Welfare,Govrnment oflndia. d) Some Schemes like ICDS, Primary Health are undertaken by 

Governmental personnel and panchayat womeri at best can convince others to ta..l(e advantage 

from those. e) Benefits through self employment Schemes like IRDP are largely illusive for 

women as Banks are reluctant ( despite stipulation ) to sanction loans without securities ~d 
women in general are unable to furnish such because of male ownership of property and also 

because of sheer poverty. t) Significantly most ofthe Schemes are tied that is ordaining clearly 

as to who shall receive what share and on what basis. For example 22.5% of total JRY fund is 

to be reserved for SC and STs and of the remaining 60% for employment generation and 40% 

for material purchase. Similarly 50% benefits ofiRDP and TRYSEM (Training ofRural Youth 

for Self Employment Programme) are to be earmarked for SC/STs and here women share is 

40% of the total. g) Concurrence is that benefits of developmental schemes have been accrued 

not by the poor section for whom all these are intended 9
. 

7. Annual Report 1995 (p.61) lists 27 Programmes for women.Department of Women & Child Develop-

ment. Government of India. 

8. Nandal Roshni ( 1996:125 ). Women Development & Panchayati Raj. Spellbound Pub. Rohtak. 

9. Mallick (1993 ), Gurumurthy ( 1987), Nath. Prodose ( 1986). Panchayats and Rural Development. Society · 

and Change. Vol 3 (I). And various other findings in Economic and Political Weekly such as Shanker 

(1991 ). JRY An Assessment. 16 July. 
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Scrutiny of panchayat process establishes that their own resource, if at all, are extremely 

meager. One GP Budget for 1995-96 ( Andaran GP) reveals that its own resource was to the 

extent of9.3% while its establishment cost amounted to 8% of total budgetary outlay. And PR 

has clear JRY and other handed down scheme specific fixation. For example JRY almie ac

counted for 58% ofthat GP's total expenditure for 1994-95 which was mainly for construc

tion/repair of roads. 

Furthermore, members may have played significant role in formulating comprehensive 

area plan for respective areas taking into consideration peoples needs and area specific prob

lems, but there seems no relationship between District Plan and budgetary allocation etc. GP 

formulates area plan and all GP Plans are firstly compiled by PS and lastly by zp. and on~ 

District Plan ( Municipality Plans also included) is finally prepared which is then integrated 

into State Plan. One important aspect is that financial devolution both from center and state 

does not follow yearly plan of GP and District Plan but lump sum sanctions under schematic 

heads are the usual financial practice. 

Logically therefore the whole gamut of rural development or gender development fol

lows the direction ofthose schemes 10
. The working ofpanchayat institutions substantiates the 

fact that PR members are busy in selecting beneficiaries and construction sites for and accord

ing to different devolved schemes available. Even in this respect members have no remarkable 

freehand because of party control over decision making. 

Political Compu.Iskm : IfPR is thus functionally constrair~ed, par1chayats are also indi

visible part of wider political process. Anrl as suc...h. party control over 'political panchayat' v,ill 

be enormous. Even some supp9rters of West Bengal panchayat experiment like Lieten 

(1992: 1572) admit that " substantial decisions are made at the level of party" 11
. Strong 

organisational control of State Committees, District Committee, Sub-divisional and Local 

Committees of political parties seem unequivocal. Such controls deprive individual autonomy 

of members and compel them to act within the orbit of party preferences. This dimension is 

particularly important for the Left parties for their absolute sway in PR bodies and rigorous 

party discipline compared to others. In this context, from women standpoint they are not 

likely to make meaningful individual impact on policy output or gender development and more 

frequently they will be" puppets in the hands of their political bosses" 12
· 

10. All programmee at village level do not allow any flexibility in terms of tuning them to the specific needs 

of the village as they are governed by center/state guidelines thus leaving no scope for accomodating the 

priorities of the people. Wrote Thapiyel (1996:76). Decentralised Plaru1ing in PR Frame. In .Jain & Hochgesang. 

11. In West Bengal the Study of Child in Need Institute(ISST: 1999) has noted that most women meri1bers try 

to implement policy decided by the local parties. See also Webster (1995). Acharyya (1993 ). Panchayats and 

Left Politics. Economic & Political Weekiy.29 May. Bhattacharyya (1995). New Challange for Bengal Left 

Economic & Political Weekly. 17 July. 

12. Uday Basu. Panchayat Women may Succum to Party Diktat. Stateman. 7 Nov. 1993 
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Though not statutory, still another dimension of party control found particularly in PR 

bodies controlled by the left parties is the constitution ofBooth Committee 13 at GP, Coo~di

nation Committees at PS and ZP levels. Even the Chairperson (Pradhan) ofGP is dominated 

by Pradhan Sahayak (helping) Committee. 

Each GP has to draw up Comprehensive Area Plan but it has to be accorded by con

cerned Boot Committees. Of course GP members are included in Booth Committees and 

legally responsible for and Chairpersons are incorporated in seceding Tier C'ammittees. Still 

the fundamental contemplation is - if selection of beneficiaries has ~o conform to prescribed 

norms ofthe specific schemes and preference of such 1political' committees is it not persuasive 

that whoever - men or women - is the panchayat member it would not make serious variance 

as to the direction of development and outcome of selection list ! . 

. Moreover, for electoral compulsion every aspirant has to secure party sponsorship which 

in turn compels them to succumb to overriding party policies. Indeed parties have trivial track 

records about women cause. Also because of requirement of majority support from elector

ate, who are not genderwise segregated anyway, it is inevitable that only soft or noncommittal 

candidates have any chance ofbeing elected. So they are not women1s representatives but of 

people1s and parties1 and as such women are generally averse to being dubbed as only women 

representatives and show preference to those programmes which are for general interests. 

Long before the advent of organised Women Movement, women in Bengal were fore

runner in Indigo Revolt 1859, movement against Partition ofBengal 1905 and so on. In Tebhaga, 

Naxalite and various other stirs they also did not lag behind14
• They are now mobilised by 

parties, Women Wmgs of parties and to some extent by Women Organisations. In every party 

meeting they have about 30-35% oftotal attendance. Paradoxically even then w_omen status 

has not been remarkably elevated here more than elsewhere raising the question why it is so 

and how it can be improved. Mainly it may be due to the fact that women are mobilised as 

party members and not as women and no movement has ever been organised or its ideology 

(even Naxalite) encompassed gender concern at all. If political parties and women participa

tion 15 and women issues are antithetical what will befall to panchayat is not beyond compre

hension. Alarmingly if women interests were not reflected even in radical policies particularly 

of the Left 16
· endorsement of present reformist policies will hardly permit opening to uplift the 

13. Consisting of eminent (mostly political) persons Booth Committees are informally constituted for 

constituent wards of GP to guide role performance of PR members. They are different from statutory 

Beneficiary Committee and found mainly in PR bodies controlled by left parties. Similar is the Coordination 

Committes for PS and ZP. 

14. Custer, Peter ( 1987). Women in Tebhaga Uprising. Naya Prakas. Calcutta. See also Singha Roy (1992) 

· and Guha (19%) 

15. Custer Peter (I 987: 133) ibid 

16. Singha Roy, OK (1992: 128-29). Also (1995). Peasant Movements and Empowerment of Women. Eco

nomic & Political Weekly. 16 Sep. Moreover, left parties have neglected mobilisation & organigation of women 

on their special issues and II women in the parties are more vocal against feminist perspective". Wrote Datar, 

chayya ( 1984:71 ). The left parties & Invisibility of women. Teaching Polities. Vol I 0 ( Annual) 
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normative social relations and consequent marginalisation. 

Articulation of any cause essentially entails conviction which is the consequence of mo

bilisation along such lines. Women Organisations have hardly made impact in sensitizing 

women everywhere. As is the trend elsewhere, vast majority ofwomen respondents are for 

the first time in panchayats to fill reserveq quota and that too, by their admission, for parties' 

initiatives. Reservation at a stroke took parties aback and they have a tough time in fielding so 

large number ofwomen candidates. Somewhere they dragged some ofthe women respond.., 

ents- (here 20%) who are not seriously interested at all. Evidently only 25% women were 

somehow active in party platform before panchayat incarnation. As indoctrination is almost 

absent, is it tenable to expect gender championing simply because they themselves ate women 
? 

· Gende1· Development: In Britain women have increasingly been assertive and success

ful in parliament and local government in securing measures like nursery facilities, abortion 

and others (Barbara: 1983:172-3). In Norway the 'care and care work concern' is the most 

significant contribution of women ( Lovenduski & Norris: 1993 :258). In India women in 

panchayats, to some extent at least, have worked for improvement in health, family welfare, 

banning of liquor and videq parlour, upgradation of schools, better water management17 to 

lessen women's burden of carrying it from distance. But there is also other side where women 

do not favour or work for exclusively women's concerns. 

In the study of seven women national leaders of the present world (Genovese: 1993) it is 

established that they hardly encourage hope for women issues and perspective . l\1rs. Gandhi 

did not appoint any women cabinet minister nor did she encourage specific measure for women 

, politicians. In fact conditions of general women deteriorated during her long tenure. Margaret 

Thatcher provides the extreme instance of repudiation ofwomen 's interest for long 12 years. 

Both Mrs. Gandhi and Bhutto harped that they were not women implying that they transcend 

the gender they belong to. The concept 'gender' marks the conceptual breakthrough in ex

plaining and understanding women's status in relational term. In every variable like psychol

ogy, career, context or style gender has its bearing. But in any contrast between genders it is 

also important that women are in fact in paradoxical no win position. If women are strong ( 

like Thatcher) they are ridiculed as Iron Lady or more than man, if they are meek (like !sable 

Peron of Argentina) they substantiate that they can not govern. 

Committee on Status ofWomen (1974:289) lamented that unlike in earlier times women 

today do not show concerted articulation in championing women cause. Majority of MP, 

I\1LAs (Mehta & Billimoria: 1976:59) do not bother to take interest in women specific prob

lems. Ahmed 1 ~ took cognizance ofthe similarity in the political behaviour ofwomen and men, 

In the National workshop (National Commission for Women : 1993:3) the uncomfortable 

17. Sharma Ka1pana. Women Do Not From a Constituency. Times of India. 18 June 1989. 

18. Ahmed (I ':J75 :3 II). Women in Politics. In .Jain (ed.) 
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inpression is that women have not f9rmed lobby to influence public opinion in favour of women. 

All these pertain to the fact that women elites are apathetic to problems affecting larger sec

tions of women in India. Similarly our findings about women respondents reveal that they do 

not work for women exclusively. This reverts us to ponder why this is so and to what extent 

they are capable of justifying the rationale of their induction. 

In the literature women's needs are considered both as pr~ctical and strategic. Practical 

needs like child care, fetching water, cooking etc. arise out of gender division of labour and 

strategic needs pertain to very cause oftheir 'a,ppresion' like male domination itself. Practical 

needs do come under panchayat perview and women members may act as harbinger but scheme 

specific activities clip their wings significantly. Addressing strategic needs not only demands 

more concerted action but also they are outside of panchayat roles. 

Women are new entrants, yet to establish credential and in voting terms outnumbered in 

decision making of panchayats. As they are likely to face problems like scoffing or seclusion, 

what will be problematic individually can better be won by collectivity. Unitedly they can 

overcome outright male antagonism in panchayats, can force women components of any scheme 

neglected so far, compel cognizance of their views and better execution of all programmes. 

Expectation of gender perspective will materialise in the face of women's group efforts. 

Collectivity really has got vast potential. 

AB and when women in panchayats are able or willing they can utilise their presence for 

improving own position. According to 'critical mass' theory reservation by ensuring qualita

tive shift through quantitative strength would.become institutional resource19
. 

However, the respondents are found short of collective entity. Though members of the 

same party could have better prospect, they uniformly inform that generally they come to 

panchayat Offices, only during meeting and when. absolutely necessary. In most cases their 

primary concern is to take care of specific preoccupations or bargaining for ward problems. 

Also because of geographical distance - more at ZP and PS -they seldom meet or sit together 

to plan for a united stand. Even in the face of undervaluation (as found in two PSs) they could 
' 

not face it unitedly. 

For any collectivity group solidarity or class consciousness is exigent. However, use of 

class stereotype in case of women is not only ambiguous but also conflicting. The dilemma is 

that in order to realise rights cross class mobilisation is necessary but socio-economic (even 

domestic) differences impinge adversely on such prospect. Bina Agarwa20 has observed that it 

19. Lele, MK & Singh (1993:37). Women in Local Government in Maharastra ..... Paper presented· a~ the 

fifth Internationllnterdisiplinary Congress on Women, Costa Rica. 

20. Agarwal, Bina ( 1994:492). A Field of One's Own. Gender and Land Right in South Asi(l. Camoridge 

U nivcrsity Press. Cambridge. 
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would be romantic to suggest that socio-economic cleavages will not be barriers for collective 

. action. Nevertheless, to one social perception women are the greatest enemy of women them

selves, at the same time infighting only among women in reserved. seats will further circum

vent any prospect of alliance21
. In fact the usual argument that women will clinch women 

development is conceptually fought with inconsistency. Chafe (1972: 176) is convincing in 

arguing that it is a paradox that women have dialectical group identity. They are separate but 

diffused,· distinct but live in greater intimacy with 'their oppressor'. For this group conscious

ness so pivotal yet problematic. 

India's past experience brings out the unpalatable evidence that without taking into ac

count the structural differences of SC/STs with either people has burgeoned anomalies in the 

results of reservation22
. Like SC/STs, women are not homogeneous but divided by cleavage~ · 

like race, culture, economy, education or religion. In the same vein it is also found true that 

well placed SC/ST rural elites simply capitalise on their superior awareness and accessibility23 

and do very little in hastening the advancement oftheir less advantaged brethren24
. Without 

due regard to such structural and practical divides and problematics it would be imprudent to 

count upon gender development from women. 

Structurally women have meaningful scope to exert collective pressure only in Gram 

Panchayats where decisions are arrived at in general meetings (held twice a month). In PS and 

ZP their strength is fragmented because Standing Committees - usually two women in each in 

this district - are real repository of decision-making. StiJJ more exasperating is the very nature 

ofpanchayat responsibilities. Each incumbent has to represent sectional interest of the elector

ate of the concerned ward. As the interests of each ward is diverse their efforts are to bargain 

for reaping widest possible developmental gains for their particular wards. Thus, localism in 

panchayat decision-making is simply inevitable. In case of beneficiary selections question of 

coJiectivity does not arise at all as this is worked out on ward basis. In the cases of allocation 

of resources question of collectivity is beyond contemplation because ~Jlocation to one area 

will be a deprivation to other areas. 

This is to grapple with how delicate collectivity really is and not to imply that en block 

possibility will ensure all round gender development in the present functional context of 

'panchayats. Had it been so, workings of All Women Panchayats (AWP) would have proved 

otherwise. Though still not well documented, AWP's workings reveal some unsatisfactory 

causes of their inception and performance - like male migration, reluctance to share power 

21. Kishwar, M. Women in Power. Times of India. 22 Sep. 1996. 

22. Desouza (I 986: 110). SocioEconomic Constraints on Development. In Sharma (ed.) Development: Socia 

Economic Dimension Rawat. Jaipur. 

23. Bardhan, Asoke (1990:93). People's Participation in Planning. Indian Journal of Public Administration. 

Vo136(1). 

24. Sen Ainartya (1985:37). How is India Doing. In Basu & Sission (ed.) Social and Economic Development 

in India Sage. New Delhi. 
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with women and sometimes subserviency to men ( Mohanty : 1995 :3349). ( Another dimen

sion is that almost all22 AWPs are in backward and tribal areas).Clearly it is not authenticated 

that women there work only for gender cause even though because of their life experience 

literacy, water etc. may be their priorities. The study of 12 AWPs in Maharastra 25 concluded 

that Jawar Rojgar Yojana 11 has homogenised development endeavours and there is actually 

little difference in the formal schemes implemented by them and other panchayats11
• In fact 

political incumbency and exclusive gender concern seem mutually incompatible26. Judged by 

the panchayat process it may be perhaps be true that complete group solidarity , except on 

broad .policy, is problematic because of the na~ure of panchayat responsibilities. 

All these constraints will have to be taken into account while analysing the role pf 

panchayat women (also men). For women plausibility is that they can implement effectively 

the women components of available schemes. They have no clear scope to go beyond these. 

Admittedly women can play meaningful role in mobilising or convincing other women as to 

family planning or literacy but these are obviously extra panchayat responsibilities, 

Thus the performance of women panchayats has to be adjudged in wider context of 

certain parameters such as panchayat and political process, Functionally PR provides the very 

nature of roles member can hope to accomplish. Panchayats are also inseparable part ofwider 

political process and as such are influenced by it.Hence any contention or expectation from 

women panchayats out of proper context would only be misleading and it would undeservingly 

lead to crisis of acceptability and vulnerability. 

3. SUGGESTION 

Partly based on insight provided by respondents and partly on our understanding of the 

situation, few suggestions are submitted for due consideration mainly to improve performance 

of women panchayats. 

a) The point that needs scupulous attention is that ac~ording to the Panchayat Act of 

West Bengal and other States seats reserved for women are to rotate that is reserved seats for 

1993 election will be unreserved in 1998 election and new seats will be inade reserved. No 

doubt this will forbid the reign of vested interest or family domination but for women it has 

other implications. Those women who have worke~enthusistically and gained on the job 

exposure are not likely to come again. As effective parrticipation heavily depends on experi

ence for the deprived section, this rotation system is likely to backfire 

25. Dutta Bishaka (ed) (1995:90) . .4nd 11/ho Will Make the Chappati A Study of AWP in Maharastra. Aalochana. 

Pune 

2G. " Within parties women's issues are categorised as social and not political to be dealth exclusively by 

women's wing" Suxena, K ( 1994:393) Empowennent of Women- The [ndian Context. indian Journal of 

Political Science. Vol. 55(4). 
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One of its negativ:e impacts will be to dissociate representatives from conStituencies. In 

any democracy representatives are expected to nurture those constituencies from wher~ they 

are elected. If any body - man_ or woman - is not sure about the availability of constituency in 

future he/she will refrain from cultivating it in right earnest. Reservation in the present format 

is likely to perpetuate this trend for women. 

However, it can realistically be assumed that present reserved seats becoming unre

served next time will not generally be allotted to women again. Moreover it may be argued 

that willing women claimants may contest from newly reserved seats elsewhere 27 but it is most 

unlikely for various reasons. Thus the new squad will require time and experience to be 

acquianted with required experience like present ones. This cycle will continue at least for. two 

terms .In this Special backdrop if rotation system is postponed for next election it would be 

possible to utilise the experience of present capable incumbents and parties would get suffi

cient time to mature a new genre for the future. 

b) From Mehta 1978 to 1993 Report for WB Government desirability of governable 

units is persistently emphasised, -of course without avail. Besides inefficiency, non viability and 

'hierarchies of attention', for women larger geographical. constituencies are proving baftling. 

For Zilla Parishad respondents it demands overnight stay to attend meetings as it is not pos

sible to retur~ in a day. To be fair, such overnight halts are one of the reasons why women face 

wrath of husbands/ families. Certain PR Offices are in rather inaccessible geographical areas. 

Furthermore, certain constituencies presently attached to cetain PSs ( Cooch Behar 1, 

Mathabanghal, Tufanganj 1, for instance) demand very time consuming troublesome com

munication from some members. If they are 'integrated in other PSs distance and hazards 

would be reduced drastically. One cardinal effect of it is what one PS women sums it up- for 

this communication hazards they are unable to attend Office periodically to be kept informed 

about latest schemes etc. and for this ignorance it has become rather easy for others to sideline 

them. Thus unwielding unit size somewhere needs immediate reorganisation. 

c)If Chairperson group is found fumbling selection process 1s largely 

responsible. Regarding selection of candidates some anomalies may be there and these can be 

to lara ted because of suddenness of reservation but in future these need to be corrected. Sig

nificantly where there is no dearth of suitable candidates ( v,Te are convinced) it is only expedi

ent that willing and competent women should be selected and only merit should get priority 

instead of family connection or ploy to make them scapegoats. 

27. In Maharastra parties subverted rotation by rotating same women from different constituencies. National 

Commission for Women: ( 1993 :9). 
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d) Moreover cooperation of male colleagues is absolutely essential as it provides imme

diate setting. Women require trust, concurrence, guidance from male members who .have 

experience to share with. If males behave in the ways found in two P Ss women are really to be 

the lost case. It may be onerous to accentuate such changes in perception forthwith especially 

in the face of age old patriarchal values. Here it is believed that the role of parties - though 

themselves male dominated - is superlatively significant. By drawing and training they can 

prepare women to the utmost and at the sarrie time make the 'rival' men sensitiz:ed ab?':t 

women's rights. 

e) Another point persistently brought in by women needs ~ntrospection. Particularly at 

GP women members are oflower economic background, they are also engaged in subsistence 

works. But for PR works they have to sacrifice a lot economically. The Travelling Allowance 

they are entitled to are not only meager but at worst uncertain. Their demand for monthly 

allowance or some wage for those days spent for PR meeting/works or training seems justified 

(as provided in Karnataka). For it will compensate the monetary loss, make them independent 

from family doles and relieve them from physical labour involved in 2-4 KM. walk for PR 

Office. Convincingly it may be balancing investment to get more out of enthusiasm and dedi

cation. 

f) In order to inculcate trust 'and attune with collective decision making intricacies par

ticipation of women in informal agencies should be emphasised. In India women organisations 

:have successfully mobilised women along women issues like Anti Attack or Environment etc. 

and large number ofNon Governmental Organisations are also organising them emphatically 

both for PR and other affairs. But these efforts are scattered and no sign of them in this district 

is discernable. 

g) Large number ofwomen panchayats are ignorant and poorly informed about wider 

social issues. They should be helped to gain self image, confidence through requisite training, 

dissemination of information and supportive network. A lot of government sponsored train

ing programmes in West Bengal - both at State and District levels- have been conducted thus 

far for Chairpersons but ironically not for general members. General members also earnestly 

require training about the responsibilities and intricacies involved in PR. 
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C' 
4. CONCLUDING REFLEXTION 

Reservation for women is not the panacea but only precursor. No doubt it would foster 

increasing social acceptance of women1s eminence and positively encourage those who are 

still averse to political career. At the same time, the proven ability of women panchayats would 

help to mend centuries old abasement thus restore parity. But problematics of reservation 

should not also be evaded. 

The plain fact is that nowhere spontaneopsly and deservingly but only for statutory 

compulsion women are drawn into PR. Elected women have all round inferior social status, _ 

they la:ck conviction, exposure, sustentative environment and almost everything. Moreover 

without time to settle in and grasp role intricacies and without sufficient functional and politi

cal expimse it would be debasing if women are to prove their mantle instantly and completely. 

Any euphoria or.enormous thrust out of proper context may ultimately lead to crisis ofvulner-. 

ability or acceptability which may perpetuate the inequality reservation is purported to have 

solved. 

In western societies women are considerably liberated thanks to technology but Indian 

counterpart is still revolving around furnace for most part of day and life. Patriarchal ideology 

and obstinate social ethos undermining women1
S worth also have prostrating effect on them. 

Toned down to domesticity and the ideology propagating the desirability of such women are in 

a quandary. To cope with it fruiu."'4illy and stand for political roles they should have lift in two 

counts simultaneously. One is diminutive domestic engagements both by technology and sup

portive family thus redeeming and enthusing women to undertake public ;roles and other is 

palpable change in values exonerating them from no fault of their own. 

In the literature changes in values accepting women1s role in politics is sporadic. In fact 

everywhere cultural changes in the sense of mental perception .clo not commensurate with 

material changes in society thus often propping up conflict in role expectation and perform

ance. This dichotomy is likely to dissipate only gradually. However, resembling with the new 

impulsion 28 definite conversion in values is also in the offing. In the all India survey 29 75% 

male respondents favour equal participation of women in politics. Similarly data of this district 

manifest a clear trend of acceptance ofwomen with entity oftheir own. 

28. Recently gender has received wider attention. Central Government· is considering 30% job reservation for 

women as Prime· Minister informed the nation on 15 October 1996. And some State like Maharastra has 

already reserved such quote for women. 

29. CSDS/ICSSRJ!ndia Today Survey. india Today. 31 August 1996. 
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If reservation is a means both men and women should strive level best to ensure that the 

end is achieved. It is found that women have not felt repressed but taken up the challenge of 

PR post zealously. With time and experience their efficacy would surely leap up. But for it . 

mediating environment and cooperating sustentation are also earnestly essential. 

To grasp women panchayat's role and fo~ future evaluation of their roles we would also 

note few important points. 

Given the track records of parties as to women candidatures, instantaneousness· of res

ervation might have compelled parties to sponsor, just not to let seats vacant, a portion of 

family centered and not so willing candidates. For this reason the. first batch of women (as our 

respondents) will not be forerunner of future women repr~sentation in PR both in terms of 

background and performance. In all probability the next batch will settle the trend. 

Also time sequence seems important. It is already disClosed that with time women per

formance improves. Experience of three years for women respondents may have been one 

reason of divergence of results of this study and others. Therefore firm conclusion should 

require yet another in-depth study preferably at village or GP level after next PR election. 

It is also commonly conceded that no political party has so far been willing or able to 

relate women representation to the whole dimension of women development. Women issues 

have truly been subsumed by rhetoric of election propaganda. PR being the integral part of 

wider political process, substantial party control will inevitably be there. In this context wom

en's role or gender development will very much depend on ideology/programme of parties as 

well. We should direct sufficient attention to the perspective of parties to ascertain women's 

role in future. Role of panchayat members or women in particular should be understood in 

overali functional context ofPR. If one has to get into developmental or gender developmen

tal role of women one should consider what is feasible and what is the role performance. Any 

fervent expectation or contention out of this context would only be misleading. 
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ANNEXTURE 1 

CASE STUDIES 

Case Study no. 1. 

Dakshln Bara Haldibari GP - about 2 KM from Haldibari town - had the unique 

distinction of having one of the two GP Ch,airpersons in the district. SS , a widow of 40 

years had one daughter(17 years) and one son (11 years), had School Final degree .a~d 

she belonged to AIFB(S) party. Her living father- in- law owned a big chunk of fertile 

land with irrigation facilities. Her elevation. to and exercise of panchayat role would 

divulge women's position in the context of political configuration. 

·This GP had total 12 seats and party strength was - Congress 5, AIFB(S) 2, CPM 

2, BJP 2, independent (rebel Congress) 1. Consequently coalition of CPJvl/AIFB(S) /BJP 

was formed. mainly, it was alleged, to keep Congress out of power. Selection of 

Chairperson became very contentious as each party sticked to its own candidate and each 

refused to accept candidates of others thus causing a stalemate. As a last resort th~ 

present incumbent was brought in as possible consensus not because she was the most 

suitable but to ensure that rivals did not make it to the top. Tacit agreement was also there 

that she would be assisted/guided by all parties of the coalition. (There is another version 

as one GP member GD narrated -just when she was about to join Congress thus making 

its prospect brighter, left combination decided to lure her by dangling the chair) 

Candidly she confessed that she was not prepared for the PR post and it was the 

AIFB(S) party that forced her to contest election. 

Regarding her stewardship, GP members concorded that she was streaming the 

ship not unilaterally but by the guidance of other (male) members and as such no acute 

problem had surfaced. She herself conformed that she had deputed Vice Chairperson 

(male) to look after village disputes/problems. Being an area with international boarder, 

cow stealing, pilferage etc. were daily affairs. Border Security Forces very often 

confiscated such person/articles including harassment of innocent people. It was agreed 

upon that with the undertaking of the GP Chairperson Security Forces woufd . dispose 

those. In this respect she delegated other male members to supervise all those on her 

behalf. 



Moreover, the political composition of the GP had made her role somewhat 

redundant and she expressed frustration in the interview~ . Also she acquiesced that the 

panchayat role was taking heavy toll for her domestic responsibilities. She yielded that 

she would be engrossed with own family in future and would not contest next election as 

'enough is enough'. Tersely she may be regarded, to use constitutional cita~ion, as 

magirificent cipher. 

Case Study no 2 

Other GP Chairperson could be found in Golanerhati GP about 5 K.M. away from 

Sitalkuchi Block town of Mathabangha Sub-division. Here domineering role of husband 

was simply absolute. Mrs. KBM. the Chairperson, had School Final degree, was of 45 

years of age and belonged to CPM party. Her husband had been Chairperson of Sitalkuchi 

PS for last 15 years and 'undisputed' dominant leader of the block politics during the 

time of interview (1995). Her only son was also seen active in block politics and about to 

follow the footsteps of his father. Though she had been taking active interest in Mahila 

Samity affairs and commanded respect in the village by virtue of being the wife of the 

leader, it was not possible for her to unshackle the influence of husband. Right from the 

selection of her candidature to daily accomplishment of PR roles reign of husband was 

sharply noticeable. She was managing GP affairs with the dictation of husband and with 

the active workforce consisted of her son and few other male members. She also 

authorised her son to supervise village disputes. Confidence required for leadership 

seemed lacking during our talks with her. 
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ANNEXTURE 2 

All·Base/Calculating Tables for Chi Square Test. 

1. Confidence of Successful Performance ofPR Roles and Sodo Political Status of 
Women· 

Table No. 1.1 

Own Education and Confidence of Women -
Education Confidence 
of Women Confident Partially Uncertain Not Total 

Confidence Confident 
Low 21 16 2 2 41 
Medium 23 7 1 1 32 
High 15 2 - - 17 
Total 59 25 3 3 90 
X2 = 8.34 I D.F.* =6 I T,V.** 12.59 

*D.F.-Degree of Freedom. **T.V.-Table Value (at 0.05% level here and in all 
subsequent Tables) 

Table No. 1.2 

Family Education and Confidence of Women 
I Education 
I ofFamily 

Confidence 

I Confident Partially Uncertain Not Total 

' Confident Corifident 
Low ! 21 14 2 2 39 
Medium 13 7 I - i 2I ! 

High 25 4 I -r-----l - I 30 J 
Total 59 25 3 3 I 90 

-1 XL.= 7.45 I D.F.=6 I T:V· 12.59 ' i 

Table No. 1.3 

Caste and Confidence of \Vomen 
1 Caste of 
I Women I Confident 

fc._reneral ! 9 
I I'viw~lim ---y----9 
I SC/ST : 41 
f---------"---· 
I Total i 59 
· X 2 = 7.mL 
, . ---·-- --- -·--·-··--· --- -- -·· ·--- .L 

DF = 6 I TV = 12.59 I --··------ ------ ---··-----'- ----··--·--·--- -- --·-. ··---· .J 
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Table No. 1.4 

Marital Status and Confidence of Women 

Marital Confidence 
Status of Confident Partially Uncertain Not Total 
Women Confident Confident 
Married 54 23 3 3 83 
Widow I -- 1 -- -- 1 

Unmarried· 5 i 1 -- -- 6 
Total I 59 25 3 3 90 

X2 == 3.62 I DF =c: 6 TV= 12.59 I 

i Party 
i :iv'lember-
' ship 

Table No. 1. 5 

·Party Membership Grades and Confidence of Women 

Confidence 
Confident Partially 

Confident 
/ Uncertain , 
I l 
I 1 . Confident 

Not· Total 

I 
! 

I~ L_o_w_--+ __ 3_2.,----
I . 

46 _j 

Medium 10 
t High 13 
r Total 55 
I X2 = 4.06 

24 3 2 I 84 I 
DF = 6 ' TV= 12.59 ! -·-'----------------L . ---·--~---l 

Table No. 1.6 
First time from Family and Confidence of \Vomen 

First time I Confidence , 
i or not r-confide~tlP;rtially-1 Uncert~in i --Not--1 Tt;I--l 
\ ! ! Confident 1 / Confident i l 
G First time ! 3 7 ! . 12 1 3 2 54( 
, Not first I 22 ! 13 / 1 36 
i time 1 ! ; 
jTotal / 59 I 25 ~ 3 : 3 90 l 
L ___ --- X 

2 
= }:}_L_ ______ _:_ __ j _____ ·-· __ Q~ ==:=.~---- _____ L _____ T~_==.=.?~~_l ___ _ 
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2. Reaction to 'Family Advice and Socio Political Status of Women 

(FollowingTables in this Subsection are arranged bygivingscoreLo~_-totli~se_ 
accepting advice , Medium to those accepting partially and High to those refusing -
or Rejecting) 

Table No. 2.1 

Reaction to Advice and Education of Women 
I Reaction Own Education 

to Advice Low Medium High Total 
Low 15 7 4 26 

Medium 8 4 3 15 
High 18 21 10 49 

-Total 41 32 17 90 
X'-=3.7 I DF=4 I TV= 9.49 

Table No. 2.2 

. Reaction to Advice and Family Education of Women 
Reaction Family Education 

to Low -I Medium High Total I 
Advice i 

Low 15 I 7 4 26 
, Medium! 8 i 2 5 15 I 

High 16 i 12 21 49 
Total 39 -I 21 30 90 
X2 = 7.53 l DF=4 I TV= 9.49 

Table No. 2.3 
Reaction to Advice and Caste of Women 

1 Reaction I Caste 
I 

I ! I I General Muslim SC/ST Total ; 

I Low i 5 i 7 i 14 26 ! 
I 
~vtedium 

i 2 2 11 15 ' i 

I High I 11 3 35 49 

I Total I 18 I 12 60 90 
' x- = 6.9 I DF=4 I TV= 9.49 i 

_; 
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. · Reacti~n td:,:Advice .and Party . . . ,, . 
c·Party~ : - · I - • ------ · .-- ' .-

.. · ·· ·· ·. Oth ;_._T_ otal_ . " ·_. ·. ·'.:congress .. : · ers . 
·Reaction 

CPM 

~ '- . : 

'Low · ··12 
. }13 . . ... 1 . . ·. ·<26 . 

Meditmi ·1 o ·3 2 

9:49 
90 

•9 7 
·: '25 .10 
DF-4 I. TV 

_High 33 
· Total 55 

xz- 9.59 I 

3. Raising Issues in PR Meetings and Socio Political Status of Women 

l 
i 

l-
I 

I 

! 

I 

(Following Tables in this Sub section are computed after giving Score 
Low to those raising Issues following Husbands, Medium to those 
raising following Party and High to those raising by themselves) 

Ra. . I 
Table No. ·3.1 

dEd ISmg ssues an ucat10n o fW omen 
Raising Issue I Own Education 

·Score Low Medium High Total 
Low 6 6 4 16 

Medium 4 2 I . 1 7 
---------

High 31 24 12 I 67 
Total I 41 32 17 I 90 
r2 _ X 0.98 

I 
I = D.F. 4 = T.V. 9.49 

R.. I aiSmg 
Table No.3 2 
dFamil Ed fW ssues an ty ucatJ.on o omen 

Raising Issue Family Education 
Score Low :Medium High ! Total 
Low 10 2 4 I 16 

~1edium 4 1 2 7 
High ! 25 18 24 67 
Total I 39 21' 30 90 

X2 = 3.33 D.F. 4 T.V.9.49 

Table No. 3 . 3 
Raising Issues and Party Membership Grade of Women 

1 Low i 11 4 1 15 
~--·- Medium . ~--- 6 1 +--- -t.---7----1 

I 
_j 
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Table No. 3 .4 
R . . I dF t . fr F ·1 aiSmg ssues .an rrs tune om am11y 

Raising Issue First time from Family 
Score Yes No Total 
Low 11 5 16 

Medium 4 3 7 
Bigh 39 28 67 
Total 54 36 90 
X 2 = 0.62 I D.F. 2! I T.V. 5.99r· __ 

4. Nature of Acceptance of \IVomen's Points in PR :Meetings and SocioPolitical .. 
Status of Women. 

(Following Tables are computed by giving·score Low to those whose 
points are not accepted , Medium to those whose points are accepted 
occasionally and High for being accepted in majority cases) 

Table No. 4.1 
Nature of Acceptance and Education of Wo~en 

Acceptance ! Education of Women 
Grade l Low I Medium jlligh Total : 
Low 9 I 6 I 4 i 19 I I 

Medium I 24 I 17 I 11 I 52 I I 

'High 8 J 9 l 2 19 
Total 41 I 32 j 17 90 

XL.= 2.03 D.F=4 I T.V.= 9.49 

Table No. 4.2 

Nature of Acceptance and Family Education of VloJnen 

l Medium I 22 10 L 20 i 52 
! High i 8 : 7 i 4 i 19 
[ _____ lotal ____ j ___ 39 i . 21 _J ____ 3_Q__ I 90 
I X = 3.28 ! D.F = 4 T.V.= 9.49 

I 
! 
l 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 

___J 

I 
---1 
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Table No. 4.3 
Nature of Acceptance and Caste of Women 

Acceptance Caste· 
GracJe General Muslim. SC/ST Total· 
LOw 2 2 15 19 
Medium 11 7 34 52 
High 5 3 11 19 
Total 18 12 60 90 
xz = 2.13 D.F=4 T.V.= 9~.49 

Table No. 4 .4 · 

a eo Ntur fA dP t ccep ance an arty em ers 1p a e M b hiGrd 
Acceptance Party Membership ' 

.Grade Low ·Medium High Total 
Low 13 3 2 18 

I"vledium 21 11 15 47 
High 12 3 4 19 
Total 46 17 21 84 

x-z = s.o6 D.F=4 T.V.= 9.49 

Table No. 4. 5 
N tu fA a reo cceptance an dF 1rst tune fi rom F ·1 amiY 

Acceptance First time from Family I 
Grade Yes No I Total I 
Low 14 5 ·I 19 

Medium 37 I 15 ! 52 
High 3 16 I 19 
Total 54 __ L ___ J_§ ____ _j_ ________ ~.Q ______ 

-----~----::-·:.;-·---~-

X = :::l.:::l3 D.F=2 I T.V.= 5.99 

5. Reaction of Women when their Point~ are refused and their Socio Political 
Status. 

(Assigned"Score is ; Low who accept it without any reaction, Jv!edium who 
get frustrated and remain absent and High who press for acceptance) 

Table No. 5. 1 
Reaction when refused and Education of Women. 

\ Reaction Grade I . Own Education -----~ 
i . ~-------------.---------------,.-----------,----- ---, 

I 
1 Low ! Medium ; _ High I Total ; 

I I I ' , 
Low 15 : 6 · 3 ! 24 · · 

------------.-----,- -----·------ ~--------- - -----.- --~-----. ---------------, ----------- ·---~ 
l'vledmm ! 5 ! 1 I -- t 6 ·i . 

~. ____ _!ii@_ .... __ J ____ 21 .l_ __ : _ _2_~----- ~-. __ .... LL __ _j__§2_ .. ! 
! Total / 41 · ! 3 2 i 1 7 ! 90 ! r. x~ -7 9.21 _L ___ _ ____ PX:.~-~- --: ~- ... I-Y.: ~ ~j9 ---~-:-- .. : 
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· · Table No. 5: 2 · 

ReactiOn w en re se an ly h fu d d Famil Ed fW ucatwn o omen : 

Reaction Grade· Falnily Education 
' 

. Low Medium High Total . \ 

., . 
. 1 .. . \ · ... 

··. 

Low 14 --4 6 24.· 
Medium .. 4 1 '1 6 

High 21 16 23 . ·60 '~. . 
........... 

Total 39 21 30 90 .i ";: 

X 2 = 5.24 D.F. = 4 T.V. =9.49 

Table No. 5. 3 

Reaction when refused and Caste of Women 
Reaction Grade Caste of Women 

/ . 

General Muslim SC!ST Total 
Low 3 3 18 24 

Medium 1 1 4 6 
High 14 8 38 ! 60 
Total 18 121 60 I 90 

x~ = 1.45 D.F. =4 · T.V.= 9.49 

Table No. 5 .4 
R 1 fu d dPtvM b 1· Grd fW eactwn w 1en re se an at em ers up a eo omen 

! Reaction Grade Partv :Nlembershi_Q 

I Low Medium High Total 
Low 9 5 8 ! 22 

lv1edium 4 -- 1 5 I 
High 33 12 12 57 

.-----~To!~ __ _J_ 46 - __ _j 17. 21 ! 84 : j_ ________ 

X''= 4.82 D.F. =4 T.V. =9.49 ~ 

Table No. 5. 5 

honGrade Party 
CPM l Cong. I Others. l Total I i 

Low 
' 

21 I 2 1 : 24 

Reaction when refused and Party of Women 

i 
l'vledium 5 J 1 I ' 6 --

High 
I 

29 I 22 9 60 I ! r-----· 55 l 25 10 90 I r Total 
L_ x 2 ~ 12:.?_Z_ _ _L D.F. = 4 T.V.= 9.49 I 
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6. Perception of Importance· of previous PR Experience and Socio Politicalstatus 
ofwom.en 

·Table No. 6. 1 
Im fE dO Ed fW l!)ortance o ~xpenence an ·wn ucatmn o omen 

Education . Experience 
··A• ·B c D E F Total 

LOw 16 2 12 5 6 -- 41 
Medium . 13 5 7, 3 4 -- 32 
--High 6 1 1. 3 5 1 17 
Total '35 8 20 11 15 1 90 

x:l. = 17.13 D.F:= 10 T.V.18.31 

*A - Strongly Agree. B - Agree. C - Partially Agree. D -Uncertain. 
E .:.. Disagree. F - Strongly Disagree. 

Table No. 6. 2 
Importance of Experience and Family Education of Women 

Education Experience 
A B c D E F I Total 

Low 15 2 12 s s I -- 39 
i\!Iedium 8 3 3 1 6 -- 21 

High 12 
. 
3' 5 5 4 1 30 

Total 35 8' 20 11 15 1 ' 90 
X2 

= 9.44 D.F. = 10 T.V.== 18.31 

Table No. 6. 3 
Importance of Experience and Caste of Women 

Caste Experience 
A B c D E I F j Total 

General 9 3 1 4 1 I -- ! 18 
Muslim 5 I 2 2 -- 3 _\ -- I 12 i 

SC!St ·i 21 3 17i 7 11 i 1 
I 

60 ! r-· 
Total I I 35 8 20 11 15 1 i 90 

I X 2 = 12.10 I D.F. == 10 I T.V.== 18.31 
L 

Table No. 6. 4 
Importance ofExperience and Party of Women 

. Party of \\iomen ~ Experience __ ----------:--~ 
i : A I B c:n· Ef F ' Total I 

\---- __ CP1v!_ __ -L-_26 _ _j_j ____ _l~____J_ 5 I 7 J_~---: _ _2_~--
f- Congress ! 7 i 4 4 I 4 ; 5 ! l . ! 25 

1-=~~--=J.::::t=~=i 3i . .J.=-~-=i --=i~ -t_~ti-1 fiJ_---t_t=-=-~~ _] 
I x~ c·c 9.97 : D.F. ~ 10 : T.\-'".c-: 18.31 I 
, ___ -------------------- '' -----·-------- _______________________________________________ [_ ------------------- --------~ 
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Table No. 6;5 

Importance of Experience and Party 1\-1embership Grade of Women 

I Party . Experience 

Membership 

1 Grade I 
I 

.. 
-l I A 

I B I c I D ' E I F I . Total I 

i 
I 

.i I I 
! I 

I I 

I I 
--t---

I J Low 13 3 i 10 8 11 1 I 46 
I I I 

,. :Nledium 5 

I 
3 I 

7 
I 2 I 

, i 17 j 
I 

I -- --____ L ' I 

I I 
--------!--------1 

()' I I i -- I I I High 14 2 1 1 3 

·Total 3:2 8 18 11 14 I 1 
xz =20.40 . D.F. 10 T.V. 18.31 
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